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President’s Message
Dave Williams

Another school year draws to a close. For the VOC, a successful year. A climbing

wall up and climbing; a glacier school not snowed out; a Longhike not washed out;

wilderness first aid and avalanche courses; a tele-clinic; snow caving and winter

camping; a climbing competition; a record number of members - over 300 - what

will it be next year? - perhaps a VOC plus a rock climbing club? Mega trips and

outings and social gatherings - I for one have thoroughly enjoyed myself.

We should all give thanks to the dedicated executive and general membership

who have helped make the past year run smoothly. Special thanks to: Denie - a

treasurer unsurpassed - fabulous and consciencious job; Mike the wall energizer,

constructor...thanks tons, Mike - sometimes a thankless task I think? Chris G. and

Eric C. for running the wall - changing routes, booking times, looking after the gear

- a time consuming job - and maybe the archives - somedayl Chrystal - for holding

executive meetings togeth- er - I know, supposedly my job - taking those tedious

minutes, and typing those wonderful VOCENES; Fiona for keeping us informed -

perhaps our general dogsbody; Julie the other dogsbody - behind the scenes organizer

and VOCAL updater, energetic and ever helpful; Rod for producing those tedious

Hustlers Handbooks - well worth itl Eric N. - great Longhike and glacier school;

Chris B. - VOC Journal and handbook publications - a lot of organizational work -

thanks for the deadline extension. Oh ya - not forgetting Noel, our ‘extra

quartermaster - I’ve almost got all the gear backl Thanks a bunch Darlene and Craig

and Andy and Muriel and all those numerous others - too many to mention - for

organizing and helping out at various schools, etc...

What has it all meant to me? - I’ve learned the art of delegating - recommend it

to everyonel

Great year, and thanks to all those involved.

Editor’s Message
Chris Brayshaw

Those who’ve been on trips with me know that I’m a lot more comfortable with

word processors, LetraSet and printing instructions than with crampons, etiers, and

aid gear. Which helps explain why I volunteered to be ‘Publications Editor’ back in
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April, having temporarily convinced myself that I had nothing better to do between

December and March.

The last three months have involved a hell of a lot of work, but, by and large,
they’ve been fun, too. Getting to read the trip reports as they came in and getting a
first look at the pictures that accompany them went a, long way toward making up for

4pm - lam typing marathons and “procedural errors” like deleting two days’ worth
of work off the hard drive.

This year’s journal is the longest in VOC history, thanks to the efforts of

everyone who took time from exams and papers to contribute artides and slides.

Special thanks to the following people:
* Sand Russell, who typed more than half of these pages;
* Eric Nodwell, Julie McCauley, Charles LeBlanc, and Dave Way, who typed the

rest;
* Denie Robichaud, who canvassed for ads, and to our advertisers, for showing

support for the Journal and the VOC;

* and, finally, to Craig Hollinger, the editor of last year’s journal, for help and
general all-around empathy (“What’s that? You say you’re moving to Tibet?
Journal must be behind schedule, huh?”).

VOC purists will note the presence of VOCENE trip reports scattered throughout
the “Fall” and “Winter” sections; thanks to Chrystal McNabb for providing these.
Finally, due to the limitations of Microsoft Word 4, only text pages are numbered.

Again, thanks to all who helped out - now enjoy!
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Grad News

Chris Loque - Two little girls - more rock climbing than coast - in Cranbrook.

Markus Kellerhals Back in town after travelling the world.

Paul Philips - Teaching and house in Kelowna.

Anita Mlttenun / Steve Dods- Steve is post-docing in Japan and Anita is home to

have a baby in early March.

Sean Marlyn - Teaching in a Vancouver school.

Kathy Wong - Working as an occupational therapist and skiing the local hills.

Susan Hollenberg - Doctoring part-time and skiing part-time! Also in the local

hills!

Tony Webb - After spending a few years in Scotland, Tony returned to Vancouver -

he knows where the best mountains are.

Pat Martin - Working in Victoria; occasionally crossing the big Gulf to ski here.

Henry Marsden - Finished a Master’s in geology; now working in Vancouver and

Chile.

Audrey Pearson - Gone to University of Washington to start a PhD in saving old

growth forests.

Andy Pacheco - Still here, isn’t he?

Phyllis Mallet - Hanging around Vancouver; seen at BCMC meetings.

Laura Koch - Working for Lands in Vancouver. Seen skiing with Graham

Underhill.
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Peter Stone - Teaching in Newfoundland and going on long Williams ski trips as

much as possible.

Normand Fortier - Recently married Quebecois sweetie Denise Franceour;

living in Vancouver.

DebbIe Phillips - Just about finished med school at UBC.

Leisbet Croockewit - Spent last year in Quebec City;

Pierre Beaudry - returned to Smithers to have a baby.

Bev McLeod - Working at Capilano College and skiing when her knees let her.

John Croockewit - Working as an engineer and living in his own home in East Van.

Teresa Dunsta - Doing GIS-stuff for Canadian Wildlife Service in Delta.

Kobus Bernard I Emily Butler- Kobus is working at SFU and will be starting

a Master’s in the fall, after he comes back from Ana Dablam, where he’s going with

Emily, Richard Howes, and Ken Legg. Emily is still working at the Co-Op.

Catherine McCammon / Richard Howes - Are in Germany, where Catherine is

doing research. Both are going to Nepal, where Richard will be climbing

Ana Dablam.

Muriel Pacheco - Graduated (HI) in education, and is now doing her art full time,

hoping she won’t get called out to substitute teach.

Terry + Heather Chow - Last we heard, Heather was expectingi Anybody know

how that turned out?

Anders Ouram - Is now executive director of the FMCBC.
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Bruce and Denise Blackwell are living in North Vancouver and taking care of

twins.

Denise Hart is back at UBC - currently in Landscape Architecture and likely

switching to Masters next fall.

Betsy Fletcher is also back at UBC and will also likely start a Masters next falli

More also backs: Brian Waddington is finishing (?) a Masters in geophysics and

Darlene Anderson is also finishing a Masters in Planning.
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when a small group of VOC members got together to start a
Co-op. Their aim was to do something about the poor

selection and high prices of climbing equipment in Vancouver.
Their ideas worked and grew. Today our motto is still

good gear, good prices, good people, and the
Co-op’s guarantee behind everything we sell.

If you’re already a Co-op member, we’ll be mailing you the
Co-op’s Summer Catalogue in early April. If you’re not a

member or if you’ve moved recently, drop us a note or phone
(604) 732-1989, and we’ll send you a free copy.

‘MOUNTAIN
EQUIPMENT

___CO-OP

It Was The
Summer of ‘71...

Vancouver - 872-7858, Calgary - 269-2420, Toronto - 363-0122
Mail Order 1-800-363-0122 or 732-1537
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1991 Social Scene
Eric Nodwell

Annual Banquet:

Approximately 60 people attended the 1991 annual banquet. The food was only

tolerable, but was more than made up for by the company and entertainment. John

Baldwin showed slides of his breathtaking ski adventures, which made everyone want

to strap heavy packs on their backs and head out into the mountains before dessert

was served. Dinner was reqularly interrupted for the presentation of awards. Chris

Cooper had a hard time picking winners from all the specatular submissions in the

photo contest. Dave Williams won overall prize with a slide taken in the Himalayas.

Awards were presented as follows:

Journal Awards:

As a token of appreciation for the immense amount of work which Craig Hollinger put

into the Journal, probably the largest VOC Journal ever, he was awarded a 29 cent

BIC pen.

The Volume award was given to Jan Palaty; he was given muscle relaxant for writer’s

cramp.

Rob Judge was awarded a paper pieps for his article ‘Avalanche!’

Eric Clemson was given a bottle of TUMS for his restaurant review

The award for the funniest article was given to Charles Evans for his write up of the

avalanche course. He got a box of kleenex to wipe away the tears of laughter.

Other Awards:
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The Broken Board award was given to David Williams for breaking various bones

during the year.

The Most Active New Member Award went to both Chrystal McNabb and Denie

Robichaud.

The Old Geezer Award was won jointly by Andy and Muriel Pacheco. This isn’t the

first time that they’ve won in this category. Will they win it again next year?

The loving cup award went to Ken Legg and Barb Bell.

Eric Nodwell won the Most Eligible Bachelor Award (this award is presented by the

SWRC: the Single Woman’s Rock Climbing Club, a subsiduary of the VOC)

Scott Philips was given a Julie Andrews award for his ever popular renditions of old

favorites and his original improvistations.

Andy. Muriel, Jeff and Lisa were given a cup of coffee for their bivy outside of the 7-

11 in Squamish.

Marilyn Noort gave Rich a pillow for falling off an elephant in Nepal.

Carolyn Anglin was given the Best Sport Award for going on her first overnight ski

trip alone with Eric Nodwell (Overnight Eric). Needless to say she got a good

introduction to extended nighttime bushwacking.

Peter Kalsaris (not a VOC member) was given an honorary VOC membership, good on

Wednesday nights only, for showing up for VOC telenights more consistantly than any

VOC member.

David Williams was given a razor for the best haircut (rumour has it that he cut it

himself).

Donie Robichaud was given an award for the ugliest hat on a VOC trip.
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Eric Clemson was given some baseball cards - need we explain?

John McCarter was given a Thermarest Couple kit for persistance in trying to zip
together mismatched sleeping bags.

Andy Pacheco was given bright lycra climbing tights for showing up at the Halloween
party in lycra. Not being the shy type, he stripped off his pants in front of
everybody at the banquet in order to try out his rad new lycra.

Summer Barbeques:

Unfortunately, one of the wettest summers on record conspired to dump rain on
us almost every time we tried to make it to the beach. Not surprisingly, attendance
was not very high and the barbeques kind of petered out.

Longhlke:

What can be said about Longhike that hasn’t been said before? As usual there
were over a hundred people in attendance and the hot tub was very popular. There
were no lack of volunteers to help in the cooking, which was orchestrated by Julie
McCauley and Fern Hietkaup. Rock school went surprisingly smoothly and many had
their first taste of being repeatedly swung into a rock face on the end of a rope and
other pleasures of rock climbing.
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Halloween Party:

Those old-timers who remember VOC hafloween parties being poorly attended,

very tame events were astounded by this year’s party. An estimated 60-70 cleverly

disguised VOCers showed up. Maybe it was the costumes, or the beer that developed

the uninhibited ‘no one will remember it was me feeling, but whatever it was, 95%

of the attendees were in costume and many stayed till the wee hours of the morning

and were actually seen dancing!! Rumour has it that John” was nearly evicted

from his house after this infamous party, but it was much appreciated and the party

was a big success. Prizes were awarded for the best costumes, such as Most Original

to Guy Edwards for his protrayal of a refuge from behind the Iron Curtain. Most

Apathetic went to Drew Brayshaw for the costume requiring the least thought or

preparation (Mr. GoIden Ears”), and Best Couple went to the pair with matching

tennis ball eyes: Don Blackburn (the frog) and David Way (the fly.)

Swimming and Skating Nights:

These are always very fun and popular, especially during the season when you

get as wet in the mountains as you do in the pool.
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Vee-O-Cee Mountain Our Namesake in The McBrides
Chris GUI

February 1991

Reading Break, February 1991 - a small group decides to go on “a Backcountry

Touring Trip”. The snowpack was relatively stable, but the weather was promising

rain, wind and misery - ideal for any “good VOC trip”. The group involved consisted

of Ken Legg (the former VOC president), Patric Ouellette, Gerold Stenhauer, Peter

Mehting and myself (of course). We started up Fitsimmons Creek at about 11:00 in

the morning. Singing Pass came soon enough, and by about 5:30 that evening we

were the sole occupants of the Russet Lake hut. The meals that evening were

fantastic, including quiche, asskicker chili and pasta with butter (Spot the hardcore

yet?). After dinner drinks were served by the pastameister, Ken, consisting of

“official dish anteseptic and mood adjustment fluid in hot chocklit.

The next morning’s ski up to Refuse Pinnacle, Overlord and Benvolio was not so

uneventful. The path was much steeper with lots of kick turns and great views of

Garibaldi park. The ridge ascending Refuse was climbed with boot steps and poles,
with only one small section requiring a belay. While traversing off the peak (still

on foot) a rather large cornice proved to us that gravity still works by plummetting

to the valley floor. Fortunately, no one was injured, but Ken and I suffered minor

speed stripes and needless to say the retreat was executed well away from the rest of

the ridge. So far, the forcast of rain and bad weather seemed erroneous, since we

were skiing in sunshine all day. Most members of the party bagged Overlord and then
we ascended to the north side of Benvolio, where a 2 day base camp was established.
An awesome view from this peak - the McBrides, the Ubyssey glacier, the ridge up
Vee-O-Cee - all we needed to do was drop to the valley floor (5000), then climb up
the glacier (3000), then ascend Vee-O-Cee (—2500’) - oh yeah, then go back home
to base camp in one day. Not an objective for the weak at heart but a definite
challenge.

It snowed about 15 cm of new snow overnight, with moderate north west winds.
We were up and going before the sun, making (nice?) turns for about 3000 feet in

dream like snow. Gerold torqued his binding so much that he decided to return to
camp instead of going further. We continued down through steep trees and bluffs to
avoid a steep avalanche track. There is something to be said about clearcuts after

skiing a bushwack like this one.- lots of fun, really!!

From the valley, a technical (though unroped) ski up the obvious creek to the
glacier, with only one short snow/ice fall to avoid by steep tree climbing. Up and
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over and volta, the Ubyssey glacier. A beautiful sight, now climb like mad, ascend
the peak and return. Further up the glacier (in gorgeous sunshine), Patric and I
started the return journey, partially because Patric was experiencing “hamburger
heel” (more like pot roast foot as we saw that night in the tent) and because neither
of us was mentally prepared for a longer than 18 hour day. We saw fresh bear
tracks when we reached the valley, floor, so we hastened to begin the ascent back to
camp. We climbed the avalanche path in the sunset, as it was more direct and deemed
benign by inspection from the base of Vee-O-Cee. The ski up 5000 feet seemed to
last forever, and the number of breaks taken increased to one every 15 steps. The
sky was clear and moonlit for our ascent and we often used only one headlamp to
break the trail. It was a real feeling of relief to see Gerold’s headlamp peering over
the headwall of the glacier. We were so tired we almost didn’t notice an open section
of ‘schrund as we skiied up to certain hot water and food and sleep. Gerold seemed
glad to see us, but at 10:45PM we just wanted hot liquids and sleep. I forced us to eat
some pasta and lots of sugar, then sleep, sleep, sleep. Ken and Peter arrived back
about 2 hours later, equally as tired but having completed the trip to the top of Vee
0-Ceo. I doubt the additional 2500 feet to the top of Vee-0-Cee could have made a
huge difference to either Patric or myself, but it leaves another option open for the
future.

The last day of our trip saw us up later than usual, for obvious reasons. The
route home went under Overlord and over the musical bumps to Whistler Mountains
“Burnt Stew Basin”. 3/5 of the party enjoyed all the tele turns along the way:
Patric had some problems with rather rare feet and Gerrold was on snowshoes, since
his bindings were toasted below Overlord. People sure look at you funny in the
Longhorn when you come in wearin’ 4 days sweat and fluorozinck all over your ears,
but they still serve you beer and nachos. A very recommended trip, but remember to
take a short rope and several “Roger’s Avalanche Poodles”.

SPHINX CAMP, 1991
Eric Nodwell
April 1991

This is a tale of food, song, pain and confusion. And to make the story more
entertaining I’ll concentrate on the pain and confusion. I am writing this almost a
year later, with the help of Carolyn and Denie, but some of the details are foggy, so I
apologize to anyone whose part in this adventure gets misrepresented.
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As usual, our intimate group of twelve started our jaunt up to Sphinx Camp at a

leisurely pace. Weather was cooperative, except for the total whiteout. We crossed

Garibaldi Lake on a compass bearing, taking turns breaking trail in the soft snow.

Arriving at the cabin, we proceeded to heat the place by igniting the table with our

leaky stoves. Dinner entertainment was provided by A Dozen Deaf Drummers beating

on pots and bowls, and chanting. Zander improvised on a cheese grater with his

plastic fork. The contralto accompianment was provided by Scott (who else?). As it

was Darlene’s birthday, I attempted to bake a cake with my MSR stove.., in a plastic

bag! Actually, it made a pretty decent chocolate pudding.

Sunday morning we enjoyed a leisurely trip over to Sentinel Glacier. Both

Carolyn and Barb broke a bail. Darlene provided an extra ball for Barb and hay wire

temporarily fixed Carolyn’s. The weather was only marginally better than the day

before, but Barb, Ken and Zander carried on to cross the Neve anyway, as they had

originally planned. Everyone else turned back. After stopping for hot drinks at the

cabin (not too much pain so far, is there? read on - it gets better), people left in
groups which spread out according to strength, skiing ability and general level of

lethargy. Scott had some problem with his skis on Garibaldi Lake, so Tania and Dave

waited behind with him.

Somehow Denie ended up between groups. Not particularly liking this, he decided

to have a bite to eat and wait. After a while he concluded that Dave and company had

taken another route home, which they had been discussing. So he set off believing that

he was far behind everyone else. The Fates took notice of such a golden opportunity

and caused Denie’s ski pole to plunge deep into the powder snow on a turn, neatly

dislocating his shoulder. The Fates really outdid themselves this time, because this

happened just past the spot where Denie and Scott had missed the trail coming up, and

had gone an an hour detour through the forest. You’ll see later how this messed things

up even more. Denie left-his pack and set off to try and catch up (with his dislocated

shoulder and without his skins!).

Meanwhile, the forward groups had coalesced at the junction just above the steep

switchbacks on the Garibaldi Barrier. After waiting for awhile, people began to get

cold, and set off in about the same order they had arrived at the junction. The last to

leave were Carolyn and I. We first thought of waiting for the others, but after a

considerable time we were really cold and we figured that since there were four

people behind us, it would be airight to carry on. We didn’t go very fast: Carolyn was

somewhat new to skiing. Also, I tried to take the hairpin turns at high speeds. I was

sometimes successful, but more often I went careening off the edge of the trail and
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down the steep slope into the deep powder. Several minutes would then be lost as
Carolyn tried to stop laughing and I gathered my equipment and struggled back up to
the trail. After about halt a dozen switchbacks we heard some distant yelling behind
us. “Must be Scott and Denie fooling around.” We skied another switchback. “That
doesn’t sound like someone having fun. Carolyn, who had her skins on, started back
up the trail while I dug around in my pack for my skins.

When I reached Denie it was obvious that he had dislocated his shoulder and that
he was in a lot a pain. All I had for the pain was extra-strength Tylenol. I was very
relieved when I checked and found circulation in Denie’s arm: at least I wouldn’t have
to attempt to relocate it in the field. I was trying to work quickly, but everything I
ever knew about immobilizing dislocated shoulders had left my brain when I saw
Denie and it was only coming back slowly.

At this moment Dave came down the trail at a terrific pace - he had passed the
abandoned pack and knew something was wrong. Dave had anti-inflammitory pills,
which were very welcome. While I was sorting out my thoughts on immobilization, I
tried to get Denie to lie down, which of course aggravated his shoulder. The key thing
in immobilizing a dislocated shoulder is to keep the upper arm straight out in front of
the body; any other position is very painful. I was just beginning to recall this. I
tried my clothes bag as support, but it was too small and too soft. While I gathered my
thoughts and more material for a support, and while other people busied themselves
with other things, Denie decided he couldn’t stay still and had to keep moving. He
headed off alone (on foot - the snow was not very deep). We had a quick consultation
to decide what to do next. Susan and Tania, who had arrived in the meantime (Tania
coming down the trail and Susan coming up to find out what was taking so long), were
the only ones who didn’t have their packs emptied all over the trail, so they were sent
to help Denie as best they could. Neither of them had a headlamp, so I gave them mine.

Dave was for getting everyone out and coming back another day for Denies pack,
as it was well after dark. I was for retrieving Denie’s pack, since I thought we had a
large enough group to spare two people, and I knew it would worry Denie if it was left
behind. Complicating things was the fact that there were only two vehicles at the
bottom of the trail: mine and Scott’s. Dave hadn’t been able to get his car all the way
up the access road and had parked it a couple of kilometres from the trallhead (we
were about five or six kilometres from the trailhead). What was decided was that
Carolyn and I would go back up the trail and retrieve Denie’s pack. Everyone else
would go down and help Denie as best they could. Scott still hadn’t showed up, but it
was assumed that he would be coming down any second. Carolyn and I would meet him
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on our way up, tell him what had happened, and then he would boot it to the bottom of

the trail, probably getting there before Denie, in order to give Denie a ride to the

hospital.

Well, we didn’t meet Scott coming down the trail. At the junction we found one

pack, whether it was Scott’s and Denie’s we couldn’t tell, and didn’t want to waste time

finding out. We were worried now about Scott. We carried on, but only about fifty

metres past the junction we met Scott with the other pack. He looked exhausted, It

turned out that he had come across Denie’s pack by the trail, right near the junction of

the inadvertant detour he and Denie had taken the day before. He assumed that Denie

had, for some unknown reason, left his pack and headed up the detour. It hadn’t snowed

so it was impossible to tell whether the tracks were fresh. So Scott headed off into the

forest looking for Denie and following the trail they’d made yesterday. When he didn’t

find Denie after a few minutes, he went to get some help. Finding no one at the

junction, he decided he had to search on his own, so he left his pack and went back up

the trail again. When we met him, he was coming down with Denie’s pack after giving

up the search. He was actually very relieved to find out that Denie merely had a

dislocated shoulder, and wasn’t lost somewhere in the forest without his pack. Just as

we were heading off again, Dave came roaring up the trail to find out why the hell

Scott hadn’t come down yet.

Now we were in a fine situation. Denie was propably nearing the trailhead by

now and here we were, the only three people with car keys, all at the top of the

Barrier trail. Being one of the faster skiiers, I went flying down the trail, using

Carolyn’s headlamp: now I would be the one to drive Denie to the hospital. Dave, Scott

and Carolyn were left with four heavy packs and an extra pair of skiis. They found

Denies headlamp in his pack, so they each had a headlamp. Scott took the extra skils,

while Dave strapped the extra pack onto his chest. Since Carolyn was not needed to

carry anything, she went ahead to catch up and help out if she could.

About two thirds of the way down I came across Tania who had been left in the

dark at some point and was looking very scared. She really wanted to come with me,

but I didn’t want to be slowed down. I waited long enough for her to get her sleeping

out of her pack and crawl into it by the side of the trail, then I left her in the dark

again. Actually, she didn’t have to wait very long before Carolyn came along.

There wasn’t much snow on the lower part of the trail, but I skiied it anyway,

over rocks, streams, and even over trees which were across the path. I did however,

take my skiis off to get down the stairs which are right at the start of the trail. I
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rushed into the parking lot and... it was empty, except for Darlene, who didn’t look the

least bit hurried or anxious.

“Where’s Denie?”

“He’s gone.”

“Gone where?”

“To the hospital.”

“How did he get there?”

“Well, some fellow in a suit just happenned to be driving up here?”

“Some fellow in a suit?? Who just happened to be driving up here?? At this time

of night??”

“Yes, he said he wanted to see the view.”

“But it’s dark!”

“Yup.”

That pretty much ends the story. When everyone was finally out we went to the
hospital to see how Denie was doing. By the time we got there, the shoulder was in it’s

proper position and Denie was his normal cheerful self. When we got Denie home, he
slept straight for about 40 hours.

Participants:

Denie Robichaud David Williams
Tania Behrisch Susan Larkin
Zander Oldaker Barb Bell
Ken Legg Eric Nodweli
Carolyn Anglin Darlene Anderson
others?

The Sort of Annual Olympic Peninsula Trip
Denie Robichaud

April 1991

For some reason, this once popular V.O.C. trip down to the beaches and trails of

Olympic Peninsula National Park ceased to be an annual event ohhhh, somewhere

back in the mid 70’s. But after Craig Hollinger mentioned that the club needed more

annual trips and after reading up on all the great O.P. trips of the past I decided that

this was a trip worth rejuvenating. It was a casual start. We all met at the White

Spot for breakfast but, oddly enough, it was closed (Were we too early? Was it

because it was Good Friday? Did they see us coming?). We headed off for the border
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without our breakfast but decided that we’d do a quick stop at some super market or

something down in the States. Some members of our party felt that they were short

of supplies for the four days ahead. For some members of our (myself included) the

novelty of shopping in an American supermarket was too much to handle. Rows and

rows of wine and beer; books of all kinds in paperback or hard cover; open salad

bars, hot soup, chili and stew section; and video racks to boot. I know, nowadays we

can find most of that stuff under one roof here in Canada, but it just seemed more

interesting to see it on its native ground. Marilyn and Rich played with their

crossword puzzle book in their car while Charles, UI, Scott and I did the shopping.

After over an hour of waiting Rich came in to see if we were still alive and/or ready

to leave. Well, we were alive alright but to Rich’s bewilderment we still hadn’t done

any shopping yet. Charles was heavily into a science fiction book he had picked off the

stands,Lil and Scott were still overwhelmed by the vast selection of wine they had to

chose from, and I was keeping myself entertained at the soup and salad counter

catching up on that breakfast I had missed. With two bottles of wine, about three

pounds of codfish and two pounds of sole, a head of lettuce and other water laden

substances we left the market and to Rich and Marilyn’s screams of delight (or were

those screams of frustration for having waited an hour and a half) we finally got

back on the road.

Now, for those planning to do this trip in the future, let me just say that to get

people at the beginning of the trail ( Ozette Lake ) and cars at the end of the trail

(Rialto Beach ) is not a very easy thing to do. Before leaving Vancouver we worked

out an elaborate plan involving six people, three cars, sixty miles of road and lots of

hitchhiking. I’d love to get into it but it gets complicated. What’s important is that we

ended up with two cars at the end of the trail and six people along with Charles’ little

Mazda at the beginning of the trail and all before (just) nightfall. We walked the

three miles of board walk in the dark and the rain with shouts of “step up”, “step

down”, turn left”, “woaaaaa (thump) slippery” coming from our hazard warning

leader. We pitched tents, feasted with codfish coated in pancake batter, mixed

vegetable salad with garlic dressing and cups full of Chateau Somethingorother and

then fell asleep to the wonderful sounds of the ocean swells crashing on the shore.

Somewhere in the night and unknown to most campers the remainder of our party

arrived, Tom, Don and Drew, and proceeded to set up their two-man tent. Eventually

realising that it was definitely a two man tent they proceeded to find shelter for the

homeless member of their party. The following is an account of the events which -

transpired that evening:
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Two-man tent, three people

Scott, Denie, Lii, Charles, Marilyn, and Rich sleeping.

Marilyn and Rich sleeping in big tent.

Don goes to big tent; says, “Hello.”

Don opens flap, says “Who are you?”

Marilyn awakes, panics, thinks, “Park Ranger. Accident, Close family
member.”

Marilyn gives name, still thinking, ‘Authority figure’.

Don (still unidentified) says, “Do you have room for another person?”
Marilyn mumbles something.

Enter Drew.

Drew gets comfortable, makes small talk to try and lighten the situation.
Marilyn mumbles something.

Morning comes, Marilyn wakes up; Drew gone.

Marilyn shakes head, thinks “Could only have been a bad dream’
Our day began with warm sunshine and whispers of fog. Scott and myself,

camping purists at heart, attempted to start the morning fire ‘sans papier’. After
many matches, many lungfuls of air and many lung fulls of smoke we were
triumphant. As we celebrated the rest of our party packed up their stoves and washed
their dishes. Sad farewells were given to Lii and Charles who had to turn back due to
illness, Fortunately though we all had a sun filled day to look forward to. Pants and
shirts were soon shed as we walked along the hard packed beach in the sunshine. Long
weekend, friends, beach, shorts, ahhh, what a life. Seeing that we only had about
twenty miles of beach to cover in four days we didn’t pay much attention to tide
tables so, after about halt an hour of walking we were stopped by our first headland.
While we waited for the tide to recede entertainment was provided by Marilyn and
Rich and their crossword puzzle book and a passing sea otter. We arrived at the
Noregian Memorial camp site with plenty of time to watch the sun set and the moon
rise. We pitched our tents among the trees, had dinner and consumed the remaining
wine as we sat around a crackling fire singing old classics. Occasionally the mood was
broken by jokes and tales of white gorillas coming from Drew. His audience, armed
with popcorn, did not hesitate in showing their disinterest. That evening Drew slept
in a bed of popcorn. Sunday was spent in a leisurely fashion under partly cloudy
conditions. A whale was spotteci as we hiked along the beach but unfortunately it
wasn’t the type of whale we were hoping to see: this whale happened to be dead and on
the shore. Tents were pitched at the Chilian Memorial (there seems to be a lot to do
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with death along this beach) and Drew slept under a tarp stretched out between two

logs. Our return home was marked by a couple of interesting events.

While skirting around the last headland Scott and Don, attracted by the immense

waves crashing into the rocks, were completely soaked by one of those very waves.

Their explanation that the wave just snuck up on them was not accepted by the rest of

the party. And Tom, who said very little during the trip had even less to say after he

locked his keys in his truck while on the ferry.Fortunately he got the truck of the

ferry and it only cost him the passenger window; he owned a jimmy proof vehicle.

All in all it turned out to be a relaxing trip and I encourage anyone who may be

interested in continuing the tradition.

Participants:
Marilyn Noort Rich????
Lii Alessa Charles Leblanc
Don Blackburn Tom ????
Drew Brayshaw Scott Philips
Denie Robichaud

Attempted Escape to Rainbow Lake
Denie Roubichand

May 1991

Well, it’s the first weekend in May and school’s over once again. And once again I

find myself in a state of shock, still recoiling and gathering my senses after suffering

the self inflicted blows of procrastination. Ah yes, I now recall those rude and

unnerving moments of March and April; those perplexed glances at illegible notes,

“epxsithina?analism? What does it mean?; those blank stares at unread chapters,

“How the hell am I supposed to read chapters one to ninety in three days? and those

pathetic attempts at writing twenty page ‘coherent’ essays, “Please just one more

week please, that’s all I need, just one, please please please.”

Ah well, that’s life, ya win some ya lose some. But fortunately we humans have

that remarkable ability of learning from our mistakes. HAl

So anyway Denie’s a free man once again. And, since I haven’t begun looking for

work yet, it just so happens that I’m inundated with spare time. Hmmm... What to do,

what to do? I’ve decided that I need to rejuvenate myself. I need to find my spirit, or

as Moe Antoine once said, “to feed my rat”. Immediately I envision myself sitting

along the shores of a quiet lake with the hypnotic sounds of gentle ripples lapping the
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shore, the suns rays warming my blood, sending shivers of delight throughout body

and the added delight of a serene panorama composed of snow capped mountains,

evergreens and meadows.

But waiti We’re only in the month of May. All those peaceful isolated lakes

which lie within my reach are still under the spell of winter.

Nevertheless, though those lakes be frozen solid and buried beneath eight feet of
snow I still feel determined to go out there and find me a lake. I open up my B.C. map,

pass my finger along Route 99 and come across a lake situated in the mountains just
east of Whistler. Rainbow Lake, sounds like a promising place, never been there but
I’ve always been one for exploring.

So it’s Friday afternoon with plenty of time to get there before dark (maybe). I
enter my closet and, like a dog digging for a bone, I throw out my pack, boots,
gaiters, clothes, stove, pots and so on and so forth. Next stop is the kitchen. OK, let’s
see what we have: potato flakes, granola, naaaa, too boring. It’s going to be a two day
trip so who cares if my pack weights a ton. I can use the exercise. Green peppers,
green onions, salmon sandwiches, bagels, avocados, fresh eggs (packed in milk
powder) and cheese. Yeahl That’s more like it.

With a plan in my head, a pack on my back and a song in my heart (Valderi,
Valdera ....“), I trot off to the nearest bus stop (one must improvise when one is
without vehicle), my spirits lifting with every step. As I bounce onto the number
10 Hastings my spirits hit the floor. “Excuse me, pardon me, oops, sorry madam.
All right, everyone move to the back of the bus, dammit.”

All in all it’s a pleasant ride sitting beside a pretty little nanny from Nanaimo
who shares with me her profound dislike for those @?/l little brats from West Van
(was she referring to Chris and Drew Brayshaw by chance?). I slip off the bus at

Horseshoe Bay and walk over to that famous hitchhiking spot at the intersection of
Marine Drive and Route 99.

Rats, there’s someone there already. Oh well, I’ll at least offer him the
hitchhiker’s courteous ten minute grace period. It he’s not gone by then tough, it’s
my turn. So I sit on the opposite side of the road waiting for him to get picked up, but
this guy’s got it all wrong. He’ll never get picked up. First of all he’s standing too
far into the curve and drivers can’t see him till its too late and if they do decide to
stop they’ll have no place to pull off. He doesn’t have a pack, not even a day pack.
Travellers with packs are a lot more attractive since they’re more than likely to
have a story to tell. He’s got his thumb too close to his body, he’s frowning, and to top
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things off he’s smoking. No offense to smokers but it sure does minimize your

chances of getting picked up.

His time is up so I cross the street and head southbound on the northbound

shoulder. Here’s a nice spot, a convex curve, a wide shoulder before and after me, an

exit ramp and a long direct path of vision to allow drivers plenty of time to suss me

out. It’s an art, I tell you. I’ve even dressed for the occasion by wearing my army

pants - I could be an environmentalist or a redneck - and my white $2.99 army and

navy maxipad hat in which I must say I look awfully handsome.

A few minutes pass when all of a sudden, flying over the hill before me at full

speed comes a pick up truck with monster wheels. Not 300 feet in front of me it

locks its brakes - releasing a neurotic scream - slides onto the shoulder just in

front of me, and comes to a smoking stop. Ah hal a red neck. I grab my pack and

mosey along cowboy style, while quickly pulling out my neanderthalic vocabulary,

“Holy shit, buddy. Where d’ya learn ta goddamn drive. Hey, nice fuckin’ truck ya got

here.”

A logging truck mechanic’s apprentice heading back to Squamish after writing

his mechanic’s license. Of course there was a bit of celebrating afterwards which

explains his state of intoxication. Was I surprised? He talked about trucks, the

awesome power of diesel fuel and the wimpiness of propane and I talked abit about

carpentry. At least we had that in common: we both had a trade under our belt.

He invites me over to this tavern to refill his tank but unfortunately I had to

refuse, seeing that the sun had already set and that I still had a long way to go. So

with a hardy hand shake and a “Yeehaa he sped off to the tavern, and I breathed a sigh

of relief.

So here I am on Route 99 just on the outskirts of Squamish standing beneath the

only street lamp for miles to come. Fortunately I still had my sack, my plan and my

song: “Valderi,Valdera...”. I felt like a traveller again: those sun filled days crossing

the nullabor plains of Australia, those friendly and hospitable rides from Kiwis, that

beautiful feeling of freedom, getting ott whenever and wherever I pleased. Ahhhhl

And to think that I’m right here in my own backyard.

So its dark. Well I don’t care. My home is on my back and I’m self sufficient.

I’ve taken off my lucky hat (my visor was casting a shadow over my face giving me a

mysterious and menacing look) and put on my biggest smile.

It actually wasn’t very long until the next vehicle pulled over. A sputtering old

VW van with hand painted panels and Save the Stein’ bumper stickers. Just as I

suspected, an environmentalist. I had to laugh.
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An artsy of course, or to be more precise an actor, hoping to start up a theatre
company in Whistler. He more or less convinces me that it would be a successful
venture though I did reserve some doubts. Skiers and passing tourists as theatre
goers? Sure, why not.

After he dropped me off at Whistler I got one last short drive to the west side of
Alta Lake where I finally reached my evening resting spot: the Whistler Youth Hostel.
Seeing that it was so late the warden was kind enough to allow me a free stay on the
sofa, and, as it was a fairly mild and starry night, I chose the sofa outsideon the
porch.

I woke up bright, but not early, to the sound of my dreams: the melodious
lapping sounds of gentle ripples on a lake. I had forgotten that the lakes below
Whistler would be thawed out by this time of year. I had my liquid lake but I still
hadn’t reached my sanctuary since the noise of Route 99 could be heard from across
the lake and I couldn’t feel secluded being surrounded by chalets and people.

So I followed my plan, donned my backpack and hiked off to the Rainbow lake
trailhead singing my song: Valderi, Valdera ...“ Ahhh, its a beautiful sunny Saturday
morning. The birds singing in the trees add to the atmosphere. Even the cawing of the
ravens brings music to my ears.

The trail begins by following along Rainbow Creek and rises quickly until I
found myself hiking along the edge of a gully looking down into the cascading creek far
below. But only thirty minutes after starting the trees end and I enter a clearing, or
clear cut to be exact. Thought the visual beauty has diminished somewhat I still have
the soothing sounds of the rapids and birds.

I trot along the muddy logging road and come across the remains of winter: snow.
It’s quite mild and sunny outside and the snow, in the process of melting, quickly
soaks into my leather’sponge’ boots. It’s shin deep now and the long straggly bushes
bent over onto to the logging road by the weight of winter’s thick coat ensnares my
heavy feet and inhibits my progress.

My first marker, hidden amongst the brambles, has 2 km written on it, Hmm,
have I hiked two k’s or do I have 2k’s to go? I’ve been taking my time this morning
enjoying the sights and sounds, which means that I haven’t been paying much
attention to distance. I pull out my 103 Hikes guide book and read that the total
distance to the lake is B km. Well that settles it because in the hour orso that I’ve
been hiking I sure couldn’t have covered 6 km, which means that I have to slog
through 6 more k’s of slush. Ughhhhl
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As I pick my way through the bramble I find that the logging road has petered out

and become nothing but bushes. No longer having a road to follow and lacking any

distinguishing signs of a trail or markers I decide to release myself from my chaotic

path and head off perpendicular to the road and away from the river where I

fortunately come across some old ski trails. By the time I reach the point where the

trail reenters the forest the slush depth is well past my knees.

Things were going well for a while underneath the forest canopy since I was able

to walk on top of the snow but once in awhile, too often it seemed, my leg would break

through the crust and I’d find myself groin deep in snow. Fortunately, not too far off

in the distance I spot another distance marker. I haven’t seen any since the 2 km one

but there’s a good chance that I’ve missed a few since then. So I continue along the

trail towards the marker. Step, siep, sink, step, sink, sink, step, step, sink. I’m

finally in front of the marker wondering how many km’s I’ve covered so far, 5 maybe

6 - three? I’ve only done one km in the past hour or more? Boy I must really be

relaxed, my sense of time and distance are way out of wack.

Quick calculations tell me that by the time I reach the lake it’ll be well past dark

and since I had hoped to be back home before night fall on Sunday continuing to the

lake would mean a godawful early start in the morning. Well, there’s no way I’m

getting up at 5:00 a.m. I’m on vacation.

So I abort my mission and decide to set up camp somewhere just past the snow

line. Soaking wet and two hours later I’m finally out.

Branching off from the logging road was a road leading through a ‘Do Not Enter’

fence and continuing towards some sort of man made waterfall. I walk around the

fence and along the road up to this little plateau situated along the edge of a steep

chasm with the river far below. With a nice view of the falls to the north and a clear

shot down the valley to Whistler I decide to set up camp.

With another hour or so left before the sun hides behind the mountains I roll out

my Thermarest and bask in the sun. The sound of the falls and the heat of the sun

soon knock me out but, as the sun slowly hid behind the mountains I awoke from my

repose with the sudden urge to build a fire.

Once the sun had set a cold and constant wind came down from the mountains into

the valley and through my fire. For fear of setting the whole area ablaze I had to

move the fire twice until I found a sheltered spot. (Initially I attempted to screen the

fire with my army surplus poncho but due to the strong winds my rigging failed and

blew my poncho into to the fire. Heck, it needed more ventilation anyways.)
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The night went well. I feasted on Magic Pantry cabbage rolls,rice, toasted bagels
and camomile tea while gazing down into the far away lights of Whistler. As the stars
were consumed by clouds I knew what tomorrow had in store for me. Sure enough, I
woke tothe gentle pitter patter of rain on my tent. But that was fine. I was dry, I was
in no immediate hurry, I had a book to read (“TheWay of the Peaceful Warrior by
Dan Millman), and I had lots of food left. So I stretched a bit, had breakfast - two

oranges, toastedoagel, scrambled eggs, cinnamon oatmeal, smarties and spearmint tea
- made myself comfortable, read my book and, when I was good and ready, prepared
to leave.

The weather’s not too bad. Its more like thick mist than rain that’s coming down.
In a way Ws actually quite pleasant. There’s very little wind and with the sounds of
water drops all around, everything feels rather still and peaceful. Atmospheric.
Yeah, thats the word. It was very atmospheric.

My soggy tent gets stuffed into my pack and I proceed down the trail to Alta Lake

road where I decide to hike north along the road instead of south towards Whistler

knowing that the road will eventually run back into Route 99.

My first ride is from an urbanite hunting for a chalet for him and his family.
He can’t help holding back his delight for the area and its “pristine and wild
appearance”. Whistler??? I guess the poor guy doesn’t get out very often. I must
admit though that his tale about the two bears in the back of his pickup truck earlier
that morning did sound rather amusing.

We drive to Route 99 and head south just past Whistler where I get dropped off
at the Husky gas station. I find three otherpeople hitchhiking in the area so I decide
to move south, hitching and hiking. Three or four miles later I’m still walking along
the highway. Fluorescent skiers in fast compact cars numbering in the hundreds go
whizzing past me. I must admit that I’m a bit muddy and quite soggy looking (and I
probably smell, but hey, they don’t know that) but should that justify them not
picking me up in their clean, dry and expensive cars? Yes, and I know it.

So I’m standing there on the side of the road in the rain, peeling my orange and
eating some gorp and pretending that I’m having an awesome time. I knew that I’d get
back to Vancouver somehow either from a fellow traveller with wheels, some bored
individual looking for a conversation or a good samaritan.

So its four o’clock, I’ve eaten my orange and I’m singing my song (you know the
one) when a good samaritan pulls up. A devout Baptist, to be exact. He’s quite sure of
his religion but not exactly fundamentalist. His open mindedness created some
stimulating conversations about religion, the manner in which children are raised
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today, crime, war and other relevant issues. Our conversations continued right Into

Vancouver where he deviated quite a bit from his path to drop me off at Willow and

Broadway.

So I’m back on the bus, nimbly stepping on people’s toes and knocking them over

with my pack every time I turn around. But I can handle the crowds now. My body

and spirit have been rejuvenated, and I’m primed up for the holidays. Exams?

Essays? Baaaa. They’re behind me now and a long way off into the future. I won’t

have to worry about them till ohhhh.... sometime in late November. What’s

important now is that I’m alive and well (and living in Vancouver) and that those

soothing sounds of running water which filled my head along the trail will soon be

heard once again - in my bathtub.

Participant: Denie Robichaud

Fairweather Friends
Markus Kellerhals

May 1991

Mount Fairweather, the highest point in British Columbia, is one of the giants of

the St. Elias Mountains. It rises to over 15,000 ft. within a few miles of the storm

battered beaches of the Gulf of Alaska and the calmer shores of Glacier Bay. From the

15,300 ft. summit, glaciers descend in giant steps to sea level. The peak is visible

from great distances at sea. Indeed, it was first named Mont Beau Temps by a French

navigator passing by on a rare clear day.

I had been interested in the mountain ever since seeing its picture as a

youngster leafing -through my parent’s Alpine Club Journals. In the fall of 1990,

Dave and I started talking seriously about climbing Fairweather. Before I left for

South America that winter, we agreed to attempt it the following spring.

When I returned from Chile in April, Dave had organized the trip and come up

with THE PLAN! The plan was to fly from Haines out to the Gulf of Alaska coast,

ski up and climb Mount Fairweather, then continue along a system of glaciers to

complete a 300 km ski traverse back to Haines.

Our team of five: Dave Williams, Craig Hollinger, Peter Stone, Betsy Fletcher

and I arrived in Haines the evening of May 4th. We immediately received a nasty

surprise. Dave had arranged with a local airline to fly us out to the coast and to land
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our food drops on the glaciers. Now it turned out they had no ski plane. Rather, they

proposed to drop our food out of a low flying aircraft. Visions of having our

provisions spread over miles of glacier and then covered by a heavy snowfall did not

inspire enthusiasm. In fact, we went to bed quite depressed by this early setback to

our plans.

The next morning our problem evaporated as we were able to make

arrangements with Gulf Air, a friendly and experienced flying service operating of

Yakutat. That evening found us camping by the airstrip at Dry Bay waiting for the

clouds to lift so we could fly our food caches in.

Dry Bay. where the Alsek River meets the Gulf of Alaska, was not the worst

place in the world to spend a few days. We walked out to the coastline across a

desolate plain of sand and gravel. The clouds hung about halfway up the

mountainsides enabling us to get an impression of the mountain walls hemming in

this great plain on three sides. A day and a half later the weather cleared sufficiently

to fly our food drops in. As soon as Dave returned with our pilot, Mike Ivers, we set

off, glad to be on our way but somewhat apprehensive about what the next five weeks

might bring.

Our route Initially tollowed the Alsek River, skiing and walking up to Glacier
Lake, where we gained the north arm of the Grand Plateau Glacier at about 100 ft.

above sea level.

On the second night out we were camped well up the Grand Plateau Glacier.

Already we felt overwhelmed by the beauty, the scale and the solitude of the mountain
wilderness we were entering. A quick survey could have found more that one of us
staring open mouthed at the surrounding scenery as it was illuminated by the late
evening sunshine.

The next day we saw the less pleasant side of the Fairweather Range. As we
continued up the glacier, clouds descended to meet us. Soon we were skiing in limited
visibility and a strong south wind was driving rain into our faces. Protected by the

modern miracle of Goretex we were soon soaked through. Since the option of further

progress appeared to be downright unpleasant we decided to seek shelter. The only
shelter on that huge, flat glacier was a partially filled crevasse which we decided to
call home. During the construction of a tent platform we discovered hollow spots
around and below us. After reassuring each other that our platform was

fundamentally stable we retired to the tents.

Next morning the squall was over and we continued upward under clearing skies.

Five days after leaving Dry Bay we reached our first food cache at 9,700 ft. on the
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icy plateau north of Mount Fairweather. While we built a snow fortress Fairweather

drifted in and out of the clouds. We could trace our planned route onto the West Ridge

and it appeared to be fairly straightforward. Soon we retired to the tents as our

thermometer dipped below -25 0•

Plans for a rest day dissolved with next morning’s sunshine. After packing four

days of food we headed off. We ascended the glaciated bowl on the NW side of the peak

towards the west ridge. For me this was the most frightening part of the climb.

Icecliffs loomed above us on either side and ice blocks were scattered all around us.

Speed was the only safety here, but I felt weighted down as if I had lead in my boots

and sacks of concrete in my pack.

We camped just below the west ridge on a small platform laboriously dug into

the slope. The weather appeared to be deteriorating. High cloud had moved in and the

wind had picked up. Snow blowing off the ridge settled on us.

Next morning it was cold and we started late. Why rush with twenty hours of

daylight we reasoned. When we gained the broad west ridge we left the skis and

donned crampons. After Betsy and I discovered thinly covered crevasses we decided to

rope up. Dave and Craig took turns leading. I was feeling strong as well, and felt

somewhat annoyed to be in the middle of the rope, constantly pulled one way or the

other. The going up the ridge was mostly straightforward, other than a few short

steep sections and crevasses that had to be outflanked.

High on the ridge Peter asked to be taken off the rope. He said he was too tired

to keep up. We untied him and he walked on as we rearranged the rope. Moments

later he shouted back, “I’m on top!” We raced up to join him.

The wind had been buffeting us all the way up the ridge. On the summit it was

strong enough to make walking difficult and normal speech impossible. Our whole

trip was five weeks - our time on the summit was little more than five minutes! It

was too cold to do much more than glance at the views and snap a few pictures of the

group leaning into the wind. Certainly too cold to think any profound thoughts. I do

remember feeling happy, relieved and surprised that it had all seemed so easy. Still,

it was a wonderful place to be. Clouds hid many of the surrounding peaks, but we

could look east down onto the knife-edge ridge of Mount Quincy Adams. Five miles to

the west and three miles below us were the forested shores of the Pacific.

Clouds had been threatening us all day. During the descent they formed all

around us, making us thankful for the wands Dave had placed on the way up. The

lighting was fantastic and ever-changing as we walked back down the ridge.
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Sometimes we were encased in a bright bubble of white. At other times the sun would
blaze down on us through a hole in the fog.

Once back down on the plateau we had two days of enforced rest while the
weather continued to be socked in. We took advantage of the opportunity by
consuming all the treats in our food cache.

When the weather improved we spent a day exploring the eastern end of the
plateau. We stopped on a small bump where the plateau abruptly ended and steep
slopes dropped 5,000 ft. to a heavily crevassed glacier. As we ate lunch the glacier
below was in constant turmoil - groaning, creaking and thumping its way towards
Glacier Bay. The following day Dave, Craig and I climbed an attractive 11,000 ft.
peak NW of Mount Fairweather via its cornice east ridge.

Finally it was time to leave this beautifu area and continue on our traverse.
Skiing back down to the lower Grand Plateau Glacier we enjoyed poor visibility and
some of the most miserable crust and slop I have ever seen. Our heavy packs ensured
that there were lots of spectacular wipe-outs. Down on the lower glaciers, spring
seemed to have arrived, there were large meitwater ponds where none had been a
week before. We made quick progress skiing along the large glacial highway leading
from the Grand Plateau Glacier over a pass to the Grand Pacific Glacier. On these
smooth fields of snow we usually pulled our packs behind us on Crazy Carpets. In the
morning when the snow was frozen, this was incredibly efficient. Later in the day
we had to pull harder as the packs sank into the sun softened snow.

Before reaching our next food cache on the Grand Pacific Glacier, we made a side
trip into the area around Mount Eliza, a prominent 10,000 ft. peak. This area had
some of the most spectacular views of the trip. Most of the Fairweather Range was
visible from here. Mount Root and Mount Lodge presented huge, icy faces in our
direction. To the southeast was the head of Glacier Bay. North of us stretched
hundreds of square miles of unnamed peaks.

We attempted Mount Eliza by its south ridge. High on the ridge we were turned
back by a section of steep slabby rock. thinly covered with snow. The following day
Dave and I made it up to Eliza’s icy north ridge. The climbing was delicate and
exposed. We balanced on the icy ridge crest, but sunk our axes into the remains of a
cornice which we hoped was solidly attached. We climbed unroped as there was no
reliable protection. Betsy and Peter bagged a nearby summit while we were on Eliza.

While we had been climbing low clouds had moved in and filled the valleys to the
4,000 ft. level. We descended into this thick soup and were forced to navigate to the
food cache by compass. Considering the possible sources of error - uncertainty in
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our starting position, uncertainty in the food cache location, detours around

crevasses, etc., we were very lucky to find the cache on our first pass.

The first three weeks of our trip had been predominantly good weather. The

next two weeks were very different. We were to have only four more clear days in

the next fourteen. Soon after leaving the air drop we were pinned on the Tenas Tikke

Glacier by a storm which dumped well over a meter of snow. For four days we were

confined to our tents. There were occasional brief clearings, but our world was

mostly confined to the five meter square enclose by our snow walls. Fortunately, we

had plenty of good reading material along. Wading through “Anna Karenina” and “The

Brothers Karamazov” helped me keep my sanity.

Food and morale began to run quite low. “Didn’t John Clarke once spend 11 days

stormed in?”

“Yeah, and the weather is much worse up here.”

One entry in my journal during this period reads, “Breakfast, three tablespoons

of granola; lunch, four crackers, limited condiments.”

Finally on the fifth day the snow stopped falling. Visibility remained poor, but

we were able to ski by compass through an icefall section down onto the more mellow

terrain of the Carroll Glacier. The next day we skied about 30 km under clearing

skies to reach our final airdrop on the Riggs Glacier only a day behind schedule. We

had been on very short rations for the last few days. That evening it was pleasant to

fall asleep well fed.

The next morning Peter told us he had developed snowblindness, apparently

from staring into the fog without his glasses. We set out anyway. Peter, still able to

make out shapes, followed close behind one of us. After a few miles the pain and lack

of balance became too much for him so we stopped and camped again. While Peter was

recovering we skied up Peak 5280 (Mile High Mountain> on the west side of the

Riggs Glacier. From the summit we had our last view of the Fairweather Range.

Two days later when Peter had recovered we set out on the final leg of the

journey. Two long days of travel in marginal weather brought us to the end of the

snow on the Davidson Glacier. The next day we donned crampons and picked a route

down through the final icefall.

The was one of our most impressive days of travel. The glacier was heavily

broken up as it descended steeply through a narrow gorge in the mountain walls of

Lynn Canal. Below, the glacier spilled out onto a tree covered outwash plain along the

shores of Chikat Inlet.
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Once off the toe of the glacier we had only to crash through a mile or two of bush to

reach an airstrip on the coast. We were very excited to be back among lush,

exuberant greenery after five weeks in a world of snow, ice and rock.

Five week ski traverse in the Fairweather Range from Dry Bay, Alaska to
Haines, Alaska. Ascents of Mount Fairweather (W ridge), Peak 11 140 west of

Fairweather (E ridge), Mount Eliza (N ridge)

Participants:

Peter Stone Markus Kellerhals

Craig Hollinger Betsy Fletcher

Dave Williams

Me ‘n James Get Soaked In The Rockies
Brandon Konoval
May 4-15, 1991

Since James and I had completed our annual spring Jasper-Banif cycle trip only

once and had missed the following year we decided that this time we ought to do a
round trip (Jasper-Banff-Jasper). Besides, if the weather stank in one direction it

could only improve in the other.

I trained intensively for the trip the week before, ferrying countless loads of

beer home up the Spanish Banks hill on my bike (I was stockpiling for a reception).

Following my last concert of the spring on May 2 I furiously prepared for our

journey and arrived only half an hour late for my rendezvous with James. Barely

able to steer my monstrously-overloaded rig (let alone stop it), we roared straight

into the layer of the train station, me yelling in polite Japanese for the tourists to

kindly get out of the way. (As Svend Robinson later said, “That was quite an entrance

you guys made”). Fortunately, James hadn’t gotten a flat on the way to the station

this time. Twenty minutes later the train began trundling off and we trundled off
ourselves to the bar car to make friends.

Another reason for our planning a round trip was that there no longer is a train

running between Banif and Vancouver and I’m too lazy to pack my bike in a box for

the bus. (Besides, the train only charges you $5 for cargo one way, not $35 like the

bus). It’s also fun just to hang out in the bar car or observation car and introduce

yourself to people that would rather be left alone -- that’s how me ‘n James met
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Svend (the Burnaby M.P.), although James tactfully refrained from calling him a

‘fascist’ (James is an anarchist).

We pulled into Jasper around 4 p.m. on Sunday afternoon, the train having just

passed through a modest snow flurry. ‘Looks great.” “Yep.” “I’m sure the snow will

melt by the time we reach Banff”. Yep. Fortunately, twenty minutes outside

Jasper James found a frisbee by the roadside -- no matter how bad things got we’d

always have a toy with us. We decided to take the old Banif-Jasper highway until it

reached Athabasca Falls (about 30 km of the old road remains): although somewhat

hilly it’s alot quieter and more intimately scenic than the regular highway. Within

an hour I was sitting on the road’s edge, strongly feeling the effects of the concert

reception two nights’ previous, but managed to persevere as far as Athabasca Falls.

One of the great joys of cycling the Rockies at this time of year is that it’s

ultra-low season -- you can camp virtually anywhere if you’re discrete enough and

for free. Since it was pouring rain, we decided to camp that first night in the picnic

shelter at Athabasca Falls, an illegal spot that would’ve had a warden instantly on our

trails if it were any later in the season. Next morning we brewed our coffee right

from the top of Athabasca Falls -- I’d brought along das Bodum and a fine Viennese

blend . We had the falls to ourselves, mountains caked with late spring snow all

around us and over a week or cycling stretching head. Basically we felt like two

teenagers skipping school for a week -- scary to think that some people mistake us

for adults.

The drizzle started up again almost us soon as we headed off in the morning and

the cloud closed in -- only the lower slopes of Mt. Kerkeslin were visible and I tried

to visualize the huge bulk towering over us behind the mists. James looked like a

seedy, underweight Santa Claus imposter on a bike, his ragged red long underwear a

beacon on the road and the pompom of his toque flopping in the breeze. Fortunately

the road was entirely clear of snow, although it often reached out from the forest to

road’s edge (Fern hadn’t been as lucky a month previously, eh Fern?). We stopped

for lunch at Sunwapta Falls, drinking lots of hot chocolate and strolling around the

falls, me reminiscing about how many times I’d visited the falls and what they’d

looked like twenty years earlier when I first visited the Rockies. (A lot bigger).

We camped that night at Jonas Creek campgroud, the last campsite before the

Columbia Icefields. It was covered with snow, just like every time I’d camped there

since my first trip to Vancouver (that had been on a tandem back in ‘84). James

managed to get a small fire going in the oven of the wood stove -- some seasoned

outdoorsperson in the Parks Administration had mistakenly welded the firebox shut
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(I mentioned this oversight to the Parks Service back in Jasper). That night I

dreamt I was drowning, being sucked down a monstrous pool drain, and woke up

thrashing for air only to discover that James (Eng. Phys. ‘89) had been

experimenting with Boyle’s Law or the ‘B.C. Place Principle’ (no need for tent poles

that night).

It was still drizzling when we got up the next day and we slowly began to detect a

pattern in the weather. The cloud lifted just enough for u to get a good view of

Slipstream on our way up to the Columbia Icefields and I must admit it looked almost

as challenging as the very hill we were on. Once up at the Icefields plateau we made

the usual preparations --brewed lots of coffee with hot chocolate in it on the steps of

the (closed) Red Chalet, checked James’ tires for any trace of tread, imagined the

views and calmly waited for every last vestige of late afternoon traffic to clear the

road. Now it was bowling-ball time: lashing all cargo firmly to our rusty steeds, we

slowly pedalled off through the snows of Sunwapta Pass, our bikes gradually gaining

momentum as they caught scent of The Hill.

A friendly piece of advice to readers who might want to do this trip but aren’t

already familiar with the road: there is a dog-leg right turn in the middle of the

hill, about five minutes into the descent and well on your way to terminal velocity.

If you don’t make it you’ll have about 800 feet of free fall to enjoy a truly striking

view of Panther Falls. The first time I made this trip me an my friend Arthur failed

to appreciate the considerable momentum a fully-loaded tandem enjoys in rapid

descent. We were in mid-’yahool’ when we ught sight of the rapidly-approaching

corner and were out both sets of brake pads (and the heel of i1 right sneaker)

trying to negotiate it. James and I, however, were well-versed in the idiosyncracies

of our trajectory and plummetted down wards with carefree aplomb. It was nearly

dark as we screamed past cirrus Mountain campground but we decided to enjoy the

remaining gradual descent as far as the Rampart Creek flats (putting us within fast

reach of the restaurant at Saskatchewan River Crossing for brunch the next day).

The clouds began to disperse that evening and we were able to star gaze late into the

night next to a warm , illicit campfire. That night I even dreamt of being able to

cress Bow Summit (the highest pass on the road) in something less than a

snowstorm.

There was little call for sunscreen when we left Rampart Creek the next

morning. Arriving at Saskatchewan River Crossing half an hour later I overheard

one tourbus operator mentioning a grizzly sighting to another driver. “Where was

this? I inquired. 0h, Rampart Creek campground, about fifteen minutes ago.” I
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wondered if Mr. Grizzly Bear would be waiting for our return, miffed at us for not

leaving him any goodies the first time around. The coffee at the restaurant,

meanwhile, was definitely below the gourmet standard to which we were accustomed

and I felt ill from excessive gastro-intestinal lubrication only partway into my

second burger. As we left I suggested that James cycle ahead and beware of chinooks

from the north.

Within an hour of leaving Saskatchewan River Crossing James started

complaining about leaving his tele skis behind, the weather thoroughly closed in and

yet again I got to cross Bow summit in driving snow. We reached Mosquitoe Creek

campsit, the name of which mystifies me to this day since I’ve yet to see a single

mosquitoe there -- maybe it’s just buried under ten feet of snow. James did see a

‘bear there once, though, on our previous trip: I’d been firing-up the stove for

dinner when I heard splashing in the run-off near the campsite and James came

running and shouting, “there’s a bear! there’s a bearl and its headed this way!” I

was paralyzed, not knowing which way to wade, when a rather large and furry old dog

padded up to our campsite and started snuffling around looking for treats -- a

fugitive from the nearby hostel. To this day James swears its name was “Bear”.

Mosquito Creek is only about an hours cycle from Lake Louise and, unlike

Saskatchewan River Crossing, Lake Louise is a great place for brunch. There’s a

bakery/restaurant there called something like the “Laggan Delicatessen” (“Laggan”

being the original Scots name for the area> -- it has excellent coffee, wonderful

poppyseed bread and that Platonic Ideal of which the Egg ‘n Bacon McMuffin is but

sullied imitation. Tourists are usually somewhat dismayed when we show up but

they soon leave. After gorging yourself at the deli you have a choice: either running

the Fauntlet known as “Highway One” (the TransCanada intersects the Banff-Jasper

Highway just north of Lake Louise); or taking the fabulous, quiet, meandering 1A, a

two-laner that parts lanes to make way for trees. Miss this road and you miss one of

the highlights of the trip.

Normally we camp across from Johnson’s Canyon on the 1A (the inkpots above

the canyon provide excellent spring water for brewing coffee) but on this trip it

was absolutely pouring so we decided to bolt directly for Banff. Freezing cold and

soaking wet, we first sought shelter in the luxury of the Youth Hostel. “21 bucks a

night?!!” We could’ve sworn the sign outside had said “Hostel”, not “Hostile”.

Heading a little further down the road we turned in to Tunnel Mountain campground.

This was the first (and last) time we actually had to pay to use a campsite gut we

made sure we each got our five bucks’ worth in hot showers.
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We’d planned to head right back out of town the next afternoon but a broken

pedal and Inclement weather inclined us to seek temporary refuge in a favorite

drinking establishment. One of the most serious challenges encountered when bike

touring through inhabited areas is finding a safe place to stow your gear while you

drink; the other is finding it afterwards. As an old Banff hand I can offer sage advice:

first, cycle up the hill to the Banff Centre with all your gear (it’s well worth the

effort). Once up the hill and at the Centre, locate the Sally Borden Building (it’s

connected to the pool on the uphill side of the main road). The Sally B. has

enormous windows, in front of which you can leave your bike and more-or-less keep

your eye on you gear while you drink the night away (we recommend the local

Traditional Ale on tap). When it’s dark (or you get booted out), recross the road

immediately below the pool and head left into the trees and up the little hill, pushing

your bikes. There’s an old Elk trail (or two, if you’re truly soaked) which follows

the top of the hill -- the tens of thousands of dried pellets make for cushyt camping

and you’re hidden in the trees well enough to sleep off the effects of the evening

without being disturbed. Next morning, you’re packed in two minutes and it’s

downhill all the way to the pancake house.

Fully loaded on pancakes, me ‘n James headed back north on the 1 A, pausing here

and there to chuck the frisbee around. We didn’t get too far, stopping to camp by a

beautiful creek away from the old road. The stars finally came out again that night

and we stayed up late feeding our small fire nestled under the bank of the creek and

trying to spot satellites. The next morning dawned bright and sunny -- at last! No

more rain! Tan city! We burned rubber into Lake Louise for breakfast at the deli,

then started the long climb back up to Bow Summit (which, by the way, is twice as

easy from the south).

The sun lasted about five hours but it proved just enough to burn James back so

thoroughly that he had to-sleep the rest of the trip on his stomach. No bear greeted

us upon our return to Rampart Creek but our old friend the rain was waiting. The

next day began with a drizzle but attained a downpour within half an hour of us

getting on the road. There was nothing else to do but press on (we couldn’t miss our

train back since I had a big wedding reception to play in Victoria) so we climbed

back up to the Columbia lcefields without stopping nearly an hour and a halt of

constant, steep uphill. My lower back was really starting to ache near the top of the

hill but I forgot about it as soon as the cold blast of wind from the Icefields hit us and

the rain started to freeze. I was nearly hypothermic by the time we reached the Red

Chalet which, thank God, was semi-open.
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There was no place to get food or hot drinks but at least we could scramble

indoors and, as soon as we found a heater, I started to undress. James pointed out

that we were right in front of the postcard boutique (cops) so we decided to retire to

the washroom before undressing further, although the girl operating the boutique

was being quite pleasant. James quietly disappearedout of the washroom as I began

dipping various body parts in a sinkfull of warm water, hoping to restore them to

some measure of vitality. As I was in the midst of this process, an enormous elderly

drag queen clomped heavily in on heels and plomped himself down in a stall. Wow, I

thought, this sure is a weird place for a -- wait a secondi I bolted from the

washroom with even less clothing on than before, James nonchalantly looking up and

saying, “Gee, I wondered when you’d notice it was a women’s washroom...”

By this time word of our presence had reached the ears of the manager, a rather

taciturn lady who came to tell us that it was nearly four o’clock and we were welcome

to vacate the premises, now. Back into the freezing rain we went, this time heavily

clothed for the chilly downhill ride and praying that James wouldn’t break three

spokes like he did coming down off Bow Summit the day before. hydroplaning would

reduce this risk, we theorized, so we went kind of fast and managed to stop by the

time we reached Jonas Creek campground again. While James made a drum set out of

the woodstove and various bits of cookware, I melted my underwear against the stove

(fortunately I wasn’t in it) and decided to retire early to my sleeping bag.

The next day dawned -- surprise, surprise -- cold and rainy so we decided to

head straight for jasper, skipping the old highway section. Once in town, we spent

nearly an hour cycling in circles trying to pick out a restaurant to dine in (or at

least one that would allow us in). We settled on one that looked some what like

Biosphere II, feeling we would be less conspicuous hidden in the dense foliage that

grew within. A couple left the restaurant with a small child clinging to them and

James muttered, “hmm, they’ve got take-out”. After dinner we cycled up behind

jasper in the dark, groping for a campsite beside Pyramid Lake. Our final day
dawned bright and warm and we quickly coasted down hill to Smitty’s Pancake House

for a couple ‘haystacks’. Our train left for Vancouver that afternoon so we just hung

out on the lawn in front of the Post Office, writing postcards and reading Hobbes and
not throwing the frisbee since James didn’t want me injuring bystanders.

The train out of Vancouver is always a liberating experience -- you feel the

rails bumping underneath and you know you’re headed off for some kind of adventure.

The train back, on the other hand, feels oddly suffocating after being out on the road

for awhile, getting back to Vancouver itself is always a huge shock -- after 600
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km.of fresh air and peaks and coffee brewed from waterfalls, where the only moving

vehicles you have to. watch out for in the spring are the moose near Waterfowl Lakes,

city traffic feels like riding a tricycle across bowling lanes. The biggest shock of all,

or course, comes when you tell city folk where you’ve been and they say, ‘Wow, that

must have been dangerousi”

Kings of the road: James Watmough
Brandon Konoval

Fist Fights and Velvet Tights: A Trip to Yosemite Valley,
etc.

Eric Clemson and Chris Gill
May ‘91

An annual pilgrimage to this California rock climbers mecca...

Week 1 - Eric and Matt climbed a bunch of stuff, including lining up a

Nutcracker in the sun - following people who had peed on the route- Yechi A quick

ascent of “Braille Book” - a classic climb of the valley -, and the bumpy, lumpy

KNew Diversions” Eric was seen doubting his 5.10 climbing abilities (for a brief

moment - this is important) - were the highlights of this productive week.

Week 2 - Chris, Don, and Mike arrive on the scene, along with the bad weather.

It was a long, long, long, drive. All members of Mike’s car hated each other

(possibly a loti) it began to rain, rain, and rain a lot. No routes were done except

for Royal Arches” and ‘Committment’, 2 times, but only halfway each time. Mat and

Mike rappelied off Royal Arches in the rain, rain, rain (it rained a lot). Meanwhile,

Eric was preparing for the Nose (in the rain) and considering an aid route on the

West Face of Leaning Tower. During a two day clear break, Don and Bjorn did Snake

Dike, Chris puked on ‘ and got really, really sick (could it be that sleeping tentless

under “Midnight Lightning” was the cause of their sickness?

Meanwhile Mike and Kent (a California surfer dude that Mike had met in the

Mountain Room Bar) were preparing for a most excellent adventure on the Salathe

Wall. The arrival of the rain coincided with the arrival of Kwan and Gita who also

got sick, sick, sick in a very wet tent. One day when the weather was nice, Eric and

Bjorn did (you guessed it!) Royal Arches after bailing off some 5.10 that was too

scary for Eric (doesn’t happen very often!). After drinking less than a litre of water
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each during a surprisingly sunny day, Eric and Bjorn got quite dehydrated and

hungry while making the 8-mile trudge through the snowed-over trail back to camp.

Near the falls they resorted to begging for some food and water from some elderly

hikers who happened to be passing by.

Here is the picture. We have Camp 4, (or Hell, on Earth) a collection of about

195 dirty, scummy, rude - thinking guys and 5 women. There are an equal number

of facilities for each sex. Multiply In the mud factory and the prevailing shitty,

rainy, cruddy weather - it seemed that morale did not even exist here. Everyone was

getting pretty weird.

When the weather seemed to be improving, various parties set off to climb

(except Chris, Gita, and Kwan who were sick, sick, sick still). Chris and Don were

using Mike’s car as a gear locker. Don went to get his gear from the car and came

back with a bad attitude and all of his and Chris’ gear. Apparently, there were a few

words exchanged and it seems as though (though only a rumor) fists were considered

as an alternative form of expression. We do not know whether this actually

happened, yet following this altercation, even fewer words between the Donmeister

and Mike the Spag were spoken.

Eventually, Chris got over the flu, and during a precious sunny day Matt and

Chris did a hike up Half Dome (Snake Dike). They had a great day. (The only one for

Chris)

At the same time, Eric and Oriole (Woody”), a cool (none of us were) Spanish

guy Eric met in the Mountain Room Bar, started up the Leaning Tower one fine sunny

afternoon. On the first pitch Eric began to wonder what the hell he was doing here

spinning in circles above the valley while talking to Woody in french and chatting
with himself and some American guys in English. After two more pitches it got dark

and by that time Eric had begun to relax (He couldn’t see the ground any more so it

didn’t matter). The next day they woke up and finished the wall. Woody led all ten

pitches. Eric learned how to jumar and belay with a grigri (belay device in baby
talk). Woody didn’t twst him with a stich plate. (Or sharp objects). The descent

(8 raps down a rubbly chimney in the dark) was the worst in the valley. Also at this

point in time, enter stage left the Parrot Lady and some spacey guy from the

commune “0-zone” in San Francisco. Don immediately made contact with the trio and
details of what he climbed during this period are sketchy. (Maybe he did Royal
arches?) Kwan took advantage of his sickness and the close proximity of the parrot

to practise his English - in particular the phrase, “Jeff’s a wanker”, in anticipation
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of the rest of the V.O.C. contingent yet to arrive. The Parrot Lady objected to this

somewhat as her boyfriend at home was called Jeff.

Meanwhile Mike and Kent (the California surfer dude who thought Wiiiildberry

Powerbars ruled) began to haul their gear up some fixed lines up to the Heart Ledges

on the Salathe Wall. After this day it rained. The next day it snowed. Yosemite

looked pretty - sort of. Chris got depressed and bought a tube tent. Then he was

happy - sort of. Chris began to doubt whether all the big prow that Eric had

recommended was really necessary in this Godforsaken hole in the ground. Everyone

left except for Don -Eric sacrificed his plans for an ascent of the Nose (he and Woody

had their haulbag packed) for a ‘BaIlgame. Mike and Kent prepared for the most

excellent adventure of their lives -they jumared to Heart Ledges in the icefall and

rain to retrieve their gear(at the expense of sanity). Helmets would have been nice.

Eric, Mall, and Chris left rainy Yosemite for sunny, warm San Francisco. Less

then two hours after arriving they got their car broken into - -mostly Eric’s stuff

was ripped off, all his clothes anyways. (Yuk.) While Eric and Matt filed a police

report, Chris saw a car stolen right from in front of the cop shop. Nice town. Here’s

where we lose track as to what happened to everybody else. They didn’t have this

much fun. After an overpriced seafood dinner we spent the night bivied next to
Candlestick Park, ensuring Eric a good seat at the following day’s game.

The next morning Eric, Chris, and Matt were finally able to relax as they

enjoyed a nice breakfast in Klein’s, a mellow cafe with a rather neurotic and intense

guy behind the till. We’d seen enough of thosel In the early afternooon we headed

back to Candlestick to see the Montreal Expos play the San Francisco Giants. Mall and
chris got themselves tanked with rye and 7-Up (emphasis on the ryel) while Eric
remained sober an alert in anticipation of the game. He began to get intense while
Chris an Mall doddled, discussing the economic merits of wine over beer. The first

batter was Delino Deshields, second baseman for montreal with a .294 batting

average...(Yank - Shut-up, Eric) The game was good -the best Eric had ever seen,
which made the trip worthwhile for him. Even Chris enjoyed it. The game lasted 13
innings, but Mall passed after the 9th.

After the last out we proceede north until we came across a night-time bivy

beside a small, pleasant river (not a truck pullout in Weed, California) testament of

Eric’s skilled bivy selection while on roadtrips. The next day we drove on to Eugene,

Oregon for breakfast at the Original Pancake House, not to get confused with l.H.O.P.

and its associated grease. After an afternoon of car-flirting on the 1-5 (especially

near Bellevue with the Acura Women) we proceeded to the Cafe Roma in Seattle
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where we aquainted ourselves with the symbol of our past 3 weeks desire, “The Girl

in the Velvet Tights.” Now our title makes sense.

Photo by Eric Clemson
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Kayaking In Sechelt Inlet
Denie Robichaud
Summer 1991

I couldn’t allow this year’s journal go by without an article about our kayaking
trip up Sechelt Inlet back in the summer, but since the deadline for articles is today
and I don’t have much time for a detailed account I’ll have to keep it short. It was
greati

Participants: Eric Nodwell Julie McCauley

Carolyn Anglin Chrystal McNabb

Scott Philips Denie Robichaud

Susan Larkin

The F-Team Goes to Leavenworth
Charles Evans
July? 1991

Vo, Chris, print this article in it’s entirety or I’ll get you really drunk at
Longhike ‘93 and give you a mohawk. Trust me man, it ain’t a chick-magnet. Okay,
here is the true story of how the F-team was formed. This will illuminate the lives
and characters of the immoral, sorry, immortal six, and help explain why this is
such an exclusive cadre of outdoors gurus. The story goes exactly like this:

It was raining in Vancouver, hard. Records were being shattered and then
submerged. The soon to become immortal six were looking for a way out. The way
out was obviously south, mecca for all; climbers, loonies, granola bars, and
members of the NRA. A flurry of early week calls, to arrange transport and other
mundane details. An owl in a tree called evil omens, ‘Work to rule, Work to rule.
Finally we hit the road clutching amulets to ward off the prophesy of long lines at the
border: some were extended hospital insurance, mine was sheer stupidity. (Strongly
Recommended in all situations) Other than an insane American border guard who
tried using body language to force cars to back up and wait till she motioned them
forward, (Yeah, do the Watuse, baby! not being a very popular cry among
border guards) the trip down was uneventful. Leavenworth was reached in the dark.
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Our first hope of staying in Eight mile camp was dashed so we drove a couple laps

around the campground with our high beams on in protest and then drove up the road

to a campground that was free. Here’s a little hint, what do you think a place is going

to be like if even Americans are too ashamed to charge you to stay there? But after a

little offroading in my mum’s new car (nyyhh, nyhh, and assorted gnashings of

teeth) we found a spot to pitch the tent. What are those black things moving around

on the ground? Oh, just monster ants, capable of training to be Amway salesmen.

Eeeek. Bedtime.

Morning took us to town for a leisurely breakfast in Kristall’s where they have

good pancakes, bad coffee, and traditional American waitresses, who say, “Uh huh a

lot and look natural in polyester. After breakfast, we made another quick sortie

around the town and checked out the ranger station, which is a fantastic place to buy

topos of the area for next to nothing. Then the immortal climbers, Myself, Chris

Gill, Chrystal McNabb, and Eric Nodwell went to Castle Rock, and Lil and the other

Charles took Eric’s climbing gear for a bike ride. So we did Midway direct, Eric read

a book, and UI and Charles saw a bear.

Reconvening for dinner we swept through der Safeway and onto the Uquor store

for Marg mix and tequila. Back to the campground, stopping only for a cheesecake at

the Bakery on the way out. Food, cooked by some, drinks, made by me, and frivoflty,

drunkenness, poor spelling and stupidity all round. Getting pissed is the best way to

avoid the horrible reality that all around you are hicks with beer, guns, and

attitudes.

The next morning brought severe mental impairment, and a tongue that tasted

like it had been punished with a tequila bottle, which it in fact had. Chris and Eric,

both Good Men And True, disappeared into the bush to do some multi pitch stuff.

The rest of us trooped into town to Kristall’s for breakfast, a survey of der

sportsman and a wee boo at an antique shop, which seemed entirely devoid of old

stuff, unless there is a stipulation that last Thursday at three o’clock is along time

ago. I don’t know, but I pride myself in being uncouth as hell when mired down in a

cutesy tourist nightmare such as Leavenworth. This means trying to have

inopportune flatulence contests with Charles around old people. The rest of the day

for me was spent being a lycra hangdog fa*got at Eightmile dome with Chrystal.

Much fun and waiting for the two semi-rigid guys to come back from the bush.

Previous plans to make a drive of death to Royal Columns was circumvented by a

cameo appearance by Ken Legg and an offer to stay in a now vacant spot next to him in
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Eightmile Camp. Heartily accepted by the driver, we then went in search of a
restaurant for the evening.

The only time on the whole trip when I was almost moved to violence was when
confronted by the host in the Mexican restaurant. There is no man alive who,
dressed in a red frilly tuxedo front shirt, is going to demand that we stand back after
a bunch of Fake ‘n Bake Vuppies push past us talking vapidly about the cost of condos
that probably have plaster lions in front of them. I was pissed. The others moved
quickly, headed me oft, and we went and had pizza. After dinner, sitting in the garden
of der Gingerbread Haus, shouting ‘Schnel, schnel, Kartoffel kopf I” at the tourists
and eating really good gingerbread we decided that we were in fact the coolest people
we could think of at the time, except for Chris who farted a lot. We also thought that
the “A’ team of hardmen/women in the VOC would have accomplished tar more
climbing that weekend. Then we decided that we had met the two criteria set forth by
two people whom I very much admire, that is, the Legg Law: If you’re not having
fun, don’t do It, and the Crowe Criterium: Six o’clock is dinner time, after
that you get penalty slack. We also decided that if the others were the A’ team
we were most assuredly the “F”team, for fun, flatulence, or whatever. This is when
we decided on our rally, which consists of thrusting your fist into the center of the
group in a gesture of bonding and togetherness, and then checking your watch to see if
there are any good bars open yet. We are the immortal six, and we defy you to be
more lazy than us.

Participants:

Charles Evans Charles “Chuck” LeBlanc LII LeBlanc
Chris Gill Ken Legg Chrystal McNabb
Eric Nodwell

“Zoos and Aquariums?”
David Williams
Summer 1991

My brother takes a gulp, leans forward, and paddles with little control = “Calm
down, relax, you’re OK.’ - Do I believe what I’m saying? Moisturizing the length of
his kayak - black and white, smooth and moist, an orca swims - glides (which is
it?) by.
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Alyn my brother - visiting from England - quite a trip for him - first time

ocean paddling. We’re south of Bella Bella on the west coast of Goose Island - wild and

exquisite - a coastline - rugged, dotted with isles, islets, bays, surf ridden rocky

shelves. We had spotted a pair of orcas - one large, one small - on and off throughout

the day. Entering a series of shallow channels- tide on the ebb - clear to the bottom

- bird’s eye view of the ocean’s “color gardens” thirty feet below.

The orcas - perhaps they had come in just to “check us out” - the smaller one -

a moist enormous presence - was currently swimming directly at my brother. -

“It’ll be OK, Alyn.” - 30 feet, 25 feet, 20 feet, 15 feet, perhaps 10 feet - down,

descends for what seems like ages - “Where is it?” - then back up 20 feet to Alyn’s

right. Amazed, we just stare after it - diving again shortly - our last view.

Heading back to the others - out of view around a bend, being treated to a similar

scene. I see Brian dwarfed by both the larger head and fin - swimming alongside -

just feet away, titled over as if to get a better view.

Tanya - “a large black triangle, growing, extending skyward, framing Denise.”

Moments later, comprehension.

Summer breeze, glistening sunlight, blue-green clear water. Eight beings: two

moist, six semi-dryl

I describe in some detail, but in reality I’m left with a feeling, a sense, a spirit

of the afternoon - with little defined detail.

Participants:

Tanya Behrisch David Williams

Peter Celliers Brian Waddington

Denise Hart Alyn Williams

Across Canada (sort of) the Volkswagen Way
Alvin Lee
June 1991

I have always dreamed of travelling across the world’s second largest country to

see for myself the great beauty of this land called Canada. However, it was always do

so by bicycle, or some other mode of transportation, be it train, bus or whatever.

Never once did I think to do it be VW Bus. That is, till last summer: June 1991. Last
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summer turned into quite an adventure in itself when me, myself and I, along with

three other restless friends, decided that, with the limited cash flows on hand, the

only feasible way to travel for an extended period of time in relative comfort without

motelling at all was to camp in a miniaturized version of the rich man’s R.V. - the

Volkswagen Bus. Leaving Vancouver June 3rd, all went well, I mean, crossing the

Rockies seemed to take forever, but at least we didn’t break down yet. We drove by

gorgeous and infamous Rogers Pass, and before long were on the leeward side of the

great range, coasting towards Calgary. There, we stayed some nights, taking in the
nightlife of Electric Avenue and meanwhile having a little too much to drink. Then it
was off to the not so flat as expected Canadian prairies, filled with wonderful rolling

wheat fields, sparsely interspersed with enormous grain elevators (incidentally,
very photogenic) and then the snow came, somewhere in Saskatchewan...Swift
Current, that’s it. The snow, whipped up in a swift current of a gale, left Highway 1

in a solemn whiteout. Can you believe this, snow in the summer, but hell, this is the
Prairies, anything can happen, right? Anyway, we drive through it, blown around
all over the road like drunks or something...nothing too spectacular, ‘cept my buddy

Tony gets this weird idea to see how long he can put his head out the window in the

frosty gale, which eventually culminated in him making ten bucks off my other buddy

Andy for enduring a good 15 minutes of airtime. We finally got out of the snowstorm
and rolled without further events worth mentioning into Ontario, where I really

wished we could have brought Andy’s canoe along. Lake Superior was some drive,

hilly, scenic, photogenic: a true outdoorsman/woman’s heaven. The landscape

contrasted dramatically with the prairies, being part of the rugged Canadian Shield.
We camped at scenic Lake of the Woods and a couple other spots by lakes, fished a bit,
did some hiking, bouldering. At some point on the way to Thunder Bay, the bearings
of the VW started humming for replacement, which we of course pretended not to
notice. On to Toronto via Detroit (with high hopes of picking up cheap auto parts),

the transmission regurgitated, groaned and ended its 18-year young life that fateful
morning on the highway, leaving us in tears at not being able to see the Big Apple and
the Eastern Seaboard. Being stranded in Roscomrnon, Michigan is no fun, at least not
for three bloody long days with nothing much to do but pray. Turns out our hopes of
pooling our resources with credit cards did nothing, as Volkswagen parts are as hard
to find in this automobile state as Sunbeam parts are to find in Vancouver. Anyway,

to make a long story short, we ended up renting an econo, getting to Toronto, seeing
beautiful Niagra Falls, which has potential, incidentally, for perhaps a combo
weapon/windsurt launch over the falls someday. Tony suggests the potential for a
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kayak descent at certain points, to which we all told him to go first, at which point he

realized that being a statistic would probably be no fun at all. Depleted, to say the

least, in cashflow, we leave for the return trip home by Greyhound Bus, quite an epic

in itself, being a 71-hour no sleep, no shower, butt aching flashback drive home.

What happened to the Volkswagen? Well, if anybody wants it, it’s at the Amoco

gas station in downtown Roscommon, Ml, still sitting in their back parking lot. The

trip was fun overall, and we all gained a tremendous appreciation of this great

country like never before. I’ll do it again, next time by bicycle hopefully. Well, it’s

been a slice.

Participants: Alvin and Co.

CERISE CREEK 1991
Maps and Compass Reading Instruction ( or, Intro to getting wet and

muddy)
Lil Alessa

12-14 July 1992

The day was definitely high energy. Rainclouds, wind - 12 cups of coffee. We

were to meet at the Church at a gawdawlul 3:30 pm. No problems - didn’t mean we

had to be awake, did it? Besides, we had the drive to Pemberton to sleep through.

Somehow we made it to the Church and onto the 99 - awesome, dudel The ride was

spectacular as usual and soon we were headed up to the Joffre Lakes trailhead

parking lot. We arrived in the dark, set up our tents, usurped another body to stick

in the tent for warmth and fell asleep. Around 1:30 am I crammed into my car and

curled up - don’t ask me why, I don’t know. The next morning was perfect...

perfectly WET that is - I don’t think it could have rained any harder. Eventually we

set up a tarp and Craig proceeded to instruct us ducks on map and compass reading.

Finally, after much quacking we decided to head into Pemberton for DRY food. We

finished lunch at approx. 2 pm and headed back up to the trailhead because it looked

like it was clearing (coast weather has a really twisted sense of humour) and headed

out. Unfortunately, an emergency broadcast must have gone out over Mosquito TV, for

every single bloodthirsty, nasty little opportunistic beastie was out and seeking

meat. A little later, covered in copious amounts of mud, we came across “log-from

hell” #1 ( I should add, at this point, that most of us had encountered the looks

innocent-but-is-actually-waist-deep mudholes). Let me point out that I have a

healthy allergy to heights (ie. vertigo BIG TIME) and one thing you vertigo sufferers
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know is that a log perched over a moving stream is your brain’s WORST NIGHTMARE.
In any case, the last person had gone across, my pack had gone across, I deduced that
apparently I must go across, too. This proved to be fairly difficult since at times like
these the part of your brain which produces hallucinations becomes omnipotent. Let
me explain: for most of you guys, your reference horizon stays on the horizon (i.e.
horizontal when you are upright), mine moves around therefore giving the sensation
of falling when you are upright.(This can be very upsetting at times -no pun
intended). Anyhow I got across (I don’t remember how except for the fact that I got a
fairly good grip on Denie, Craig and Charles Evans at various points). The second log
later on, I was determined to cross without incident- HA! Craig was standing on the
other end and I was looking into his eyes (this could have been romantic under
different circumstances). It seemed OK for a minute and then BAMI Craig looked like
he was falling over into the stream. Craigt”, my voice responded to the information
my brain was sending me(never listen to your brain). Needless to say I crossed yet
once again but at this point I was really shaking. The rest of the journey was muddy
but uneventful save for another vertigo incident crossing the rockslide(WHY DO YOU
GUYS PUT UP WITH ME?). Finally, at the cabin we split up with the cold and “I’ve
already-camped-in-snow-and-rain-enough” crowd staying in the cabin and the
“gung-ho group” heading for the Anniversary Glacier. Lotsa fun in the cabin-
Charles E’s underwear flying down from the loft in an attempt to silence three avid
conversationalists( the ice axe was going over next). The Brayshaws’ revolutionary
space blanket/tarp sleeping setup to make sure nobody forgot they were there all
night. Charles Es incredulous look when he realized the ear-shattering roar he
heard was actually Charles LeB snoring. Scott P and Marilyn N practicing getting
stuck on prussiks and the copious amounts of food that was consumed as per usual on
a mellow VOC trip. The next day was beautiful, clearing up and warmer. The
Brayshaws did Vantage, Charles E, Scott and Marilyn did Matier (and so did Don,
later on) and the rest headed out to figure out where exactly they were. The way down
was done in a new frame of mind - after all it’s just your brain - the logs were
crossed without incident, and the mosquitoes waiting to receive us at the cars. P.S.
Thanks Craigmeister.
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ParticIpants:

Craig Hollinger Lii Alessa

Denie Robichaud Charles Le Blanc

Charles Evans Fiona Manning

Julie McCauley Chris Brayshaw

Drew Brayshaw Scott Philips

Marilyn Noort

...and others, too numerous to mention...

Rock Climbing In
Central Garibaldi Park

Muriel Pacheco
July 1991

Andy and I had been in this area two years ago on a trip with Peter Stone. We
were able to ski to Gray Pass, a long day’s trip in early July. We approached the
area via Brohm Ridge. Unfortunately the road is impassable with anything other

than a 4X4 (we were in Andy’s fathers Grand Lemans) so we were forced to hike up
the road with skis on our packs for several hours.

It seems that although several people had seen the solid granodiorite of Crosscut
Ridge no one had been masochistic enough to carry the necessary climbing gear 20
km to the base.

Peter, who is not a technical climber, went peak bagging while Andy and I
climbed the teeth of Crosscut Ridge. We climbed the highest peak on the south end,
and named it “Honeymoon Spire” (to honour some friends whose wedding we were
missing that weekend). The next day we climbed the broad peak on the north end of
the ridge, naming it the ‘Caboose”, and started trying to traverse the ridge. We
climbed one or two more peaklets but came to an impasse (we needed pins) and
decided to call it a day. Peter joined us to do the scamble up Hour Peak and we had a
look at the Minute Hand, a small but locally famous unnamed spire. We decided 15
meters of climbing wasn’t worth the effort, this trip.

We had allowed ourselves only 4 days for the trip but we couldn’t help noticing
that the solid rock also formed the impressive west face of Isosceles. We were going
to be back!
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Two years later we were back. This time we were joined by Kobus Barnard,

Emily Butler, and Michael Spagnut.

In B.C., the summer of ‘91 will not be remembered for its good weather, but

miraculously this trip hit the 5 day stretch of sunshine in July. I unfortunately had

got the worst cold lve ever had just before we were to set out. I decided I needed an

extra day to recover. Andy, Kobus and Emily left together and Michael and I left the

following day. Andy and I had split the climbing gear and I had given him enough food

for a day and a half. I must not have been thinking too clearly as I ended up carrying

the four days’ worth of food for both of us! Michael and I met the others at Gray Pass

just as the light was dimming. My nose was stuffed, my head was pounding, and I

could barely hear. I had more than one second thought of the sanity of doing this trip.

Andy and the others had arrived the same day as they had decided to take a leisurely

two days to ski in. The views from the bivi site were great; we even got to see the

northern lights that evening as we peeked out of our sleeping bags.

The following day greeted us with ultramarine blue skies. We waited long enough

for the snow to soften somewhat for the traverse to the base of Isosceles. I left my

skis near the beginning of the exposed traverse as I was not confident enough in my

skiing ability to cross the hard snow. It didn’t take us long to get to the base of our

proposed route, the obvious buttress in the middle of the west face of Isosceles.

Kobus and Emily chose a line from the toe, starting in a left facing corner. Michael,

Andy and I chose to start up a clean right-facing crack several meters to the right of

them. We could not believe the quality of the rock. It was certainly some of the best

we had climbed in the mountains. In the blazing sunlight the rock looked like the

bleached bones of a dinosaur, pushing out of the snow.

Both of our climbs continued straight to the summit. Emily named their route

“Ski Boots From Hell” due to the unusually large mass and volume of Kobus’s

footwear, which she dutifully carried to the top. We called our route “Vertex”, due to

the directness of the line.

We all met at the summit for lunch. Kobus pointed out two peaks which he had

climbed a few years back, as a side trip from a ski traverse of the McBride Range.

Incredibly, these remote peaks received a second ascent a few months later by John

Clarke and Paul Adam. These peaks will probably be named after corrupt Socred

cabinet ministers, but Kobus prefers the unofficial names of “Me First”, and “John

Second”. Kobus and John, of course, don’t care who climbs things first , as long as

it’s them. Which brings us to the Minute Hand. After two years it was still only 15

meters high, but it did have the additional incentive that other people wanted to
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climb it. It was now quite late, and the smart thing to do would be to return to camp.

Without discussion, we trudged towards the Minute Hand. Emily decided she had done

enough for the day before we got there, and headed back to camp. When we came

within sight of the pillar, overhanging on all sides, I became concerned about doing

the usual ‘middle of the night thing” and ran away. The MEN pressed on.

Andy and Kobus wisely let Michael lead the menacing looking pillar. Kobus

handed Michael the pins and the hammer, but Michael refused them, saying “I’ve

never placed a pin on a free-climb. I will climb it clean or not at all.” Still

unprotected, on a ledge 5 meters up, with 5.10 climbing below him, the crux

immediately ahead and only a thin seam available, Michael had a change of heart:

“Would it be possible to tie those pins and hammer to the rope?” So it was, with the

first strike of the hammer another man’s purity was lost forever.

Only one person could stand on the summit of the pillar at a time. Two people

were lowered and then anchored the rope so that the last person could descend by

rappelling off the opposite side. Thus, the Minute Hand was left without a trace of

their passing, except for a barely noticeable pin scar. They even managed to make it

to camp only an hour after sunset.

The following day Kobus and Emily went to climb the three isolated spires on the

south end of Crosscut Ridge, and do some early July skiing (Kobus left some great

looking tracks on Luxor). Michael, Andy, and I, did a climb on the unnamed peak

immediately north of the ‘Caboose”. Looking at the face from afar, Andy assumed we

would be climbing the obvious easy-looking chimney system; Michael however had

different ideas. From the base he pointed out what he claimed to be a plausible route

connecting indistinct seams to the right of the chimney. It looked feasible to me, as

long as I didn’t have to lead it, and in the end Andy agreed to give it a try. The warm

days had been melting the snow at a fast rate, and the first pitch of our route

required crossing a moat to get onto vertical rock. Since it was Michael’s idea we

generously let him lead this pitch, which turned out to involve about 50 meters of

awesome face climbing, with moves to 5.11. No longer pure, Michael placed two

more pins mid-pitch much to the belayer’s relief. The rest of the route was

thankfully easier, and very enjoyable, despite some rubble higher up. We returned

to the camp after a short day, and skied out the following morning.
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Route descriptions:

Honeymoon Spire: The highest point on the south end of Crosscut Ridge. The

route follows cracks on the south-east face. 5.9.

The Caboose: The broad, northernmost summit of Crosscut Ridge. A short crack

system on the east face leads to easy scrambling. 5.10-.

Isosceles Peak: Ski Boots from Hell: 5 pitches, 5.8; Vertex: 5 pitches to

5.lOb.

Minute Hand: Climb the easiest line on the E side, 5.10+.

The Good, The Bad and the Ugly: This route is on the NW side of the minor

summit immediately north of Crosscut ridge. Climb the face to the right of the

obvious chimney, then connect ledge systems up to a prominent corner high on the

face. 5 pitches, with climbing to 5.11 (r).

Summer in the Mountains
Drew Brayshaw

April - September 1991

It started around the end of April, exams were ending and the sun came out. One

day we threw the rope into the car and took off for Squamish. At the bluffs the half

remembered systems were set up and soon 5.7’s were falling before the irresistible

top-roped onslaught. We spent May learning how to climb the old fashioned way, by

doing it on the Bluffs and at Lighthouse. My bank balance sank a bit.

By June out thoughts were turning to the mountains. On the local hills only

green was visible but the snow still lurked under the trees and in the shadows of

cliffs, hiding trails, concealing potholes and creating a muddy quagmire all about. I

was unable to resist the siren call and dragged my protesting friends on warm up

hikes up Black Mountain and the Chief, burning off the remnants of a winter’s

hibernation.

Round the middle of June the maps were hauled out and sprawled in disarray

across the floor. Let’s go to the Rockies there’s mountains and stuff there, he said.

The Rockies are boring they’re all limestone, I wittily replied, let’s go to Wells

Gray, there’re volcanoes and waterfalls. It’ll be neat. So we got in the car and went.

The little orange creature dragged its body over lumpy backroads (they were
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supposed to be paved) and through the desolate flats of the Interior. Far ahead shone
something white. A mountain peak? Their ears prick up but its only another
thunderhead. -

As the sun rolls down into the flat horizon the intrepid adventurers give up “car

tag” and seek a place to spend the night. Park at the trailhead, there’s a camping

symbol on the sign so there must be a campsite, and we’ll get an early night, is the
gist of the assumption that is floated. It turns out the trallhead is in the middle of a
clearcut. The little tent that could is erected and the fearless twosome seek out the
trail for reconaissance. DANGER BEARS, reads a notice and imparts recent sightings
of big mama and her happy family. Food is hurriedly returned to the safety of the car

and they retreat to bed, early to bed and all that. Noises are heard, sounds like car
doors opening. Turtle like, their heads emerge to see what’s what. Its the owners of

the other car. Yeah, it was ‘orrible two feet o snow and all grotty, they say. We try
to go to sleep. We try to go to sleep while the evening thunderstorms cruise by
lighting up the distant peaks.

In the morning it’s yawn and stretch time. All right to hell with it we’ll go to
the Rockies I agreed when faced with the incontrovertibles. We photograph some
waterfalls like tourists and then go. A few hours later I see my first Rocky

Mountain; shortly thereafter I see many more. We pass by the big R under a
cloudless sky which I am given to understand is something of a blue moon event.
Lunch is in Jasper and then south again. At the Columbia Icefield we take more hero
shots to the joy of nearby tourists who don’t know what to do with an ice axe or care,
either. We stop in Lake Louise which reminds me of an outdoor shopping mall, like

Whistler, but that’s just the road part I’m told, some of it is nice. Then we go to
Banif in preparation for the next day.

We know it is Banff because there is an elk walking down the main drag with a
herd of tourists videotaping it. The weather looks ominous and the the little tent that
could gives off squeals of protest so we head to the famous Youth Hostel, aka the Flop
House to spend the night. It is decided that Mt. Norquay looks “interesting” and so we
resolve to bag it with an alpine start the next day.

Bright and early we arise with the sun and gag down some oatmeal. Off we go to
subdue a fearsome mountain. First stop is made in the ski area parking lot where the
car is left and the intrepid brothers discuss routes. Up, he says. Up, I agree. We go
up. The weather looks rather meteorological. At the top of the ski run a trail is
encountered. It goes back and forth, but also up, which is an excellent omen, and
across some 3rd class to a ridge. Up the ridge is... the peak? No, a gendarme. That
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must be the peak over there. Climb climb climb. Hmm. If this is the peak where is

the cairn? The cairn is over there. We go down and up again. Here we are on the

peak. There is some doubt over whether this is actually the peak; the map shows it

as somewhere else. However, the “somewhere else” looks like a different mountain

with a big deep gap in between. Surely that is Mt. Edith and Edith Pass. This has a

cairn: it is the summit. Hero shots are taken and, let’s go down to the pass, there is a

trail, says the book. Here we are in the pass. This trail must be hidden under the

snow. The trail must have been wiped out by the avalanche tracks. Perhaps we are

not where we think we are.

At any rate we stumble on to a game trail, a veritable glacier parkway of bears

and goats and pass through some Alberta bush (non existent by coast standards)

before returning to the ski area and, in short order, Banif.

Back in the big B it is raining and tourist swarms are everywhere, also another

night in the Place For Young People To Stay will bankrupt us. We decide to pass Go

and head for the homeward bound trial. Driving through Yoho I suffer tourist fever

and am only narrowly saved by being taken to see Tak Falls which are way tall. Then

we go again. By about evening we are in the land of Ogopogo and cheap fruit. Shall we

stop here for the night please, asks the driver. Press on, says the passenger, home

is but four hours away, praise be to toll highways. To make a long story short the

driver keeps falling asleep and four hours become nine despite massive infusions of

the fruit of the coffee bush through all available orifices. But finally we return.

(A later examination of the Rockies guide reveals that “Mt. Edith” was actually

the main summit of Norquay and “Edith Pass” was actually a col. We ended up

descending an avalanche chute hence the lack of a trail. Still, all things considered it

was a fair introduction to the Rockies and beat all hell out of some Wells Gray cinder

cone buried under frozen stuff.

The week after our Rockies trip we were discussing what to do. ‘Squamishi” I

said. To hell with Squamish, let’s do something in the mountains for a change, was

the gist of Chris’ reply. Reverently opening the pages of Fairleys bible, he read the

Co pilot’s description with such conviction that I was easily convinced that the

mountains were where it was happening.

The next day we went out to U.B.C. to hang out at the clubroom and impress the

impressible with out “epic Rockies trip” (notl). In the clubroom was Jan (Balaclava

Man) Palaty, who at that time had not yet acquired notoriety for his choice of

headgear. He enquired as to what our weekend plans were.
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“The Co pilot” said Chris with a nonchalant, I’m-a-serious-mountaineer

attitude.

“Oh. “ said Jan, “Don’t you think it will be a little crowded?”

Why, we asked, should an obscure peak like the Co pilot be crowded? Because a

Fed course was in the area, and because he was going on a trip there with Dave “Prez”

Williams and certain other people, was his answer. So much for the solitude of the

hills.

Sunday rolled around and off we went at a suitable alpine-start time. We•

cruised up the Stawamus River road to the Sky Pilot spur and parked. “Sure it’s a

long slog but the Jan-mobile will be along any minute to give us a lift.” Three hours

later we were still walking. The rough road ended below Habrich. Chris led the way

up through the trees over snow and swampy ground until we came upon some

flagging. It directed us to our right and out onto the “Stadium Glacier” below the Sky

Pilot-Copilot col. Here we stopped and put on Factor 40 and gaiters. On the way up

to the col we met the Fed guys on their way out, all three of them. So much for

crowds.

In the cal we stopped to eat lunch (dried apricots, stoned wheat thins, bridge

mix and water.) Chris went to have a look at the “3rd class gully, loose” while I

dried out a bit. Fifteen minutes later I went looking for him and found him down in

the bergshrund at the base of the gully: “Bring my ice axe over will you Drew when

you come?” In due course we started up the gully and found a lot of gravel but

otherwise decent rock, at least compared to where we were the week before. Soon we

were on top taking in the view and adding the traditional stone to the cairn.

Down on Stadium Glacier two dots popped over a ridge and mushed up a snow

slope at high speed. “Hey Chris...peoplel”

“Where?”

“Up the Sky Pilot snow slope”

“Oh yeah...down there by the trees.”

Sure enough, two more dots had slowly toiled into view far behind the first ones.

This confirmed our suspicions that we were seeing people play that fun VOC game,

“Follow the dot on the horizon.”

“It must be Dave and Jan”

“Yup, its Dave and Jan alright, that must be Tanya and Chrystal back there.”

“It’s already almost three, they must have started late.”

“Wonder where their car is? Probably at the end of the road, maybe we can

hitch down.”
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During our descent the antics of the dots provided some amusement to enliven

the alpine milieu. We watched the first two cruise up a ferocious snow slope and

then discover it was too steep at the top. Meanwhile the other two had collapsed In

total fatigue at the base of the slope; even our whistles and gesticulations went

unnoticed by them.

Conditions on the stadium were perfect for boot skiing and what was a two hour

slog on the journey up went by in fifteen pleasurable minutes on the way down.

Unfortunately the three hours of approach road also took three hours out. On the way

we passed Jan’s dust covered 4WD abandoned below the steep washed out section and

speculated about when they would return (still angling for that ride outi) Finally

the road ended and we headed off to the “DQ’ for giant chocolate-cherry Blizzards,
the #1 motivational tool for hungry overheated climbers. Unfortunately my mouth
had swollen up from thirst and it hurt too much for me to eat minel

“Where the clouds can go...” Photo by Chris Brayshaw
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Later that week at Ughthouse Park: So, Chrystal, when did you get back to the

car?”

Oh, about 2 A.M.”

Around the start of July the VOC’s summer mountaineering classes started up.

The first trip out had the dual skills of Route finding and Ice Axe Use to teach: it was

headed for the end of Cerise Creek. The plan was to go up Friday night, route find on

Saturday and glissade on Sunday. We joined the mob with the intent of bagging

Vantage Peak, a somewhat obscure and mellow bump tucked away behind Mount

Matier. On Friday the weather was somewhat dubious with clearing forecast for the

weekend. The mob met at the church on Taylor Way and drove in a convoy to the Mtn.

Burger House for dinner. Then we proceed to the Joffre Lakes campsite and set up

tents in the parking lot and bits of the nearby forest.

In the morning all awoke. Hark! Was that the gentle pit-a-pat of a forest

denizen at play? No, it was the start of a torrential downpour. Sodden would-be

climbers retreated under a tarp to choke down oatmeal and gaze out of dripping hair

at maps and compasses. Would the rain let up? Several hours of waiting seemed to

indicate it would not, and finally even the would-be hardpersons were convinced that

a retreat to the nearest pub might be in order. The mob motored down the “D.L.R.”

hill and pulled into Pemberton with smoking brakes. By the time a pub lunch had

been consumed the weather seemed to be improving and it was decided in a spasm of

optimism to return to Cerise Creek. Back up the hill we went only to have the clouds

thicken and the rain dump down again. Mountain weather is unpredictable and

subject to change without notice, etc. etc.”

At the trailhead” at Cerise Creek we were met by thousands upon thousands of

mosquito out-takes from the Gulf air war, who forced us to haul out chemical

weaponry (DEET). Up the “trail” we wallowed, slapping and flailing at mosquitoes,

through a prime sample of B.C. rain forest, until we came to a meadow (i.e. a non

vertical swamp). Here hardman Hollinger hauled out map-n-compass and proceeded

to show people where they were. Most of them already knew where they were: knee

(or hip) deep in the type of mud that swallows whole platoons in those Vietnam

jungle warfare films. Only Lil the Forest Elf was unaffected by the dismal

atmosphere. Don’t you think this flower smells like semen?” she innocently asked

various members of the group, displaying a small blossom.
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Once everyone had stood around long enough to get thoroughly wet, muddy and

bitten we set off again, crawling through bush and over huge logs in an attempt to

stay off the horrible mudpit of the rail. Someone said, “Oh well, fairly soon we’ll be

at the cabin.”

Cabin?” The exclamation ran down the line of trodding forms until it reached

Craig who led from the rear to ensure none of his charges got lost or sucked down by

quicksand. Craig called another halt and gathered the faithful to lay down the law:

“There is no cabin. It’s just a rumor. Mass hallucination. And we won’t be staying

in it!”

On we proceeded, over slippery one-log bridges above raging torrents, and then

took a sharp turn up hill into the land of (melting) snow. This section finished with

a bit where the trail led directly up. a waterfall. To climb it it was necessary to grab

hold of muddy roots while water ran down one’s Gore-tex sleeves and sort of swim

uphill...l felt sort of stupid when upon reaching the top I saw that there was a fixed

rope! (further down it was so muddy that it was essentially invisible).

From here a short walk brought us to.... The Cabin. One by one bedraggled, mud-

caked forms staggered In through the door, divested themselves of the majority of

their clothing and gathered in a circle around the woodstove to dry out. The last one

through the door was Craig. “Right, now that everyone is nice and dry, let’s go and

camp on the glacier!” A short mutiny resulted from this statement; eventually the

“Hardmen” (and Hardwomen) went to camp on the glacier while the “Wimps” stayed

in the cabin.

In the cabin some people went to ridiculous lengths to protect their food from

the legendary Keith’s Hut Rat, but the rat didn’t deign to show up, even though it

could have easily devoured mine in spite of my pathetic attempts to hide it on tope of

a rafter. During the night I discovered that although two space blankets and a foamy

are equivalent to a sleeping bag in terms of warmth, and very light, they are also

very noisy and not conducive to positive relations with one’s tired cabin mates.

The next day people split up, some going off to snow and ice school and some

heading for the N.E. ridge of Mt. Matier, while Chris and I set off for Vantage Peak.

Easy snow slopes (probably meadows later in the season) led up to the Matier

Vantage col, which was cold and windy. Ragged clouds flew by so that at one minute

we could see distant peaks and the next, nothing but whiteness. From the ccl we

sauntered up the east ridge of Vantage over meadows and short (two-meter) rock

steps. On one of these steps Chris attempted to take a “dramatic climbing photo” of

me to wow the folks at home and fell backwards; the resulting photo showed “Drew
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being squashed by a giant out-of-focus thumb.” A bit more thrashing through the

krummholz and some 2nd class put us on the peak where we enlarged the cairn and

watched the clouds roll through, an extremely mellow experience. Then we romped

back down to the cot and met the valiant snow and ice students In the increasing

afternoon sunshine. Everyone demonstrated excellent glissade technique on the

descent to the cabin, where we met the rest of the group and squelched back out to the

cars at double-quick time. Some went so rapidly that they neglected to look where

they were going and sank waist deep in mud. Eventually everyone escaped to the cars

and cruised down to the sophisticated pleasures of Squamish on Sunday night.

The next week was ‘learn-to-lead” school at Squamish, courtesy of Andy and

Muriel P. and Eric C. Poverty-stricken students who had just dropped all ready cash

on “pro” at the Extreme sale met at Quinn’s - they could be told apart form the

teachers in the longing way they looked at the food the teachers were munching in

great quantities, while in front of them glasses of water sat pathetic and alone.

Eventually everyone had arrived an we were led to Andy’s favorite practice crag:

Split Beaver, the perfect spot for beginners aspiring to learn to lead climb. We split

into groups and were directed to various routes in my case something so obscure it

wasn’t even in Campbell’s guide. I began belaying Chris, who took a long time to

climb it compared to the time it would take T.R.’ing it. Then it was my turn, and

Andy was uncertain about my meager rack so he helpfully gave me all his big pieces

like #4 Camalots: “Here, you probably won’t need these but its good practice to carry

‘em!” I thrashed up to Chris and got about one move higher; every time I tried a

move the giant metal objects swung around and hauled me the wrong way. Eventually

Chris took over and we got up to a ledge... then it began to rain. Andy soloed up and

watched Chris get totally nowhere in the next corner pitch, meanwhile everyone else

left for shelter in Quinns. Finally Chris gave up after totally peeling off of this route

which was now turning into a Shannon Falls look-a-like and we roped down. I

thought I would save time and walked out in rock shoes. About an hour later in

Quinn’s I was finally able to feel my feet again.

Despite this inauspicious beginning we set oft to do Diedre (perfect first multi-

pitch route for beginners) on the Apron a few days later with Chris Gill and John

McCarter and for once everything went swimmmingly although we were a bit slow

(about 6 hrs up, vs. 12 minutes for those soloing it). At the traditional grease-fest

at the D.Q. afterwards Chris B. showed how climbing can make you do stupid things -

he drank a whole cup of gravy on a $5 bet from John - and let himself be

photographed doing it!!!
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After the frantic trip pace of the previous month and a half, August was a bit

mellower; in part, because Chris was working full time, I was looking for work

part-time, and it was too hot to go into the mountains (not to mention the bugs). We

did manage to bag Coliseum and Burwell Mts. in Lynn Headwaters on an attempt on

Cathedral, however. This trip basically followed the route description by Rob

Driscoll in the 89-90 V.O.C.J. except for the “few tokes on the summit” part.

Highlights were the old-growth forest and 360’ view from Baker to Tantalus, plus

the amazing granite features; low points were the wasps burrowing in the trail and

the alpine swamp (just like Cerise Creeki). It was a pretty mellow trip, basically a

longish hike at eleven hours round trip on good to moderate trail to Coliseum and

obvious route thereafter, and never harder than 2nd class (even that is a bit

exaggerated).

Our second mellow trip in August saw us head up to Brandywine with Chris’s

friend “Super” Rosie Croft, no relation to Peter. This area is great for a casual hike

in part because access is so easy, with trailhead an hour from the meadows

(unfortunately this also means logging roads 5 mm. from the meadows - very

“Super, Clearcut B.C.”). Brandywine Mt. itself is easily reached and bagged with

great views of Fee, Tricouni, Cayley and the infamous “Vulcan’s Thumb”, a.k.a. “the

Death Trap”, to be had in all directions (but mainly south west if you don’t like

clearcuts and ski runs in your scenic vistas.) On this trip Chris earned valuable

“goon points” by saying “It looks just like a GOLF COURSEIII” upon seeing

Brandywine Meadows for the first time.

September rolled around and classes started up again, providing a major

impetus to go somewhere in the mountains, and quickly. The excellent “Indian

Summer” weather and total absence of all insect life-forms didn’t hurt matters

either. We both wanted to do an alpine climb and thought the S ridge of Grainger

looked good, so we mentioned it to Chris Gill who had similar plans and talked to

Craig, who talked to Scott, who...etc. Eventually 9 persons set out to bag Grainger by

any and all available options: me, Chris, Chris, Craig, Scott, Marilyn, Brandon,

Dave, and Scott’s friend Ralph from MOLI-Energy.

Pre-trip planning consists of interrogating Andy (Grainger King) Pacheco for

route details: very informative, as it turns out the ridge crux is a 5.8 O.W. at the

bottom, not 5.6 as described in Fairley. Everyone arranges to meet at the luxurious

Chateau Scott in Maple Ridge early on Saturday.

Saturday morning at 4:30 AM we arise, eat and pack gear into the car, then set

off for Vancouver. Foolishly I leave a note for our sleeping parents saying “We
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should be back by 10 PM or so on Sunday.” We pick up Craig and Chris with major
readjustments to orientation of objects (ice axes, packs, seats, humans) in the car,
and head out to Maple Ridge, where we meet Scott and Ralph as planned. Marilyn and
Co. arrive on V.O.C. time (i.e. about an hour late.) Everyone sorts themselves out and
we head for our next objective: that fabulous Sasquatch Inn, “Gateway to the
Chehalis”. At the meeting place Chris Gill ventures inside and comes out with a
description of the place: “Incest? Ain’t no bugs in here, son!” This leads to rounds
of redneck jokes until the other cars arrive. Several hours later it’s 1 PM, the roads
end and everyone repacks to leave behind “the non-essentials” and then sets off along
a trail which gradually improves. At the first boulder field we stop for a long lunch
above a scenic-type waterfall, then mush on to the left past drippy cascades up the
cliffs to a weakness by a larger waterfall, where some 3rd class on ooze and mud
with bush handholds puts us above the cirque wall. Another half-hour and we are at
our campsite, a flattish bit in the Nursery Pk. - Grainger ccl. As we are putting up
camp two oddly dressed figures bound up: “Hey dudesi We’re Kaj and Guy!”. They are
wearing silly hats and pants that look like they are made out of curtains.
Interrogations conducted simultaneously reveal that we are V.O.C. arid our objective
is Grainger, they are half V.O.C. (Guy), and about to attempt a new route on the W.
Buttress of Nursery. As the sun sets and the stoves are set out their tiny figures can
be silhouetted on the sky in the middle distance as they bound about on some bump-
lets nearby. Chris and I cook our disgusting meal of hardman fodder (lentils) by the
light of our single flashlight (bit-o-foreshadowing) while all about us gourmet
meals are constructed by the massive candlepower of a battery of Petzl (TM)
headlamps.

Next morning - circa 4:30 am - Craig destroys our fretful slumber by shaking
the tent: “Time to get moving” Breakfast is choked down, daypacks stuffed, gear
racked. We get moving. By the time the sun rises we are at the base of the ridge. At
Craig’s advice hiking boots are left at the bottom since we will descend the same
route. Craig and Chris rope up and have difficulty with Andy’s off width, then it’s my
and Chris G.’s turn. Chris cruises up and I horribly thrutch up. It has been agreed
that owing to my inexperience and in the interest of time shortening Chris will lead
all the pitches, at least that’s how Chris explains it to mel There follows a fair
amount of 4th and easy 5th until the grade steepens, then two pitches of solid 5th. As
we head along the ridge a rumble is heard faintly. Two tiny figures can be seen on the
summit of Nursery trundling huge boulders into the abyss below.
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As the climbing progresses gradually the outer world falls away. Above there is

sky; below there is pale rock encrusted with lichens; to every side are mountain

peaks distant in the blue air; in front is a length of rope and a patient belayer.

Everything else is the movement of shadows and the noise of the wind. This is why I

am here. I am one with the mountain and The air. A part of my mind is still thinking

about the drop, and fatigue, and how fast the day is passing, but I can forget it, and

then there is only the climb.

Chris does a variation on the final pitch up a 5.7 ish corner and suddenly the

ridge has ended. The climb is over; we are on the summit. Craig and Chris are

already there; Scott and Ralph soon appear via the N.E. ridge. As we settle down for

peak-bagging hero shots on the cairn and lunch, Marilyn, Dave and Brandon pop up

over the west face. Everyone relaxes in the late summer sunlight.

After about an hour of such sloth Craig is beginning to get nervous; time is

running out. It is past two. Descending by our ascent route is now too time-

consuming; the N.E. ridge is the only alternative. So off we go; down and up ledges

and cracks and across snowfields, all in rock shoes. Ouchl Ouchl Oucht I want to

bitch and whine but the tact is that everyone is suffering just like I am, so what’s the

point? Around on the north side of the ridge our way is blocked by the top of a

couloir; an incredible sidewalk-like ledge covered in grass crosses a sheer face

above it. As we cross the ledge to a gap in the ridge dislodged stones drop a thousand

feet and vanish into a gaping bergschrund. We pass through the gap and contour down

the talus on the south flank to the snowfield, surprising a covey of ptarmigan, then

cross it to our boots - three hours of agony over at last. But the fun is only

beginning.

We get back to the campsite at about 6:00PM, only to find that the wind had

turned all our tents upside down so that they resembled Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles

lying helpless on their backs. Packing is a hurried affair and we take off for the

ramps at great speed as the light starts to fail. On our way we surprise a young black

bear which runs in the other direction when confronted with a pack of dirty smelly

climbers such as ourselves.

I cruise the waterfall at the top with little difficulty and speed down the ramps

attempting to catch up with Ralph, who is leading the way. I do at the gully at the

base and we descend together to the boulder field. It is now slightly after 8:00PM,

dark enough to make Ralph’s Mag-Lite handy as a night-vision supplement. Chris

(B.) catches up with us as we take a water break at the base; “our’ flashlight is

totally useless, he reports. Together we traipse across the boulders which seem to
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have multiplied phenomenally with the setting of the sun and deke through the soggy

meadows to their end. Here we decide to wait for the others with their headlamps,

next to the large erratic which marks the start of the forest trail. We wait for about

half an hour for the others to arrive. During this time the chill night air has its way

with me and I more than lose the extra heat I accumulated on my way down.

When the others arrive we hold a talk to decide what our options are. It is now

9:00. Someone suggests a bivi; thinking of a now-optimistic mote at home and my

parents’ enlarged worry glands I explain that walking out may be preferable if we

wish to remain un-rescued. We decide to walk out.

It appears that sometime during the past half hour my endurance has gone to

sleep. I am dead tired; I am staggering; I am babbling; I do not have a headlamp.

Basically, I stumble along and fall down unless someone points a light so I can see

where to go. Matters are not simplified any by the Therm-a-Rest Chris Gill finds on

the trail that I decided to carry out. To make a horribly long story manageable, we

get back to the cars at 2:30 AM and home around 5:30. I miss Monday math class.

I’d like to take this opportunity to apologize to everyone who was inconvenienced

by me on the ‘Descent Into Hell”, and thanks especially go to Craig who trudged along

at the rear and kept me moving when I fell asleep. (Needless to say I now possess a

headlamp.)

Postscript to the Grainger trip: It turns Out that when they hadn’t heard from

us by ten my parents assumed we’d biviedHi Later that week in Geology class a funny

looking guy turned to me arid said “Hey, werent you up at Grainger not long ago?’ It

turned out that this was the indominatible Guy Edwards and the result was I had to

return the Therm-A-Rest I had found!

Two weeks after Grainger, a week before Longhike, Chris and I set out to

rehabilitate our tarnished reputations by leading a “beginner’s” hike. We chose

Needle Peak as sufficiently attractive and obscure and put up a trip list which

received overwhelming response, at one point 30 people were signed up. Eventually

eighteen showed up at 5:30 AM, including last-minute beginners” Andy and Muriel

Pache.

The hungry hordes set off for Hope where those who had missed breakfast in

favour of a true alpine start (basically everyone) descended on Rolly’s Restaurant

for mega-pancakes and coffee. Then off up the “Socred trail” we went to the highway

works yard at Coquihalla Summit. Here we struck off up a broad ridge in best V.O.C.

tradition, whacking bush with great gusto until someone discovered a recently

constructed and flagged “Al” style trail. Within an hour we were in the meadow zone
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with the (by now stereotypical)360 views and excellent fall colouring as added

bonuses. Some sort of enigmatic cruise missile structure on a nearby mountain,

probably a radio or microwave relay, drew most of the conversation. At this point

Andy and Muriel decided we knew what we were doing and turned on “Overdriv&,

rapidly vanishing in the direction of the east ridge on the exact opposite side of the

mountain.

The rest of us forsook the pleasures of fall blueberries and rambled up the

fairly road but nicely “airy west ridge to the “steep bit, basically 2nd class, until

we reached the summit barely 3 hrs. after setting out, and had plenty of time to

snooze in the sun and generally mellow out with especially good views of Yak Pk.s

south face. (Bob Sagar’s party was too small to be visible). Around 3PM some of us

had a look down the ridge for Andy and Muriel but they were not visible; we assumed

they were halfway up and possible in a bivi situation and so decided to head back. The

cars were reached in another 1 1/2 hrs thanks to the super-trail and the beginners

were introduced to the post-trip grease stop at the Hope Dairy Queen. (Later it

turned out that the Pachecos had given up on the E. ridge in the face of total runouts

and were on the peak an hour after us.) This trip had it all in terms of lack of bugs,

mellow situations and the best of September weather, and is recommended as the

quintessential A2 trip for those new to the mountains or for hardpersons taking it

easy. (It’s also good for embarrassed types to lead in order to re-establish one’s

reputation.) For those with more determination, and a bolt kit, there’s a lot of route

potential in this area, with many obvious lines yet to be climbed. The rock is

somewhat granular and flakey yet not more so than comparable areas such as Habrich
or the Chehalis.

Summer in the mountains was almost over.., in fact, it was officially fall, but to
those who called it autumn the mountains were still accessible, still singing that

siren song above and beyond the dry rustling of professor’s voices. To over one

hundred V.O.C.ers new and old that song sounded like, “Looong-hiiiker

Last Longhike I was taking Rock l...this time around I was teaching Rock II. Noel

and I went up ridiculously early and stole all the easy routes at Alexis and at Burgers

and Fries and then guarded them until our students arrived. Rockschool itself was

enlivened by the ridiculous antics of a group of army cadets who provided a
continuous example of what not to do and how not to do it. Afterwards we stayed

behind to climb until the sun set, then raced up to Whistler in time to get the last.of

dinner and join the hot tub crowd. I eventually fell asleep in front of a speaker

pumping out Violent Femmes tunes, only to be awakened by the evil caretaker who
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forced me to relocate to a tent outside...imagine my feelings the next morning when I
found out that those who stayed awake till he turned in at about lAM were able to

crash on the couches or floor with impunity!

The next morning the breakfast was surprisingly edible compared to that of the

previous year. After some consultation with Andy ‘Sage of the Rocks” Pacheco, Noel

and I set out to do Sparrow on the Apron. Unfortunately at about Daisy Lake I took my

eyes of the road to cut some cheesee and became drastically motion-sick, such that

upon arrival at Psyche Ledge I was, in the parlance, “gripped”. The spirit was
willing but the flesh was weak, etc. so we went south and did a Sunshine Chimney

after which I felt recovered enough to continue.

Climbing Sparrow was for me probably the best rock climbing experience of the

summer. Although a relatively “mellow” route by Squamish standards, whatever

that means (it means that it’s not 5.10+ or harder) it had the hardest technical

rating, at 5.9, of any climb I had attempted, and several runout pitches, all of which

made me concentrate on my technique with the result being that I climbed better than
I normally would have. Additionally, climbing with Noel I was not in a teacher-

student situation and thus didn’t have to worry about the style or number of my

protection placements. Basically I was climbing for fun instead of climbing to learn.

As we cruised up Sparrow just in front of Dave and Tanya, who were also doing

the route, the weather put on an interesting display. Blasts of wind blew streamers

from freshly chalked fingers over the Apron, creating a “ smokescreen” effect which

rm sure the party downwind of us on Diedre found very pleasant! As we finished up
the last pitches to Broadway a huge “spotlight’ broke down through the clouds over

Howe sound and moved about; a smaller one split off from it amoebically and drifted

about until it shone directly on us. From anywhere but the Apron it would have been

impossible to see this event.., we were definitely in the right place at the right time.

School was starting to exert pressure in earnest, and the October weather was
becoming more and more typical (raining), but I managed one last trip...with a large

V.O.C. contingent to the amazingly non-German Bavarian village of Leavenworth,

U.S.A. Der Leavenworth definitely has der atmosphere and you will find yourself

unconsciously saying things like “Ja, yut”, “Auf Weiderseihen” undt “Ja wohl mein

fuhrer” without even noticing it after you have been there for a while. There’s an

excellent bakery though!

Kobus, Muriel, Leslie and I pulled into 8-Mile campground late at night (about

2AM) and crashed on the pine needles, being to tired to set up tents. The next

morning we arose at a civilized hour and set oft for Castle Rock a stop at Der Bakery
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where the cat ate most of our cinnamon buns for us and tried Kobus’ fingers as well.

After climbing all day we arrived back at camp in time to cook up a huge pot of “glop’

(semi-liquid hot version of ‘gorp”) before joining the camp fire circle for drunken

sing-a-longs. This pattern continued for the duration of the weekend, except our

destinations sunday and Monday ere the amazing Peshastin Pinnacles, sandstone

climbing at its best complete with pockets, gritty slabs, funky towerc and tunnels to

crawl through. On Monday Kabus was staying an extra day so I attached my self to

Julie and Chrystal’s car to get a ride back. We left in the afternoon and cruised

through Stevens Pass into the sunset pst the giant granite walls of Mt. Index.

Summer in the mountains was over.

THE “JUDGE”, 1991
PART I

Muriel Pacheco
Summer 1991

Typical of the seeds of many a great adventure, the idea of going back to do another

new route on Judge Howay was sown at a slide party. Kobus was keen and I felt Andy

and I had to make one last visit to the mountain. This was to be our last summer in

B.C. Andy was certain to finish his thesis by the fall and we would doubtless be

moving to a post-doc in some godforsaken mountainless region in the States, perhaps

never to return. For me, the idea of missing this trip was unbearable. John Clarke

and Paul Adam were also planning on going in to climb some unclimbed peaks and

generally explore the area, so we decided to go in together. Actually, John had piqued

Kobus’ interest in the trip by finding a tiny photo of the north side of Howay (in the

distance) in an obscure government publication. That picture was enough to get us

excited.

Andy wasn’t sure he could manage 6 more days off, especially as we had committed

to spending 6 days in August on a holiday in Santa Fe, New Mexico, with my parents

and grandfather. I was determined that there be a Pacheco representative on the

mountain so I promised I would go even if Andy couldn’t. Kobus, sceptical of my

resolve, practically made me swear on “Freedom of the Hills’ that I wouldn’t back

out. Howay has a reputation for being a mountain that doesn’t like to be climbed, and

Kobus knew that if I didn’t go he would have a hard time finding anyone (foolish

enough) to take my place.
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The timing of the tnp was tricky. Kobus and Emily were going on a two week trip

on the last week of July, and Andy and I would be flying to Santa Fe just before they

were to get back. John wanted to go as soon as possible because he had planned to do

another trip at the end of the month. So it was decided. The day after we were to

arrive in Vancouver we would set off for Howay.

Kobus was going to prepare the dinners and Andy and I would get together our

equipment and food before leaving for New Mexico. We would be returning from a

week-long trip of dining in first class restaurants and sleeping in first class hotels

to go mountaineering in some of the most rugged terrain in southwestern B.C.

By the time Kobus and Emily were ready to go for their trip Andy hadn’t decided

whether he could afford to go, so we arranged to call from Santa Fe. In the end Andy

didn’t make up his mind until just before the plane landed in Vancouver: he wasn’t

going to go. Needless to say, I was devastated. I never imagined he would pass up the

opportunity to do another ascent of Howay and I also never imagined doing a major

trip without him. But a promise is a promise, so I left the next day.

Kobus and I had decided to take the purist approach: canoeing to the end of Stave

Lake. We would meet John and Paul (who decided to fly in) at the logging camp that

evening. John had been in the area earlier in the summer and had checked out an

approach, which would take us to the unclimbed peaks we were interested in, and also

get Kobus and me within striking distance of our chosen objective on the Judge.

Kobus and I arrived at the camp at dark, and were greeted by John’s welcoming

whoops. There were a few loggers at the camp, and they all agreed that our idea of fun

was more than a little crazy. While Paul and John were waiting for us, they had

wrangled a drive up the logging road to our starting point the next morning, which

would save us several hours of hiking.

We woke the next day to promising weather. By 8:30 we had been dropped off at

the start of the bush. As I pulled my pack out of the back of the truck I knew it was

going to be a tough first day. Kobus and I were carrying enough gear for a big wall,

plus food for 7 days. My pack weighed at least 70 lbs. Kobus had his pack filled to

capacity so I couldn’t ask him to carry any more. John had problems with his knees

so he couldn’t carry a heavy load, and Paul didn’t feel up to carrying one either. I was

stuck with it. The bushwack up was straightforward, and even close to enjoyable if I

forgot about the weight on my back. Fortunately, Paul and John were used to a slow

pace with frequent stops. Both Kobus and I were struggling with our loads so we

didn’t complain. As the hours passed it became apparent that this was the heaviest

pack I had ever had to carry, in fact it was more than I could handle. By 5:00 I
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simply ran out of energy. Thankfully we had reached the flat area of the ridge, and we

found an ideal spot to camp next to a tarn deep enough to swim in. John was the first

to shed his clothes and jump in, followed by Kobus and Paul. I chose the discreet

route, and served as official photographer. We satisfied our voracious appetites on a

big dinner, but we were not the only ones who were hungry. We made a good meal for

the mosquitoes as well: Santa Fe this was NOT.

The following day was a pleasant ridge walk, and we summited our first unclimbed

bump (the Witness?). We were now getting views of the top part of the North face of

Howay, and it looked incredible. We found another ideal camp near the base of our

second peak objective, and also near the ccl leading down to the base of Judge Howay.

That evening we witnessed a great sunset and all of us scrambled for our cameras,

racing to get the best shots before the light changed. John initiated the frantic pace

with the warning cry “Photo opportunity! Photo opportunity!’, and we all scattered

to find the best vantage point.

The next day I was thankful to leave the big pack at camp and spend a relaxing day

scrambling to the summit of what was to be named The Defendant. We took out the

rope once to rappel down a notch, but found it could be done as stiff 3rd class. We

passed several small tarns on the way up, and at each one John wondered aloud

whether it wouldn’t be a nice time for a dip. It was not until we reached the summit

that we were able to see the north face of Judge Howay in its entirety. Man, that face

was HUGE! At3000+ ft. it was the biggest first ascent either of us had attempted, and

it looked like technical climbing all the way. I was glad to have the extra day to re

energize because we would no doubt be more than a day on the face. We descended

slowly to camp, basking in the sunshine and searching for more photo opportunities.

Once at camp we started to pack up. Kobus and I were heading to camp at the base of

our projected route, and John and Paul would continue their explorations on less

verticalterrain. We said our goodbyes and went our separate ways. With several days

less food in my pack the weight had become bearable, and the steep descent down a

creek to the valley was relatively painless. That evening, as we cooked up dinner, it

became apparent that the temperature had dropped by several degrees and a wind had

begun to pick up. As I looked up at the face I thought of our plan to carry everything

up and over to the other side of the mountain. While the descent back to the north side

was admittedly a serious undertaking at best, I couldn’t picture hauling myself plus a

50 lb pack up the face. Maybe if we left our extra gear at the base we could climb the

route and descend it the same way, enabling us to leave our boots at the base as well! I

was desperately trying to think of an easier way of doing this incredibly rugged
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mountain. There was no doubt in my mind that I wanted to do the climb - it was a

classic line - but was I up to it?

Just before dawn the next morning we were awakened by a light patter of rain on

the tent. Admittedly, it didn’t last long but at sunrise it was evident the clouds had

rolled in. Kobus and I discussed our options. We decided we could afford to wait a day

to see what the weather was going to do. I wasn’t keen on sitting around the camp all

day, so I suggested that as long as it wasn’t raining, we could go check out the bottom

of the route with light packs. We started at the toe of the 4000 foot ridge, leading to

the subsidiary summit north of the main peak. Kobus and I swung leads on solid rock

up the first 1000 feet. It turned out to be mostly 4th class with some moves of 5.6-

7 thrown in. We decided to return to camp after a getting a good taste of what

climbing lay ahead. There is nothing that quite beats the sensation of leading up an

unclimbed line. The bottom part of the face was more featured than I thought it would

be, and what appeared to be the steep section of the wall lay just ahead of where we

turned around; I was psyched. The weather did not show any definite signs of clearing

that day, although Kobus remained optimistic and gave me a lecture on positive

thinking. I maintained that unless the weather was definitely improving I wasn’t

willing to take the risk. The next morning dawned with marginally better skies.

Clouds were pouring over the col where we had camped with John and Paul, and

enshrouding the top half of the Judge. For me, that decided we weren’t going to get it

this time.Kobus was depressed, to put it mildly, and was still convinced that the

weather was good enough to go for it. After all the work to get there we were going to

go home without even an epic? But I was adamant, not wanting to risk a dangerous

retreat in bad weather down unknown terrain. We packed up camp slowly and decided

to try a different descent down the valley we were in. It would eventually lead to the

river, and the map indicated that a short bushwack from there would get us to the

logging road.

The first part of the descent was enjoyable walking, through and along the sides of

a shallow creek. By the contours on the map we knew there was one short steep

section where the walls of the valley narrowed. We were amazed at how uncharacter

istically painless the approach and descent of the mountain was this trip. At the pace

we were going we would be at the river in a couple of hours. Little did we know, the

pain was about to begin.

The terrain was getting progressively steeper and the route options were limited.

Once a route was chosen there was no way out unless we backtracked to the original

turning point. Backtracking was always uphill, and usually not trivial. My pack may
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have weighed less, but ii still felt as heavy as the first day. We reached the point

where the contours steepened on the map. It was steep alright. There was a vertical

drop of whatlooked to be more than 50 meters involving a rappel off of unstable

bush. To get around it from there we would have to find some way up and over an

equally steep, wet buttress, which pinched in the valley. To the other side of the

creek it looked like a short bushwack to some trees if we retraced our steps from

1/2 an hour back. We chose the second option. The Judge was not going to let us off

lightly.

Once we got in the bush on the other side of the creek we discovered it was not

quite as inviting as we had hoped. It was the worst combination of 5 ft. tall Devil’s

club and slide alder on steep terrain. As we took a traversing line we were forced to

cross several small hidden gullies. For the mandatory Howay bush rappel we had a

variation on a theme; there was nothing to swing from except devil’s club. My

strength was dwindling and was made obvious by a couple of spectacular spills and

face plants in the thorny bush. After one particularly heart stopping slide Kobus

volunteered to lighten my load. We continued down, skirting a waterfall to our left

while swinging off trees and sliding down the wet moss. We stopped for a break and a

look at what laybeyond. We had finished the worst of the descent, and Kobus pointed

out what he was sure was an overgrown logging road on our side of the river which

could save us more unpleasant bushwacking to the bridge. True to Howay form, the

overgrown logging road turned out to be a swamp which started out as an unassuming

grassy field. By the time we realized our folly we had knee deep swamp on all sides,

unless we wanted to retrace our steps yet again. We chose to wade. Once we got to the

river Kobus was sorely tempted to swim to the road on the other side. I was not

convinced, so we continued our bushwack for another couple of hours to the bridge.

We broke out of the bush onto the open road. It was a five hour hike to the logging
camp from there, but at least there were no more swamps, cliffs or devil’s club. We

stood on the bridge looking back at what we could see of our descent and savouring the

cool breeze of the river. If we were going to come back I certainly wasn’t going to
take that route in! We heard a muffled holler in the distance. John and Paul had

decided to take the same route down as we had! We returned their calls until they
emerged from the bush a couple of hours later. It was starting to get dark and
everyone was tired, so we decided to camp just off the road. Much to our annoyance

the skies were clear that night. I pointed out that the peak was still in cloud but that

didn’t seem to help the mood. I was sure the weather was going to get worse!
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The next morning we hiked at a leisurely pace to the logging camp. The workers

had gone home for the weekend but had told where to find the key. John and Paul

called for a plane to pick them up, and we made ourselves some coffee and took a

break before our final hour of logging road and canoe to the other end of the lake. The

rest of the trip went without a hitch although we had an exciting paddle (for me) on

choppy waters. I felt bad about deciding not to go for the ascent as the weather seemed

to be holding. The following day I was secretly relieved as It did, in fact, pour rain.

Actually, it continued to pour for the next two weeks non-stop. Of course Kobus

insists we could have made it before the rains came, and I insist we wouldn’t have.

We’ll never know, but we’ll probably keep arguing about it.

THE JUDGE
PART II

Andy Pacheco
Summer 1991

I had resisted the temptation of going on the August tripwith Muiiel and Kobus,

feeling that I just had to finish my thesis. That was a hell of a tough decision, but it was

nothing like the one which was facing me now. Kobus and Muriel hadn’t made the main

objective the first time, but they had brought photographs’ When I saw those I knew I

had to be in on the next attempt, whether or not my thesis was finished.

And so it was that in the second week of September we were doing the familiar

paddle up Stave lake, less than a month after Muriel and Kobus’ previous attempt. We

had started in the late afternoon, and the sun was setting as we started the long hike up

the logging road. We had decided to get as much of this tedious part of the trip over with

on the first day as possible, and walked on until well after dark.

Our initial plan had been to hike to the bridge crossing the Stave River about

20 Km up the road, then backtrack along the west side of the river and up the same

valley that Kobus and Muriel had come down on the last trip. However about one hour

before reaching the bridge we found a spot on the river which Kobus felt we could ford,

directly in front of the valley we intended to ascend. Kobus went ahead to check out the

depth of the river and the strength of the flow. We decided to go for it, heading across

the river as a unit, in order to have a more resilient brace against the current. As it

turned out, Kobus was right and it was a pretty easy ford. This saved us a good two

hours, including some pretty nasty bushwacking. Moreover, for the next two hours we

were able to mostly follow streambeds, making for some of the easiest travel I had ever
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had in this area! In the end however, the tough part had to come. I had already been

warned about the horrendous thrash through devil’s club which Muriel and Kobus had

endured on their descent, and the only alternative appeared to be a dubious attempt to

take on a vertical step head on. Well the bushwack must have been really bad because

Muriel and Kobus were unanimous that we should risk a direct assault, even though it

meant a long backtrack if we failed.

Initially things went better than expected, but the terrain soon steepened, and

the short exposed technical sections got more closely spaced. At one point I was

scrambling up a tricky loose section when a large boulder came away under my foot. I

watched in horror as it careened towards Muriel and hit her on the hip, knocking her

back towards a six meter drop. She managed to regain her balance, but the incident gave

us quite a scare. This was more like the Howay approaches we were used to! At this

point we had cut the vertical distance above us to about 40 meters, but it was clear that

we wouldn’t get any further without the ropes.

We got out the gear, and Kobus led up. It was a nasty, claustrophobic spot to
belay from, and for what was to be the only time on the entire trip I wasn’t enjoying

myself. Finally Kobus managed to excavate and thrash his way up the steep, slimy

pitch, and bring us up. The lead was very impressive: steep and loose in places, it was

made more difficult by the heavy pack of which even the leader was not spared. When

we got to Kobus, it wasn’t clear that the difficulties were over, and it was with a bit of

anxiety that I led out left across a wide ledge, intending to swing up ard right further
along. After about forty feet though, I came to a spot where it looked as if a short but
tricky traverse left might bring us to easier ground. I brought Kobus and Muriel

across, and Kobus wasted no time doing the move and verifying that we were indeed at
the end of the difficulties.

We had now surmounted the only serious obstacle barring the approach to the
north side of Howay, and we made rapid progress along the upper valley. However the

technical section had eaten up a lot of time, and we had to stop a little lower than the
site which Kobus and Muriel had used as basecamp on the previous trip. Still, all in all
this approach had been pretty mellow by the Judge’s standards.

From our camp we could only see part of our route, and it certainly looked big
and imposing. Yet I had none of the jitters that I had on the eves of previous forays into
the unknown. In fact all I felt was an intense sense of peace. I suddenly realized how
stressed out I was from working on the thesis, and how thankful I was to be out here, a
million miles from it all. The old team was together again!
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Early the next day we arranged our packs into climbing mode, distributing tne

weight so that the leader would have the lightest pack possible. We intended to carry

everything up and over the mountain, and return to Stave River via one of the east side

descents. To keep the weight down we had brought the bare minimum in bivy gear, and

as light a rack as we dared on a 1000+ meter face. Even so, once 8 litres of water were

added, the packs were up around 50 lbs. and even the leader was up around 35 lb or so

with the gear.

Despite the weight the first 1000 feet of 3rd and 4th class were very

enjoyable, and we soon reached the high point Kobus and Muriel had reached on their

reconnaissance. The next section was steep and slabby, and Kobus an Muriel reckoned it

could be the crux. There were steeper sections higher up, but we all knew from

experience that the rock on Howay tends to be beautifully featured In the upper

sections. Kobus and I led the first two pitches, which turned out to be quite steep and

difficult given our heavy loads. The third pitch was Muriel’s lead, and from below it

didn’t look too bad. However, as she got higher it became obvious that the pitch was a lot

harder than it looked, and unfortunately the protection wasn’t great either. In the end

Muriel decided that this was harder than she wanted for her warmup lead, and came

down to let Kobus have a go. Well this lead, although we figure it was probably only

about 5.7, turned out to be the undisputed crux of the climb. After some tricky moves

up slabby rock, a steep loose corner had to be negotiated, all the time trying to put

little weight on the fractured rock despite the extra 50 lbs we were carrying. Kobus

managed to tree the section; both Muriel and I ended up pulling on a sling, the first

time I ever had to use aid on 5.7!

After this pitch things eased up quite a bit, and we made good progress. We were

starting to gain some altitude, although as the afternoon wore on the Judge still loomed

high above us, and even the Defendant and the Witness seemed way up there. Still,

already the views were terrific, and all three of us were relaxed and enjoying

ourselves. About one hour before dark we came across our first acceptable bivy site,

which gave us the luxury of continuing up, knowing that if the next pitch didn’t give us

anything better, at least we had a spot to fall back on.

As luck would have it, the next belay turned out to be an even better bivy site,

and with plenty of time to spare we set to work clearing the ledge and preparing dinner.

We got an excellent night’s sleep on our lofty perch, and even our limbs, sore

from carrying the heavy loads, couldn’t dampen our spirits as we headed up the next

day. We got several pitches of moderate scrambling along a lower angled part of the

ridge, before having our way blocked by a series of gendarmes. We had seen this section
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of the climb in the photos that Muriel and Kobus had taken on the last trip, and

reckoned that they would be the second crux of the climb. Well, technically the

climbing did get up to 5.8 in places, as we threaded our way up and around the intricate

towers and ramparts of this complex section of the ridge. However we were now into

the awesome rough Howay rock which we had been hoping for, and the climbing, though

steep, was simply delightful, even with the heavy packs. It was just as it had been on

the Kindl buttress four years ago. We were getting up there too, and the exposure was

magnificent. I really can’t imagine a better place to get away to.

Suddenly we were level with the Defendant. Then with the col between the N.

and S. peaks. We had reached the prominent ledge at the bottom of the summit

snowfields, with only about 800 feet to go. At this point we could have opted to leave the

ridge and continued up the snow, but the rock above looked great and we decided to

continue on the ridge. After filling our water bottles we continued up, reaching a huge,

perfectly flat ledge about 100 feet below the false summit, just as the sun was setting.

We dropped all our gear and third-classed our way up to the top. We found a few rocks

on top which may or may not have been a cairn, and piled a whole bunch more to make

it look more impressive. We then picked our way down to our bivy site in the twilight.

What a spot: perfectly flat, just under the summit, and with excellent views all around.

This was definitely one of the best trips I’ve ever been on.

We were up at dawn, and spent the next few hours eating and taking pictures. At

this point we weren’t in much of a hurry, and didn’t make any serious attempts to get

going until the sun reached us. We decided to forego the summit, even though it was

only about 45 minutes away, and drop rapidly down to the col between the two peaks to

attempt the south ridge of the north peak.

We were quite familiar with the descent to the col, as it was the route we had

used to climb the peak 8 years earlier. This time, through careful route-finding, we

were able to keep the descent to easy 3rd class, and in less than two hours we were at
the col. The rock looked fantastic, and we all looked forward to a day of climbing

without heavy packs.

Kobus led the first pitch, which turned out to be as good as we had hoped.

Unfortunately, as Muriel and I followed up, a rock dislodged by the rope came down

hard on Muriel’s arm. By the time we reached Kobus at the belay, the arm was already

quite swollen and Muriel was in a great deal of pain. There was nothing for it but to

descend. We lowered Muriel off first so that she could get to the snow and start icing

her arm, then Kobus downclimbed, placing protection for me. It was a disappointing

finish since we knew that this route was going to be another classic, but we couldn’t
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complain; it had still been a great trip so far, although we were a bit concerned about

how Muriel’s arm would fare on the arduous bushwack out.

We were now in the S.E. drainage of the mountain, and decided that the easiest

exit lay along the line taken by Rhode et al. on the second ascent of the mountain, It

didn’t take long to reach the tree line and soon we were thrashing our way down thick

scrub, basically doing a controlled fall through the steeply graded, closely spaced trees.

Muriel’s injured arm was very weak and it took her a little longer to swing down using

the one arm. Still, she was fairly stoic about it, letting out only the occasional groan

when she was forced to make a double arm move.

For a while it looked like we would avoid the mandatory Howay bush rappel, but

as we got lower we were being funnelled between two ravines, and eventually we found

ourselves surrounded on three sides by cliffs of uncertain height. Oh well, after a brief

discussion on which way to rappel, out came the ropes. Kobus headed down first, as we

waited anxiously to hear about how big the drop was. Fortunately we had made the right

choice, and on this side a 35 meter rappel brought us to the bottom of the ravine at a

point where we could cross easily into easy bush. Any of the other two sides would have

left us hanging over a waterfall after 50 meters.

It was now twilight, and we still hadn’t found anything approximating a suitable

campsite, so we pressed on. The terrain was now getting quite gentle, and we elected to
do without the headlamps for a while; headlamps are vital when you are in rough

terrain and need to see details in me immediate vicinity, but the narrow light beam
completely obliterates the broader surroundings. it is often easier to get a general feel
of the lay of the land without a headlamp, when you can see the silhouettes of broad
features over much longer distances, and just feel your way down the local topology.

As usual the darkness slowed us down, and it took us quite a while to make our
way down to the confluence of the main creeks, which drain the south and southeast

sides of the mountain. The terrain in the vicinity of the confluence is very flat, and we

hoped to find a bivy site there. I always find night travel fatiguing, and by the time we

reached level ground I was exhausted. We dropped our packs, and I crashed to the

ground, as Kobus and Muriel donned the headlamps and went off to search for a
campsite. It took them a while, but eventually they came up with yet another first class
bivy site, not far from where I lay.

By the next morning Muriel’s arm was stiff and swollen, but thankfully not
getting any worse. We hung around the campsite for a while, taking pictures and
pigging out on food, and generally delaying our inevitable return to civilization.
Eventually we started down the last leg, reaching Stave river in the early afternoon.
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This time the ford was a little wilder than on the way in, but once again Kobus

managed to find the line of least resistance. Neither Muriel nor I had had much

experience with river crossings, and Kobus’ expertise was a great confidence booster.

In no time at all we were back on the logging road, where we met one of the loggers that

Kobus and Muriel had met on the previous trip. We talked for a while about the

comparative craziness of climbing and rafting, and he invited us to join him on a

rafting trip the coming weekend. But no, we had work to go back to now. What was it?

Oh, yeah, a thesis or something. I seemed to remember that it was something of some

importance...

As I write this it is mid-February, 1992. The thesis, which was almost

finished in September, is now almost finished. I haven’t been back to the mountains,

and won’t go back until I’ve defended. This time for sure. Really. Just don’t show me any

photographs, ok?

A Pleasant Summer Ski Trip for Two:
The Pemberton Ice Cap
Eric Nodwell/Carolyn Anglin

July 1991

Eric:

The last week of July, Carolyn and I decided on short notice to take a week off to

do an extended trip. We knew we wanted to do something different. Without knowing

anything about it, I suggested the Pemberton Ice Cap. Carolyn’s reaction was:

“Skiing? in July?”. But since I couldn’t tell her anything about it, she wasn’t able to

raise any other objections, except that she preferred to be warm on a summer trip.

I assured her she would be. So the next few days I set about researching our goal. I

bought a topographic map (actualty 3) of the area and found two short paragraphs on

the area in Fairley’s Guide, which mostly mentioned how remote the area was and

how difficult the access was. No other guide books I consulted had anything useful.

Based on this information I pronounced the trip to be within our abilities. In case

you’ve concluded that we are seasoned and hardened mountaineers, I should mention

that at the time I had been playing around in the mountains for about two years.

Carolyn’s mountain experience? Well, altogether it amounted to about two or three

winter ski trips, although I had seen her in difficult situations and was confident of

her spunk and determination. Actually I was beginning to have my doubts about this

trip but Carolyn was now very enthusiastic.
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Two days before we were to leave I finally talked to someone who had been to the

area (David Williams). He assured me that the trip was not overly strenuous (by

David William standards) and reasonably safe, in particular that there were few

crevasses and they could be avoided. Crevasses had been my biggest concern. We

each were to carry a 30 metre length of 7mm static cord and a minimal number of

carabiners, webbing, pulleys and anchors: only enough for each of us to effect the

simplest rescue. Our main tactic was avoidance. With only two of us we would avoid

risks as much as possible.

We packed at the last minute. In July, nobody was able to rent us ski equipment so

we had to borrow skis and boots for Carolyn. We also had to borrow a large pack for

her. Amazingly we managed to fit all our gear into our two packs, although I wasn’t

able to lift my full pack without help.

Barb Bell and Dave Holloway drove with us to Meager Creek hotsprings where we

left our van. From the hotsprings we could see the edge of the icefield high amoungst

the peaks. It seemed incredible that in a week we would be coming down from there.

While we contemplated the view Barb and Dave took a quick dip in the hotsprings,

their only consolation for driving all this way. Then we were off to Callaghan Lake,

where we would leave behind the last signs of civilization.

Carolyn:

Bye Barb. Bye Dave. Gulp. Actually, we were feeling pretty excited, but where

would we begin? There was a lake in one direction (we left our rubber dinghy at

home), a steep hill in another direction and a bog in the other. A quick look at the

topo map, and... the bog it was. Almost immediately we had to cross a log to get over a

river - somewhat precariously with packs and swinging skis we weren’t used to yet.

Now who would have thought to bring insect repellant on an icefield trip? After

two hours we took refuge in the tent. Eric had welts on his face but they faded after

half an hour away from the bugs. We convinced ourselves that the swarms would be

reduced early in the morning and so our first day ended with a relaxing evening in

the tent.

The bugs weren’t any better in the morning. As long as we were moving we could

tolerate them but when we stopped we had to get into the tent. The main goal was to

get above the tree line. That meant scrambling up slopes, hanging on to bushes as we

went. I don’t know what kind of bushes they were, but they were perfect for

grabbing on to and yanking with all your weight. By mid-afternoon we had a clear
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view down to Callahan Lake, the wind had blown most of the bugs away and we felt
wonderful.

I had a much needed rest while Eric made a good hearty lunch which ended up
serving for dinner as well. We continued to hike along open rocky slopes with views
of mountains and waterfalls until nightfall. Camp was set up near a snow-fed river,
facing down a valley towards the sunset. Not bad.

Eric:

My stove quit working the next day. No problem, we had two. The first part of the
day resembled the end of the last: open rocky slopes, although the slopes got steeper
and the walking became somewhat awkward. At one point we were walking through

lush green chest-high plants which resembled corn. I have no idea what kind of plant
they were, and have only seen them one or two other times (we obviously needed a
botanist on this trip). After the plants there was a short steep section which we
negotiated basically on our hands and knees. When I looked back at Carolyn I had the
impression that she was bending over to do some gardening. Not long after that
Carolyn noticed that her sunglasses were missing. In a thoughtless moment half an
hour earlier she had hung them on her pack strap. I had very little hope of finding
them; Carolyn had none. But I insisted that we look because we didn’t have an extra
pair. I now know that besides mosquito repellant, extra sunglasses are a necessity
for icefield trips. After an hour we gave up looking.

It was a depressing moment, not just because we now had to cross the icefield with
one pair of sunglasses between two people. On the map, the distance we had covered
in two days looked tiny, certainly less than one tenth of the total distance. I had hoped
to reach the icetield in two days. Now I optimistically predicted three. And we were
exhausted. Carolyn’s pack was obviously too heavy for her. She had made an
incredible effort to get this far. Her determination was endless, but I was worried
about her knees. I was close to my limit and I didn’t feel I could take any more
weight. Over the rest of the trip as we used up fuel and food and I got stronger I was
able to considerably lighten her pack, but for the moment there was almost nothing I
could do except hope that the terrain would get easier and be as cheerful as I could. In
tact things did get better, but before that happened there was more slogging to do.

In the afternoon we reached a small idyllic lake, unnamed on the map. We had a
short invigorating dip and our spirits came up out of our boots. We were ready to
face the next obstade: getting around the lake. On one side of the lake was a steep
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forested slope. We had had about enough of steep forested slopes. On the other side

was a snow slope. Traversing the snow slope would not have been too hard, but

Carolyn had never used an ice axe before and a snow slope which ends in a freezing

cold lake is not lhe place to learn. Our novel solution was to walk in the waterl

Although the ground was steep right to the water, the bottom of the lake was nearly

flat. The walking was actually rather pleasant (compared to what we had been

doing), except that we were up to our knees in freezing cold water and we had to push

the occasional floating block of ice out of our way. [Carolyn: Thanks for lending me

your boots, BarblJ

On the other side of the lake I practically danced for joy. Snowl Now instead of

carrying our skis on our backs we could put them on our feet and glide along, if you

can call it gliding with a 70 pound pack on. I was so happy to be on skis that I didn’t

stop to check the topo map. Only when we reached the top of the pass did I realize that

we had gone the wrong way around Ring Mountain. Oops! The bright side of it was

that now we had a chance to ski downhill a bit as we retraced our tracks.

Carolyn:

The right pass brought us up and over a crest to one of the most beautiful views

that I have ever seen. A panoramic view of the Squamish River valley was laid Out

before us. Pemberton Icefield coated the enormous area opposite us on the other side

of the wide valley. A daunting black volcanic mountain was clearly visible far to our

right. Across from us we could see a large curving moraine and a hanging valley.

And the silence I crave so much in the city was there.

When I found out the next day that the far reaches of what we could see was where

we had to go, I was crushed. Eric was the navigator for essentially the whole trip, so

I hadn’t been paying close attention to the maps (I was just learning to use a map and

compass). At least in my ignorance I was able to enjoy the view without reservation

the night before. Looking at the distance in the morning, knowing how deceiving

distances are in the wilderness, and knowing how totally depleted I felt, I was certain

that we couldn’t make it to the icefield in a day. And getting to the icetield was only

the first stage.

But I wasn’t about to just sit there and I had no desire to go back, so on we went.

And it ended up being a beautiful day. Little by little the conspicuous Ring Mountain

got smaller and smaller. At first it was horrendous as we traversed rolling, forested

terrain: struggling up one slope, bracing down the other side with sore (crunching?)
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knees and hips, fording the stream then continuing on up the next slope and so on.

And yes, the bugs found us again. Once that was over with though we wandered

through Alps-like mountain meadows and had our skis on at times. By late afternoon

we made it to the base of the black mountain we had seen so far in the distance only

that morning. We switchbacked our way up the shoulder of the mountain until we got

close to the top. Dropping our packs, we ran to see what we could see.

Eric:

Before us lay 10 km of gently rising icefield. In the foreground and slightly below

us a curving glacier descended from the icefield. It seems cliche to say the glacier

looked like a river of ice frozen in time, but that is exactly the impression I had.

Most impressive was the scale of the glacier and the icefield. It looked huge from this

vantage point, yet it grew as we approached. Our sense of distance was warped.

What appeared to be only two or three kilometres away turned out to be six or eight

kilometres away when checked on the map. What looked like a tiny insignificant lip

of the glacier became a towering wall of ice when we reached it.

But I’m getting ahead of myself: we were still on the shoulder of the black volcanic

mountain. We first had to descend nearly a thousand feet into the valley then cross a

wide flat plain to reach the glacier. It was at the end of the day and rather than go

around the mountain to gentler slopes we headed directly down. It became steeper

than we expected. Once Carolyn slipped and got her skis tangled and was unable to

stop herself from sliding. I was some distance below her and caught her as she slid

down. We decided it was safer without skis and plunge stepped the rest of the way

down. We forced ourselves to cross the plain and get to the glacier, even though we

both wanted just to sit down and not move for a long time. We played games like “I’ll

take another ten steps if you will’ and surely we can make it to that rock just over

there (and then the rock just after that, and the rock just after that...). We made

camp less than half a kilometre from the glacier. From that close the icefield was out

of view and we could see only the toe of the glacier. We were ecstatic, and forgot our

weariness.

Carolyn:

The next morning brought my first real exposure to glacier travel. Not only did I

have to learn how to rope up but I had to learn how to rescue Eric if he were to fall
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into a crevasse. You can guess that that prospect brought a new source of anxiety. I

accidently donated two pulleys and a carabiner to the glacier, but otherwise there

were no mishaps. Dave Williams assertions of relatively safe terrain were so far

proved true.

We were on the icefield at last! The ski from here was easy, relaxed, wide open

and sunny. What a contrast to the terrain we had been on for the last few days.

Distance was flying behind us with little effort. And in all directions there was

snow, 3600 of sparkling, white, sun-cupped snow. We skied, took a break, skied,

looked around, skied, laughed. As a substitute for the lost sunglasses, Eric pulled his

wide-brimmed hat down just above his eyes and tied a bandana just below to form a

narrow slit. Shorts were the requisite attire while skiing, but we had to bundle up

whenever we stopped.

I’ve heard people say how bizarre it is to drive in the desert: you don’t pull off the

road and stop, you simply stop. Well it’s the same on an icefield. When it was time

to set up camp we simply stopped. A safe zone was marked, a groundsheet was made

from a space blanket and ice axes were used to anchor the tent. As the sun fell, the

temperature dove. To conserve weight and space we had only taken one sleeping bag.

It was the right decision at the time, but I definitely suffer in the cold. So much for

Eric’s assurances that I would have a warm summer trip. On with my five layers and

in for the night.

The next morning: Mutiny! We had made it this far and we had a decent amount of

time left before we had to return home, so I declared that it was time to sleep in, read

and relax for a while. This was a holiday after all. After a restful morning with the

sun beaming down we were off. Eric’s navigating skills, by map and by intuition,

paid off throughout the day as we managed to stay on reasonable slopes and away from

crevasses. In one case we even took off our skis and scrambled up a rock face as the

easiest way to go. At the highest point of the traverse we stopped for a self-timer

photo by hanging the camera from ski pole loops. Press... scamper, scamper... hug,

smile.., wait.., wait... (a picture of Eric’s bum as he scampers away from the

camera). Did it go? Try again. Press.., scamper, scamper... I put my ski up to one

side (can’t be normal, can we?), Eric tries to mimic.., wait... wait... (a picture of

two country bumpkins surrounded by snow, looking pretty funny but happy).

Our campsite for that night had a sunset over successive ridges of mountains in one

direction and a sunrise over successive mountain ridges in the other direction.
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Eric:

The next day the terrain was steeper and the navigating more dicey. High

mountains bent and broke the icefield. By mid-afternoon though we had reached the

edge of the icefield. All of a sudden below our feet a glacier dropped 1500 feet into

the valley below. We stood at the top of the most incredible ski run I have ever seen:

one and a half kilometres of continuous 10 to 25 degree slope with an absolutely

breathtaking view. Too bad it was August and not March. The snow was less than

ideal, we had heavy packs and sore legs, and the glacier was covered with BIG open

crevaces. Besides, Carolyn had only recently learned to appreciate travelling by ski

on flat terrain and did not yet grasp what a joy it can be to hurl oneself downhill on

skis. However, it remains one of my goals to return to the area purely to get in turn

after turn of wonderful powder skiing. [Carolyn: Half a year later I’m finally

discovering that telemarking IS fun!]

It seemed strange to be off the icefleld so soon. Our trip lasted a total of eight days,

but only three were on the icefield. It is those three days that I have the most vivid

mental pictures of. If I were to do a similar trip again I would budget more time for

wandering around the icefield and scrambling up the odd peak (I would also bring

insect repellant and extra sunglasses, but I think I’ve mentioned those items

already).

When we reached Harrison Hut (which is the same as Overseer Hut, which is

confusing), we found two packs sitting by the door. We weren’t expecting to find

anyone there because the cabin is difficult to get to in the summer and rarely visited

at that time of year. Imagine my surprise when I found a book inside with Scott

Philips’ name written on the cover (for those of you who don’t know Scott, he’s an old

(I mean former) VOCer who is still seen on VOC trips). It turned out that it wasn’t

Scott who was there that weekend but Rich and Marilyn: more former VOCers

(Marilyn had borrowed Scott’s book). Of course they were rather surprised to find

that we had come from over the icefield. I checked the log book in the cabin and found

that only one other group had been across the icefield so far that summer. We

unloaded our extra food onto Marilyn and Rich: about three days worth. We had erred

on the safe side when planning food for the trip. We hadn’t exactly chosen light food

items either. We also left about two litres of fuel in the cabin.
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Carolyn:

That was supposedly the end of the adventure, with only a days hike down to the

hot springs. But we lost track of the flagging tape almost immediately and the day

unfolded as the longest, toughest and most annoying bushwack. We progressed from

thrashing neck-deep through thick unyielding greenery, to squeezing through close-

set trees with our skis in our hands, to fording a strong, fast glacier-fed river, to

traversing uncomtrtably across steep timbered slopes, to scrambling step by

exhausted step upslope to find an easier ridge, to pounding downhill on increasingly

painful legs. And all the time, the only incentive was to keep chanting “hot springs,

hot springs, hot springs”. The beautiful views and wide-open icefield were past; we

just wanted to get home. Oh, and we still didn’t have any insect repellant. Eric

reacted to the circumstances that we had gotten ourselves into by pushing himself

harder, taking over more of my load and bounding ahead. When he noticed one of my

ski poles missing he tossed the other one far into the woods. We joked about the

possibility of anybody ever seeing either ski pole again.

Just as the day was wearing on to the point when we would have to consider

camping overnight, bright orange flagging tape and spray paint started appearing on

the trees. We kept struggling onwards until.., a clearcutl I never thought I would be

happy to see a clearcut. But a clearcut meant a logging road and that meant an easy

path to the hot springs. Elationl There was even a bit of bounce back in our step: oh,

for about 3 minutes or so. My feet were rebelling in pain (it hurt Eric just to watch

me hobbling along). We eventually decided to drop our packs and come back later

with the van. That helped immensely and on we went down the logging road. And on

and on and on and it still seemed to be taking quite a while until.., a car! “Can you
give us a ride?” “Sure, have a beer, where’ve you been?” “You’ll never believe it,

but...”

Eric:

We couldn’t move. Even though we had finally amputated our packs from our backs

we couldn’t move. We had come countless kilometres through bog, bush, forest and

snow and now we were having trouble negotiating the parking lot at Meager Creek Hot

Springs. Suddenly a cheerful voice called out. Actually, it wasn’t suddenly: it took us
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about a minute to realize that someone was calling us. However, during that minute

we probably only moved six feet.

We turned to see a friend we had met on a previous trip. He looked at us in a

strange way, which was understandable since our faces were deeply sunburned (even

the undersides of our noses were painfully, burned), our formerly white T-shirts

were anything but, and we hobbled along like we were four times our age (four times

Carolyn’s age!). After gushing out our story we continued to our final goal: the

hotspringsl There was one more obstacle to negotiate before we reached the hot

springs: stairs. How can one get down a flight of stairs without bending any joints In

ones legs? Owl Eel Oh! Ahhhhhhh,.. We made it.

Participants: Carolyn Anglin Eric Nodwell

Looking For A Good Bar (or, We are the Boys of the North
Shore II)

Brandon Konoval
August ‘91

The Vancouver pub scene is not what it used to be: alcohol-purveying

establishments of good character are everywhere under seige by the pernicious

blight of yuppification. The Dover Arms is no more; Gerry’s Cove has been neutered

to Jeremiah’s, the cloying decor of which resembles more a bistro than a proper

tavern; and alas, Troller’s Pub of Horseshoe Bay is now literally a shell of faded

glory. Gone is the hearth which warmed many a cold and wet mountaineer; gone are

the deep leather chairs; gone too is the nautical motif with its mastheads and faux

bateau, and the biker waitress that took draught orders only by the pint and made

James drink his coffee black( who otherwise preferred to shoot the little cream

chaser) waits tables there no more. Walking into Troller’s now, a veteran patron

might well think they’d accidently stumbled into a White Spot - ferns and brass

fittings everywhere, with hideous blotches of cow-pat-sized paisley staining the

fresh carpet. Upon discovery of this barbaric act of desecration, members of the

V,O,C,’s Omega Team (me ‘n Mike n James) immediately resolved to seek out a new

North Shore pub of good character and fine ale.

We decided to begin our quest at Lion’s Bay, Mike declining to join us as he

considered our chances of successs in that region to be negligible. Undaunted, James

and I caught the 8 am Maverick out of the bus depot, arriving soon after in Lion’s
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Bay. By 9 am, quick reconnaisance had revealed Lion’s Bay to be a truly dry locale,

although the banana bread at the little store deserves mention (as well as the coffee,

brewed from beans ground before your very eyes). This initial setback merely

hardened our resolve as we strode purposefully upwards through the morning mist,

nostrils quivering for the telltale scent of hops.

We crested Mt. Harvey by noon. No sign of a pub here but a good vantage point

from which to detect the trappings of one. We espied a curious structure below us to

the northeast resembling a sizable orange tent. A beer garden!! We raced down the

east ridge of Har y to discover to our intense dismay that we had mistakenly sighted

an emergency shelter (with no emergency kegs of brandy in it). Parched and

confused, we wandered north through Magnesia Meadows but the land only became

drier and drier. Turning tail, we trotted back towards Mt. Harvey and proceeded

south along the Howe Sound Crest Trail.

The sun was now becoming hot, demanding a strong sunscreen and suitable

perhaps for a slightly-chilled bitter. The trail dipped low toward lakes which were

agreeable enough but essentially aesthetic distractions from a higher purpose.

Passing between the East and West Lions, nefarious fleer-do-wells hurled rocks

upon our heads but deterred us not. Ascending the West Lion, we were yet again met

with failure: it was already four o’clock, nearly Happy Hour, and still there was no

pub in sight.

We decided to enjoy the sun and vistas anyway, not leaving the summit until

nearly 5 pm. Then it was a mad dash south over the hump of Unnecessary Mountain to

Cypress Bowl where, alas, the pub wasn’t open. It was now 8 pm, nearly dark, and

we were uncertain whither to proceed. The spectre of Last Call loomed menacingly

before us. Walking down the road toward Vancouver we attempted to flag down two

stray vehicles but they declined to come to our aid - wary, no doubt, of our

dishevelled appearance and fearful of the glow of religious zeal still smouldering in
our eyes. We stumbled on in sober oblivion, the lights of Vancouver beckoning to us
through the gloaming when, suddenly, Fate intervened. The lights of a lone pick-up

truck pierced the darkness. As it slowly pulled up beside us, a voice called

out,”Where’re you two headed?” ‘Into town”. “Well, I can give you a lift into West
Van but that’s as far as I go”. What the hell - we hopped into the truck bed and roared

off toward Marine Drive where we were decanted at approximately 15th Street.(
details from this point on are somewhat hazy). It was nearly ten o’clock and all we

could see was a McDonald’s.
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“Is there anyplace around here to get a drink?” we inquired of some passerby.

“Sure, just in the next block .“ Ebriated to the point of utter dessication, we stared

at last in disbelief at our Grail: an honest-to God pub replete with nautical motif, a

modestly disdainful waitress (might’ve been our B.O.), Duffy’s on tap and not a fern

in sight. Successful at last, we drank to the memory of Troller’s and surveyed our

new watering hole through eyes blurred with emulsion. I think it was called the

“Squarerigger”.

The Beerhunters: James Watmough

Brandon Konoval

Paul’s Pass Trip Annual Report
Dave Sims

August? 1991

Late last summer Julie McClung, Benno Williamson, Lady the dog, and I dragged

my rusty truck up the Mavs Creek forest road for a beautiful day in prefall sunshine.

The road up is a beautiful smooth drive that is utterly pleasant (Fantasy! Truth: the

road crosses several rock slides and unless you have a 4x4 or a car you can carry -

good luck!) Anyway, we made it up to the “parking lot” in one piece and had an

awesome day.

I visit this place yearly, dragging whoever happens to be around up with me.

The hike up follows an old mining road, past an old mine (no kidding!) and up a huge

basin to what is now known as Paul’s Pass, a small gap between mountains with

spectacular views and access to ridges on all sides. Past VOC president Paul Sims

spent many weekends in this area, skiing, hiking and doing whatever it is VOCers do

up in the mountains. Paul died in spring of 1976, but his spirit still lives up there

in the Rockies. In the summer of 1976, 30 people made the trek up here to erect a

plaque in memory of Paul, and to rename the Pass as Paul’s Pass. The plaque still

stands in the pass and will be there for years.

Anyway, the four of us had an incredible day last summer, and will have

another great day next summer, so I’ll tell you about it next year.

Walk softly friend
and share my joy
in this high place

Paul Sims, spring 1976
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Yak Crack: Don’t Forget Your Bivouac Sack
Bob Sagar & Rick Ketler
September 28-29 1991

The appeal of this climb is obvious to anyone who has driven the Coquihalla

highway or seen the cover shot on the 1989 Vancouver Telephone Directory. The

south face of Yak Peak is a clean sweeping granite slab in a beautiful alpine setting.

Having gathered some advice from at least three different climbers who had failed to

climb Yak Crack and a route description from CAJ (1986, p.50). Scott, Rick and I

set off for the Coquihalla on Friday evening.

The weather consisted of low marine clouds, fog, and drizzle streaming off the

ocean up the Fraser Valley. Beyond Hope we plowed through pea soup fog which didn’t

get any thinner as we drove up the Coquihalla. We intended to exit at the first of

three rest areas just south of the toll booth because we knew that it was a U-turn

route and didn’t relish the thought of paying $20 in toll. The fog was so thick that we

missed the first exit and had to settle for the second which has a pedestrian

underpass but not a U-turn route. We caught a fleeting glimpse of the moon before it

was obliterated by the fog as we set up our tents at around midnight. We planned to

get an early start to avoid having to rap off the climb as several other parties had.

We were treated to steady drizzle all night which of course sounded like a

downpour in our tents. I, being the most optimistic of the bunch got up at the

appointed time while Rick took one look out of his tent and declared he was sleeping

in. Scott, who was still zonked in his car, was indifferent.

When Rick finally appeared out of his tent at 7:30 AM, we took a stroll up the

highway to a small rock quarry where I exclaimed, “This rock is hardly even damp.”

Rick’s reply: “Yah right, you’re a dreamer.” By the time we arrived back at the rest

area, Scott was stirring and we discussed what our plan of action should be. Scott and

I managed to convince Rick that we should at least hike up to the base of the climb in
hopes it was above the fog. By the time we left the car it was 9 AM.

We headed through the dripping woods not knowing exactly where the base of the

climb was. After tramping up hill through old growth forest and over mossy granite

slabs for a half hour we began to break out of the fog, much to our delight. We could

see that the face was off to our left so we made a beeline for it. Along the way Rick

and Scott had the misfortune to step on a yellow jacket nest and got stung several

times by the angry arthropods. Soon we were traversing across expansive granite

slabs and a few corridors of dense tangled conifer trees.
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By 10 AM we were roping up at the base of the huge flake and our spirits were

soaring like the rock face above us. We headed the advice we had gotten about

avoiding the chimney and offwidth system on the right side of the flake and instead we

headed for the obvious crack on top of the flake. Scott lead the first pitch, an easy

jaunt angling left up the slab to belay in a short 1 crack. The 2nd pitch by Rick

featured a few tricky 5.8 unprotected face/slab moves as he traversed right into the

major crack (5.6) splitting the flake. Unexpectedly, Scott and Rick offered me the

3rd lead which I eagerly accepted. I hadn’t expected to lead at all because of my

beginner status in lead climbing. The lead turned out to be a straight forward cake

walk up the crack to a clump of trees. Rick’s lead (4th) was a continuation of the

pleasant crack and then up a short gully to attain the top of the flake and a bolt belay.

At this point we were feeling pretty good and were optimistic about reaching the top
in reasonable time. The river of fog continued to snake through the pass below us.
periodically threatening to engulf us.

The pattern we settled into for the remainder of the climb was Rick and Scott

alternating leads on our 2 ropes, one 55m and one 50m, and me seconding each pitch.

Pitches 5 and 6 featured Scott leading up a 5.7 face to a belay under a small roof and
Rick overcoming the 5.8 roof with his usual high stepping finesse. One thing we were

beginning to realize was that this was not Squamish granite. The face features a few

rotten spots and hollow flakes which offer some poor protection.

Scott lead for half a rope length (7) up on an easy flake to under an ugly looking

roof. After consulting the route description we decided this was the obvious crescent
which was mentioned. Rick’s lead (8) started with a bold pull over the roof into a

loose 5.8 groove with lots of run out climbing above and finally some tricky face

moves thrown in just before the belay. Seconding the pitch I realized why it had
taken so long.

After yielding to nature’s call, Scott lead (9) an easy and well protected left
facing crack and chimney. Following Rick’s lead on the 10th pitch, I again had to
marvel at his gumption in moving up the awkward left hand crack sporting many
portable hand holds and moving into what is described as a cave. The last moves
involved bellying up to a bulge on my tip toes and groping for an unseen jug above. To
this point Rick seemed to be doing all the ‘fun’ leads, but things were going to get
close to even on the next pitch. It was getting late and we still weren’t at the huge

corner which can be clearly seen from below, which would lead us to the exit pitch.

Scott didn’t really want to do the first move up and around the blank wall to our

right which is described in CAJ as, ‘apparently bold’. We all thought it was more
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than just apparent, especially Scott. After much cajoling (read: positive support)

from Rick, Scott started the wall from my shoulders and disappeared around the

corner. After awhile, Scott’s progress seemed to slow to a crawl with only small bits

of rope moving upward. Our yells brought no reply. All Rick and I could do was wait

out in the fading light and admire the brilliant oranges of the setting sun. Finally,

Scott reaches the belay with no rope to spare. Not wishing to waste any time I use

Rick’s shoulders to surmount the wall and start up the corner. At first it’s an easy

jam crack going straight up. As I climb I keep expecting to see the belay but the rope

leads ever upward into the gloom. The crack begins to thin out with the whole flaring

dihedral leaning to the left. I begin to flounder as I reach two desperately placed pins

at the bottom of the dirty non-existent crack. For the first time all day I have to hang

on the rope. After regaining a little strength in my arms I manage to move upward by

smearing my feet and hands on the opposing walls. Upon reaching the belay I

congratulate Scott, who looks drained, on his marvelous lead. We are watching the

last colours of sunset fade away as Rick sprints up the pitch. I am marveling at the

beauty of this alpine setting with its granite peaks and snowfields.

Back to reality. With the prospect of an unprepared bivy ahead, Rick lead the

12th and final pitch of roped climbing with his head lamp. I followed up the

relatively easy pitch under a root to the more gently sloping ground above. Ten

minutes of scrambling with headlamps brought us to the lower east summit of Yak.

Since we had no desire to rappel the route in the dark and no obvious walking route

presented itself we decided to bivy. Mercifully it was not particularly cold for late

September, at 2000m above sea level, but there was still a stiff breeze blowing. We

put all our clothes on (for me it was polypro, light rain gear, wool balaclava and

wool mittens) and munched down our remaining food which consisted of spring

rolls, gorp and gummy bears.

We snuggled up with ropes, packs and slings behind some rocks and tried to get

some sleep. Before long, Scott and Rick got up, vowing to make a fire. I am fairly

useless without my contacts in so I watched as they gathered dead wood from the

scrubby mat of trees near our campsite. By this time the fog had cleared out of the
valley, allowing us to peer over the edge and see the lights of matchbox vehicles
moving on the highway. So close, yet so far. The fire had crackled to life and I
managed to get a few precious moments of sleep by its flames while trying to avoid
smoke and flying sparks.

Later in the night the wind began to pick up and we decided to construct a small

stone wall which kept us warm for awhile (mostly from the exertion). Toward the
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end, the wind was really howling as it swirled around the wall blowing the now

useless fire into a frenzy of sparks. Dawn came none to soon as I managed to put my

contacts in with numb fingers while shivering behind a rock.

The route down became obvious in the daylight. We traversed on a snow field to

the north of the higher west peak of Yak. We then swung into the lovely alpine basin

between Yak and Nak peak to the east. An hour of blasting down through the trees and

slab brought us to the highway. We then drove a rough dirt road down to the previous

pull-out and U-turn route. We later learned that this was unnecessary as the next
rest stop towards the toll booth allows a U-turn. A quick dash to the phone followed

by an outrageously priced breakfast in Hope completed the trip.

Note: 4 pitches to top of flake, 8 pitches from flake to top.

Participants: Scott Higson, Rick Ketler & Bob Sagar

TRIP REPORT - THE CHEHALIS - 14-15 SEPTEMBER 1992
This weekend a large trip went Out to the area west of Hathson Lake known as ‘The Chehalis”. After a
lovely 4-5 hour hike through trees, slabs and talus, the group set camp at the South ridge of Grainger
Mountain. Three ascents of Grainger were successfully completed via 3 different routes: (1) The South
Ridge, (2) the North-West Butress, (3) the North-East ridge. All climbs were on nice solid rock, and
in glorius sunshine. All partied descended via the North-East mute. While packing up the camp at 6
p.m. questions were asked, one of them being: ‘How do you define Epic?”. Some had an excellent
hike out under the stars, some bad not so much fun, some even less, but in all, a successful 2 day
‘idventure. As usual, headlamps were manditory for this midnight mountaineering semi-epic.

The Chehalis...Grainger and Beyond
Chris GIll

14-15 September 1991

Bruce Fairley’s book, Climbinct and Hiking in Southwestern British Columbia,

or the “New Testament” for the B. C. mountaineering community, has a good section
by Don Serl on the Chehalis area. This collection of granitic spires and peaks boasts
some of B. C. ‘s best alpine granite climbing, virtually at our doorsteps. The amount
of untouched climbing is impressive, as are many of the established routes. This
article deals with two separate trips to this area, and I hope to inspire anyone
looking for moderate to advanced 5th class, grades Ill, IV and V alpine routes on
beautiful granite.

The road to the Chehalis is well described by Fairley’s guide. The road has been

extended farther by recent logging activity, so access to Grainger and area peaks is
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considerably easier (3.5 hours hike to the south ridge cot). Remember to stay to the

left side of me creek when driving the last few kilometers and to park in the pullout

on the right as you begin to ascend the left side of the valley. A freshly flagged

(orange) rustic trail leads up through the slash and roughly parallels the creek up to

the alpine meadows, where there are impressive views (and hordes of flies in

season). Some mixed third and fourth class ground gets you on the snow below the

south ridge. There are many options available: I have ascended the fourth class slabs

on the left side of the cirque, then traversed the heather slopes to the right (above

the second set of bluffs); the third/fourth class ramp system in the middle-right

side of the cirque is a good choice if the impressive waterfalls are not very active,

since these ramps are the waterway that feeds the creek and might be inappropriate

without scuba gear during runoff season.

My first experience with the Chehalis area was completely unexpected. A phone

call from Paul Adam (who I had never heard of, let alone met) to do some first

ascents in the area beyond Grainger. The bug set in at once, and without even meeting
him I accepted the invitation. We bumped our way up the logging road in his rattle

trap Toyota Celica, while he briefed me on our plans. We would hike past Grainger,

drop to the valley floor behind, then ascend some peaks in the trio creek area.
Travelling up through an unrelenting swarm of flies, we soon reached and passed
Grainger. That night we bivouacked on a small heather ledge below the cot of the NW
Ridge. It was a very starlit night and I doubt either of us slept very well, in
anticipation of the next day.

We started our decent to the valley via a short rappel over the cot and into a
small schrund. This avoided a dirty, loose and wet downclimb, which was part of our
return route. Next, a small pocket glacier, complete with not so pocket sized slots,
and we were scrambling down talus slopes to the valley floor. Our peaks looked
interesting (look for Paul Adams and Chris Gill in CAJ), but were fourth class
scrambles with a few technical moves. There are still peaks in this area which
warrant investigation, as Fairley is rather unclear as to which have been climbed
and those which have not. It is a long, hard and serious day to access these peaks, but
likely well worth it for serious parties. We returned via the same route, and the
next day we left the area and returned to Vancouver.

My next experience with the Chehalis was a return to climb Mt Grainger, the
tallest peak in the Chehalis group. Grainger features many excellent rock routes and
warrants serious consideration since there is a fourth class decent route via the NE
ridge. We assulted this granitic peak in true VOC style: lots of people and with high
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epic potential. There were 11 VOC’ers in the area that weekend. They were: (that

tough)Guy Edwards & Kaj Paget (these keener beaners started Friday night and

camped on the side of the road near the trail), Craig (polypro) Hollinger, Chris &

Drew (we like raw lentils> Brayshaw, Scott (Frank Fillup) Phillips, his friend

Ralph Zittlau, Dave Holloway, Marilyn Noort, Brandon (Mr. Bodum) Konoval, and

myself of course.

The trip up to the south ridge col took 5.5 hours, a record only to be rivaled by
the efforts of “F-Team” (see Charles Evans article on Leavenworth in this journal).

We camped on tho col that night, with awesome views of Judge Howay, Nursery Peak
and the north face of Vienese and Clarke. The next morning gave an awesome sunrise,
and soon we had set out to climb the south ridge. Our party consisted of two teams:
Chris Gill and Drew Brayshaw and Craig Hollinger and Chris Brayshaw. The Crux
(5.8) was the first pitch, but we had a lot of roped ground to reach the summit.
There were splendid views from the peak, where we also met Scott and Ralph who had
climbed the fourth class route up the north east ridge. Soon after, Brandon, Marilyn
and Dave came up to the summit via a 4 pitch route on the NE buttress. It was about

3 PM, and we knew that we would get back to camp by dark if we were very lucky. A
few of the details have been omitted to protect those involved, but this was a 22+

hour day for me that should have maybe only been 18-20 max....Remember that the
bigger the group the slowwwwer you go. Oh yeah, Guy and Kaj did both the south
ridge and Nursery peak that weekend. See you in the Chehalis this summer.

SUMMER REUNION AND SLIDE SHOW
The “Welcome Back’ potluck dinner and slide show at the graduate student centre last Thursday, was
judged, by all standards, to be a success. More than 40 people showed up to eat the excellent food, to
become reaquainted with their old VOC buddies, and to admire the fabulous slides. There was only one
baseball slide shown this year (before the projector was unplugged) but there were many amazing slides
of Lii’s gullies and drop-offs, and an exceptionally huge number of slides of the VOCs very own “Mr.
Photogenic”: Denie Robichaud. And yes, in most photos, he was wearing that terrible hat.

ANNUAL VOC BLANCHARD NEEDLE I ALOUEfl’E PEAK TOUR - September22
Craig ‘HeadLamp” Holliger led 15 VOCers on a trek through Golden ears Park to Alouette Peak and
the base of Blanchard Needle. The event started with a Potluck Dinner on Satusday night at Scott
Philips’ house, which featured the best food that anyone had ever experienced at a VOC function. The
mid-morning alpine assault featured fairly good weather (no rain!), a grueling ascent up along, steep
gully (dodging dislodged boulders), followed by a hike on a great trail. Only two members were
foolish enough to actually attempt the Blanchard needle, while the more ambitious participants led by
Scott, did Alouette peak. Everyone emerged from the bush by 8:30, only to have one one of the cars
run out of gas! Luckily, the driver of the car used his innocent appearance to his advantage, and was
able to obtain some free fuel from the park rangers. Reza gave the other participants an appreciation
for just how much food one can take on a day hike -- even I will admit however, that the Turkish
coffee-maker was a little excessive! The trip was rated a success by all involved, and new members were
able to experience headlamp hiking at its very best.
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VIENNESE MT., in the CHEHALIS September22 by Dave Williams
Got up late Sunday, climbed the East Ridge in snowy, cold conditions, and finally arrived back at the
car after much nerve racking steep brush, at 3:50 a.m. Back in town at 7:00 a.m.. Is this a record!!!

NEEDLE PEAK -29 Sept91 by Chris lirayshaw
A party of 18 old and new VOCers visited the Coquihalla’s Needle Peak on Sunday. An easy
bushwack led to a flagged trail, much to the surprise of the trip’s organizers. Two party members tore
off ahead to play on 5.9÷ loose dihedrals; the other 16 third-classed it to the summit, where a lunch
break was called, wildlife spotted, (hawks, ground squinels, bald eagle) and photographic equipment
deployed. Bushwacking skills learned early in the day proved useful for getting to the cash register of
the (jammed) Hope Dairy Queen late that afternoon. No overnight, no headlamps, no ursus horriblus!
A great day’s outing.

MOUNT SHUKSAN, Washington September 29.
Mount Shuksan (in the Mt.Baker area) was FINALLY conquered after four previous 1991 VOC failures
(if you include the two August long-weekend groups who spent the weekend in the parking lot or at
Lake Anne watching the rain). The fortunate Five ascended the Fisher Chimneys Route which was
“dead easy, with great rock and great snow” and featured beautiful weather and fabulous views above the
clouds. One participant mentioned something about spontaneous bursts of euphoria which he
attributed to the combination of incredible scenery and high altitudes. The sunburnt climbers hiked out
n the dark at 1:00a.m., sipping canned beverages that had cooled all day in a stream.

Needle Peak Trip
David Elstone

29 September 1991

This is an account of one of the first hiking trips of the school year. Due to the

laziness of the author, me, I can only remember a select number of names of the

participants. But of course I could not forget the leaders of the jolly outing: brothers

Chris and Drew [Brayshaw].

Well, let’s begin. As I remember it the hike was scheduled for the second

weekend in September. This account is being written in January. I’m sure nobody

forgot (or at least dreads remembering) the 5:30am start at the UBC bus loop. We

all met psyched for a day’s hike in the mountains near the Coquihalla Highway.

The directions to Needle Peak are easy. Head for Hope and drive past it for a

while until you run into the Coquihalla toll booth. Needle Peak is right across the

street from the Yak Peak family (you know, all those peaks with names that rhyme:

Yak, Nak, patty wack). Actually, Yak is a hard mountain to miss. It’s the peak that

was featured on the cover of the Vancouver white pages two years ago.

We stopped in Hope at Rolly’s Restaurant for breakfast (or, for some of us,

brunch). Crepes with whipped cream, strawberries, dishes of blueberries and

pancakes sure fueled us up for the adventure ahead.
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Arriving a short time later at the highway works yard parking lot right across

the highway from Yak, we began our journey. Drew led the pack on a bushwack

which I enjoyed, until we suddenly stumbled on a trail. From there things went

uphill, literally. The hiking was marvellous, marching among sub-alpine fir, on

trails made of eroded granite. The sparse bush made for spectacular views of Yak and

relatives. We had to give napkins to the rock climbers in the group to keep them

from salivating everywhere when they saw the Yak.

Soon we were into the alpine meadows, which were full of grasses and shrubby

looking trees. It was about here that we lost the trail. Eventually we found it again.

At this point we saw to the southwest a tall, dark object which we named the obelisk.

It stood on a hill about 1.5km away; we all had different ideas of what it was. I think

the best idea was that it was related to outer space. A beacon to the stars. There

were not many supporters of this idea, but I’m sure I was right.

After the meadows came the rock. The ridge walk entailed scrambling up and in

between rock formations made of great friction” granite. Unfortunately some of us
went the wrong way and got stuck in a draw. A few climbed out, some retreated, and
the rest hung onto Drew’s feet and were pulled out.

The rumor of a pot of gold located on the summit started to circulate. One
enterprising chap took off for the peak, leaving the rest of us in his dust.

The last stretch was great for bouldering, with the more advanced going off trail

in search of challenges. At the summit, disappointment came over us when we found

not a single gold coin. But our disappointment was short lived because the view from
the summit was truly remarkable. In one direction, all we could see were the

infinite, jagged peaks of the Coast Range; in the other, the flat, rolling Interior

Plateau. Not a cloud in the sky. We ate lunch on top of the world.

Well, the jaunt down was as much fun as going up, except for when the pack

dispersed and a couple members went on their own merry way to “God only knows

where.” To Chris and Drew’s relief these lost souls soon realized that the heavenly

stuff was not really their thing and reunited with the pack (Apparently the brothers

were on probation from a previous trip due to their lack of headlamps in the dark).

The rest of the trip was rather uneventful as we finished the pleasant walk down to
the cars.
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I think everyone enjoyed the expedition, which was a good beginning to the

school year.

Participants:

Chris Brayshaw

Rosie Croft

Leslie Wilson

Jennifer Blair

...and 6 others...

Drew Brayshaw

Rudy

Eric Nodwell

Muriel Pacheco

David Elstone

Saakje H.

Carolyn Anglin

Andy Pacheco

Eric Nodwell soars on Needle Peak Photo by Carolyn Anglin
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Quarryman: a Personal View
Jan Palaty

The following article describes the authors ascent of Quarryman,a pleasant

little climb at the Smoke Bluffs: however, it could be anywhere and one of any

climber’s early leads.

“D’you want to lead it?” asks Noel.

“Sure”, I say, trying to sound enthusiastic. I figure that even though it rained

heavily last night and the sum of my leads has yet to break into two digits, I’ve

toproped this climb often enough to make it viable. Besides, it’s “only” a 5.8.

So off I go. The first crack section would be easy enough if it did not have a small

river flowing inside and my protection looked a bit more solid. I make several

attempts over what feels like an hour, backing off each time as I feel my soaked hands

sliding downhill. “I can’t do this!” I scream to myself. Meanwhile, some hotshot is

leading Yorkshire Gripper (5.11 d) a few yards to my left. Inspired and antagonized

by his smooth progress, I decide to give it one more try and, sure enough, a few

moments of desperate slithering take me to some big jugs at what is often mistaken

for the crux.

The final bit is a diagonal crack which is negotiated by laybacking.

Unfortunately, it’s very smooth and its angle casts doubts about what role, if any,

your protection down below will play in the event of a fall. Halfway up, I am scared.

Very scared. I feel that the slightest breeze will throw me off balance. Calm down:
just press yourself Into the rock if you want to keep your feet in place. I’m going to.
fall. No, you’re not: keep going, you fool. OK, we’re 5-6 m past the last piece: how

about some protection, eh? I can’t even see the crack and I’m damned if I’m going to
play around for half an hour trying to stuff a hex in. Well, how about a Friend?
Sure enough, one of Noel’s metallic beauties fits in nicely. Oh, what joy! What a
relief! Perhaps I won’t die after all.

I grit my teeth and continue up slowly, but it’s amazing what a solid piece of pro
(I hope) will do for your self-confidence. “We can do this and we’re bloody well
going to do it!” I mutter to myself. OK, almost there, don’t screw it up now. Just a
little bit further, DON’T YOU DARE TOUCH THAT ROOT, will this hold, yes it will now
just scramble up and it’s done. What a feelingi I can’t remember ever having felt so
wonderfully alive and so full of positive energy. I feel like singing and shouting “that
was GOOD!” at the top of my lungs. However, being the inexpressive dullard that I
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am, I merely tied in to the tree and shouted down two of the more beautiful words in

the English language:”off belay!.

Many thanks to Noel for his patient belaying and encouragement.

Participants: Noel Buckley and Jan Palaty

LONGHIKE! October 5-6
Longhike was an outstanding success.... Rock I featured sunny weather, an abundance of enthusiasm,
and a plethora of new climbing talents. Participants in Rock II learned all about safety and anchor
setting, and hopefully learned a few new moves, while participants in Rock III had an introduction to
leading. Saturday evening featured a great dinner of spaghetti, garlic bread, salad and potluck desert.
There were some pretty strange (green!) beverages being concocted, while the action continued into the
night with singing in the kitchen and serious hot tub activity downstairs.

Bob’s ROUTEFINDING AND ORIENTEERING SCHOOL was held on Sunday, October
6, and as promised, there was both practical instruction and romping & frolicking in the woods.
Because of the success of the course and the enthusiasm shown by the participants, Bob Sagar will be
organizing another course in the future.

AN]) MORE CLIMBING! October 6 by Fiona Manning
The hills of Squamish were alive with Rockclimbers on Sunday, including Craig, Fiona, Scott,
Marilyn, Brandon and Mike S. who had a heyday hanging off “Mercy Me’...even Mike admitted to
enjoying the views (after the first pitch). Entertainment included Marilyn’s demo of “rock ballet” (as a
grand rap finale) and the “Craig vs.Four Ropes” battle (there must be a Murphy’s Law about ropes and
tangles). Lcts of other hiking and climbing thps happened Sunday, but no reports were submitted!

CYCLING ON GALIANO
Saakje Hazenberg

October 1991

It was just a day trip to Galiano Island back in October, but Chris B. is making
me write him a report anyway. Leslie W. and Saakje H. headed off bright and early,
cycling to the Tsawassen terminal - a fat Austrian Coast Guard officer with a big
moustache convinced a frUstrated Saakje not to cycle through the Massey tunnel - and
by the time the ferry arrived at Galiano the food featured was all eaten. The cycling
was lots of fun, the sun almost came out, and the two cydllsts atmost beat the island’s
most hopeless pool players while they waited for the ferry home. The ride home
feaured a friendly ferry man ripping off his shirt dor us, and an over-friendly
hitch-hike through the tunnel courtesy someone who thought “picking up hitch
hikers” really meant picking us up. We arrived home late arid smiling - overall, a
great day! (OK Chris?)

Participants: Saakje Hazenberg Leslie Wilson
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LEAVENWORTN,WASI[]NGTON October 12-14
Wunderbar’!! Twenty-fiven VOC fun-meisters (unt frienden) met at der Eight-mile campsiten near der
Icicle Creek, to enjoy der sun, der rock, der food, der beverages, der subtle autumn ambiance, der
skillfully carved pumpkinen and der intelligent (fl?) unt entertainen company. Ze people who
stayeden until Mondag conquereden der Pishastin Pinacles, south uf der Leavenworth, which featured
arid climate urn sandstone slab. Der were more slides taken at de Leavenworth den dere haf ever been
taken at der VOC tripen before...der wilt be many slide showen in der future. Myn only complainen
about der whole weekenden was dat I becamen abit sicken of de lhken Bavarianism.

MTRAINIER Octoberll-14
Five people, led by Gregor Macintosh, set out to conquer Mt. Rainier this weekend. One rope made
the summit (14410 feet) in record time, while the other rope turned back at 13000 feet, as they ran out
of daylight and did not want to bivy on the Summit. The weather was ideal, with lots of sun and low
winds, and there were no other parties on the mountain!

GLACIER SCHOOL! October 19-20
Glacier School was a success, with a total of 32 instructors and students hitting slopes and crevasses of
the Anniversary Glacier to practice roping up, ice axe arrests, crampooning, setting ice anchors, and
various methods of crevasse rescue. A few incredibly enthusiastic individuals VOLUNTEERED to be
lowered in to huge gaping crevasses so that everyone else could practice rescuing them. Everyone
learned lots of new Glacier stuff, including most of the instructors. Although the Cerise Creek Trail
lived up to it’s boggy reputation (2 foot deep mud in places), no one really seemed to mind because it
was sunny, there was great company, and the trees were covered with fresh snow. This years annual
‘Glacier School Tent Incident’ featured Peggy’s blue pup tent, which blew across the frozen lake (as
viewed it from 1000 ft above).
A special thanks to all the instructors for making the course such a success, and especially to Eric
Nodwell and Craig Hollinger for organizing and coordinating everything!

FASHION FLASH FASHION FLASH FASHION FLASH FASHION FLASH
Glacier School offered old and new VOC’ers the first look at this seasons outdoor fashion...Craig the
Headlamp’s fashion preview at Thursdays dryschool gave hungry novices a rare glimpse into the
hardman’s backpack, featuring a fabulous tomato red pasica and prestained long underwear (polyester no
less!)...Craig explained his fashion choices for fall, emphasizing the attitude shared by many: “well
wom”...Most VOCers took the cue and turned up Saturday wearing old ugly stuff; “something old,
nothing new, something borrowed, lots of blue”.... The hip and trendy were attired in clothes and
equipment that was obviously rented, borrowed or stolen from a lost and found box..The favoured
accessories are patches and bits of the ubiquitous duct tape..Headwear tended to be more subdued than
in previous seasons, with most favoring the typical toque (eh?) , the bandana (a Ia rambo) or hat head’
as the style du jour...Instructor Charles Evans made fashion waves by “bravely going wear no hardman
has gone before”, showing up in what appeared to be an entirely NEW outfit, with shades of purple
(with feisty green accents) from the tips of his gaiters to the toggle of his new superguide pack. One
would swear it was INTENTIONALLY color coordinated! ...The hottest items by far were yellow
plastic pants--the one item that effortlessly takes one from from the depths of cold,wet crevasses to
muddy bogs... Despite Craig’s profound fashion influence, headlamps were not in abundance...One
misguided individual is trying to set a trend with mismatched boots and crampons...Only time will tell
if Brad’s Mud-coved Mitt trend will catch on!.
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SMITH ROCK (Thanksgiving Weekend) by Eric Clemson (the anonymous craigster)
It was Hot, hot, hot! Marc, Pam and Eric had an enjoyable 4 days of climbing. They almost had
the car towed in Seattle, though. Marc T.R.* flashed a 5.12 and flashed many 5.11’s and hard 5.10’s.
Pam led her first 5.10’s and T.R’d some 5.11’s. Eric flashed various 5.10’s, T.R’d some 5.11’s, and
found the moves to do “Toxic” statically. Eric took lots of air-time trying to lead the 5.12 that Marc
flashed and was later seen working “Darkness at Noon”, 13a, on a top-rope; Eric needs rnuh more
work for a Redpoint! All three members dined and climbed well. Marc and Pam are climbing
disgustingly well after their month long cragging trip.
*toproped
(Editors note: The annual VOC November long-weekend trek to Smith Rocks is coming up November
8-11. Dry rock, warm sun, good climbing. Get those papers written g, so that you can climb
later.)

How to Win at Strip-Drinking-Fish and Still Keep Your
Women

or
A Solo Ascent of Toxic (No Headswelling),

or
A Trip to Smith Rock, Oregon

Katherine Lawrence
Chris GUI

Eric Clemson
November .91

On one fine Remembrance Day weekend 60 V.O.C.ers and 2 dogs found their way

down to smith Rock. Here is our version of what happened that weekend. Eric climbed
Toxic. He then told everybody. All 60 of them. Now the rest of you know. friday, the
invasion began- 6 people, 2 dogs, 4 tents, and 2 flats of beer- the mood was set. As
night fell and boredom and drizzle set in, new, interesting, and exciting diversians

were invented. Thus the first title. Permanent reputation were established.

Saturday morning the swarm hit and the locals went into shock. Large numbers of

V.O.C.ers found themselves gathered at the base of a few popular routes, while a few

others went off and threw themselves at desperates in an attemp to gain recognition of

their fast fadind climbing careers (note bitterness). After another night of fun and

“The Ghost of Tammy Baker’s Face”, same fast fading old climbers set out to prove

themselves by aiding their way up some 5.12 on the Monkey Face. There were two

major problems with this climb: one, the painfully slow party ahead and two, most of
the party’s (the V.O.C. one) gear was left on the route after retreating in the night

(five ropes plus gear). These intrepid fools returned to a candlelight dinner of
curried lentils and various pasta delights, as the majority of the crew had since left
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for a fantastic night on the town in Bend, where they dined on the finest pizza in

Central Oregon. They also drank the finest beer in central Oregon , except for Eric

who limited himself to one beer and many waters in preparation for the following

day’s ascent.

Monday morning saw a casual wake-up and warm-up with some hackey-sack in

the parking lot where much of the group left for Vancouver. The rest went climbing

where the dehydrated beer drinkers pumped out, while those that drank water (Eric)

climbed Toxic. After informing everyone in Bend of this feat, the remaining climbers

returned home the next day as moisture rolled into this grand and fabulous climbers

playground.

Participants: Heaps.

LONGBOAT!! Saturday, October26
The VOC’s own ‘Epic Hems” competed in last weekend’s Longboat races. They blew away the 3rd
place finishers, and came in second in their heat after a spectacular pile up at the beginning. Although
they won’t be in the finals, they did manage to pummel and splat their competitors with water
balloons! Congratulations!

CROWN MOUNTAIN Sunday, October27 by Darlene Anderson
Three VOCers, and cx and a tag along (Peter, Fern, Darlene, Tony and Tom), spent an enjoyable day
walking up Lynn Valley to the Hanes Creek and up to Crown Pass. The smattering of snow on the
cliffs were ‘like wow’. We’d left so early that we had tone to climb Crown Mountain, so we did and
saw Mike Haden. Then back to Grouse ML skyride, a hot chocolate, and a ride down to the car we’d
left there. A very pleasant day after two weeks in the city!

HALLOWEEN PARTY - October31
Millions of disquised VOCers and friends swarmed John’s fabulously decorated house to experience one
of the best VOC parties ever! Wall to wall bodies, great tunes, lots of imaginative costumes, duct
tape, and lots of dancing (gasp!)! Bimbi Winters was on hand to award the costume prizes: ‘Funniest’
to Heather the Jester, ‘Scariest’ to Cheryl the Witch, ‘Most Creative’ went to Guy, the Immigrant from
behind the Iron Curtain, ‘Best Couple’ went to Dave the Fly and Don the Frog for their matching
tennis ball eyes, and ‘Most Apathetic’ went to Drew who really went all out this year by painting his
ears gold (“Goldenears”....har har). The Venetian Blind missed the costume contest by about 2
minutes, and only the Better Climber was brash enough to wear a harness. Connie the Nerdette was the
main party-meister of the evening, encouraging even the most reclusive types to get up and gyrate with
reckless abandon. Thanks to all those who did the decorations, and a special thanks to John for letting
us destroy his house.

HOWE SOUND CREST TRAIL Saturday, November 2
Ruth, Scott, Lee, Molly, Laura, Alex, Albert, Peggy, Robert, Sand, Vince, Julie and Chrystal woke
up early and hit the Howe Sound Trail to experience “a nice walk through the woods”. The hike
featured fresh bear tracks in the fresh snow and lots of great views of Howe Sound and the Lions. It
was decided, during the lunch break on top of Saint Marks Summit, that climbing Mt.Unnecessary was
most unnecessary, so everyone hiked down to Cypress Cafe to enjoy hot chocolate, coffee,
conversation and peanuts. The highlights of the hike down were watching a Paraglider crash into the
side of Cypress, and watching the ski lift-operators practice rescuing people from the chairlift.
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SNOW!! Sunday, November 3 by Darlene Anderson
Threats of locked gates and inclement weather did not stop thirteen VOCers from shredding snow up at
Black Tusk. After managing to thrash their vehicles all the way to the Microwave Towers (probably
for the last time this season), it was only a minor trek over a frozen, windswept ridge to the slope.
Although the conditions weren’t quite ideal (skiing on hard bare ice, cold wind, no visibility) fun was
had, and the full range of telemark abilities was displayed from seasoned experts efficiently linlcing
teleturns, to beginners effortlessly performing faceplants.

The Gales of November - Kayaking in the Broken Islands
Brian Waddlngton

November 9-11, 1991

November is such an in-between month. It’s too rainy and snowy for hiking and

climbing, but not snowy enough for skiing (at least at the beginning of the month). So

what is there to do on the Remembrance Day long weekend? I know, lets go kayaking.

If we’re going to get wet anyway let’s get really wet!

So after a suitably rushed packing job the three of us piled into the car right

after school on Friday afternoon and headed for Horseshoe Bay. The line-up looked

pretty horrendous (way outside the toll booths), but somehow we squeaked onto the 7

o’clock sailing. After eating dinner (Oh no, not ferry food again) we had way too much

energy to sit around, and went out on deck instead. There the breeze was refreshing,

and there were Northern Lights tool There was lots of pale green, pouring down the

northern half of the sky, and even some red (and no it wasn’t just reflected city

light). But that wasn’t all. As the ship approached Naniamo the aurora was suddenly

overshadowed by a shooting star burning across the sky. What a memorable

experience. Next came the obligatory late night drive across the island to the put-in

at Toquart Bay. The clear skies were soon left behind and replaced by fog and rain

west of Port Alberni.

The next morning we packed the boats in the rain, and headed out into a moderate

head-wind. It wasn’t too early a start, as it was hard to move fast on such an

uninviting morning. It didn’t take too long to reach the Stopper Islands, two miles

away. There we paused for a little break but didn’t land. The plan was to make it out

to Dodd Island or Willis Island, in the middle of the group, to camp and with the

limited daylight this would be a bit of a challenge.

But as soon as we left the channel between the Stoppers the wind picked up, and

the next three miles to Hand Island, the northernmost of the Broken Islands, went

very slowly. Not only that but the rain and wind were taking a thermal toll on us,

further reducing our speed (not to mention being pretty miserable). So by the time

the shelter of Hand Island was reached we were in need of a stop, and landed on the
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shore of the quiet lagoon on the north side of the island. But the incessant wind

reached us even there, so lunch was a hurried affair, and then it was off again. We

paddled now with renewed energy, and it looked like no problem to get to Dodd.

Once out of the shelter of the island we were blasted by a rude wind, which blew

the rain into our faces. All of a sudden things didn’t look quite as positive. The seas in

the channel between us and the Brabant Islands were getting rough, and the wind

would be against us. And Peacock Channel, between the Brabants and Dodd is more

exposed, and likely to be even windier. But it had to be done. So we fought the

oncoming wind and waves, but the wind and waves fought back. It took us more than

half an hour to reach the Brabants, and we were getting tired. At this rate it would

take an hour or more to reach Dodd Island (if the wind didn’t increase), and we only

had one more hour of daylight left. We weren’t in the mood for an epic, and

grudgingly turned around and headed back to Hand Island, as there is nowhere to camp

on the Brabants.

Hand Island has a nice camp spot, nestled among the alders within sight of the

ocean. The spot has a nice open feel, since all the leaves were gone from the trees.

We quickly pitched our tents and put up a big blue tarp to cover an eating area, then

thankfully changed into dry clothes, since our paddling clothes were soaked by the

rain and spray. That evening (a long onel) we enjoyed a dinner of barbecued salmon

by the light of a gas lantern as the wind blew and the rain fell in torrents. I was very

glad not to be blundering about in the dark out by Dodd Island! I should clarify that

the salmon was not caught that day. In fact Rob caught it three months earlier in

Alaska, and had been frozen since thenl But it was excellent anyway.

The next morning, though not exactly sparkling, was a great improvement over

Saturday. While Betsy hung out, studied for midterms, and drank hot drinks, Rob and

I headed out across the glassy waters toward the mist enshrouded Pinkerton group of

islands. These islands are not actually in the Broken Group, but lie close to the

“mainland’ (actually Vancouver Island) north of Hand Island. We glided between the

little islands on the high tide, poking into bays and passages as the fog lifted. This was

pure magic.

Next we headed south-west to Prideaux and Nettle Islands, were Rob knew of

some neat little channels. We stopped on some little rocks for lunch, and much to our

surprise and pleasure, the sun came out! But not to worry, it didn’t last long. So it

was back into the boats and through the quiet, curving passage. The water was so

clear that it was no trouble seeing the bat stars on the rocky bottom, many metres

below our beats.
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Soon after that we came across what looked from the chart to be a small islet.

But on closer inspection it turned out to be two islets, separated by an incredibly

narrow passage, navigable only at high tide by a tiny boat. So we paddled through it,

pausing to inspect the undersides of several logs which spanned the gap. No wonder
the chart makers missed this one!

Leaving these protected waters behind, we headed west, to circumnavigate Nettle
Island. We carried on past its western end, out to the rocks by Reeks Island. Here
was the feeling of the exposed coast, where the swells boom ashore after rolling down
Imperial Eagle Channel from the Pacific. This was such a different environment from

the quiet waters of earlier in the day. But the Broken Islands are like that - a bit of
everything.

Threatening clouds then chased us back between Nettle and Gibralter, past the
little Treble Islands, back towards camp. Rob decided to try his luck fishing in what
remained of the afternoon, so we headed to the waters south-east of Hand. It was
really quite idyllic, but it was no surprise when Rob had caught nothing, as there
were dozens of seals on some nearby rocks. Presumably the seals scared the fish
away. So there was no fish this night, only more conventional trip food (but with
fresh ingredientsl). Afterwards we listened to the weather radio and its forecast of
gale force winds, and tried not to think about tomorrow.

Next morning dawned wet and blustery, as expected. The wind was pretty damn
strong, so we dawdled around, hoping for some improvement. Besides, it wasn’t
really that far back to the car. About 10:30 the wind did drop, so camp was hurriedly
packed up and boats launched. But the quiet was short lived (a sucker hole of a sort).
Once out of the lee of Hand Island we were faced by numerous white-caps, driven down
Loudoun Channel by a strong south-west wind, It didn’t look very appealing, but it
wasn’t too bad, so we went for it. At first it wasn’t bad, as we angled out west to keep
clear of Lyall Point, keeping our bows into the waves. Eventually the point was
passed, and we turned north with the wind at our backs. It was at this point, in the
middle of the crossing, that the wind chose to strengthen. Since none of us were white
water paddlers, we elected to raft up and let the wind blow us along, since we wanted
to go that way anyway. Soon a great black wall approached us from behind, and it was
clear that something bad was about to happen. And happen it did. All of a sudden the
wind picked up, spray leapt from the crests of the waves, and the visibility dropped
to less than a hundred metres. It was fascinatingly beautiful in a harsh sort of way,
but I remember hoping that it wouldn’t continue too long, or the waves would build
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and things might get unpleasant. But within a few minutes the squall passed, and we

were able to resume our journey toward the Stoppers.

There we had a very welcome snack stop on a little beach on the south Stopper.

Only the relatively short crossing of Toquart Bay remained to be done, but the fun

wasn’t over yet. As we pulled out and contemplated the crossing lightning flashed,

thunder boomed, and rain pelted down. Since waving lightning rods about in the

middle of a mile wide channel didn’t seem too smart, we elected instead to hang out

under the branches of some big trees until the storm moved off. After that the

crossing was uneventful, although it was good fun riding the swells toward the beach

as the raindrops cratered the otherwise smooth ocean.

There followed a spectacular drive, for the heavy rain generated waterfalls

everywhere. One rocky mountainside had at least seven of them. And all the rivers

were raging and foaming. Obviously we had endured a vigorous storm. Back at

Naniamo, we arrived at six to find the ferry terminal looking pretty full. It looked

like a long wait, but we were directed to the truck lane, from which we were about

the sixth vehicle onto the ferry. We were eating dinner before the ship left the dock.

For once there was an advantage to being overheight!

After dinner we again ventured out on deck to be treated to yet another light

show. This time it was distant lightning flashes, silhouetting the North Cascades and

Mount Baker from behind, It was a fitting end to an eventful weekend.

Participants: Betsy Fletcher, Rob Luzitano, Brian Waddington

Smith Rock Report
David Way

November 1991

Rememberance Day long weekend and the best way to forget the Vancouver rain

is to go south. The annual roadtrip to Smith Rock, Oregon is underway. Lawrence,

Andrew, Rex and myself head off. Stop to do a bit of bouldering by the train tracks

near Bellingham and then pile back in the car. In the parking lot of a Shari’s

(Meats-R-Us) Restaurant in south Washington, Lawrence is nearly dismembered by

a mountain of a man who figures our car doors are scraping his white Lincoln

Continental. After he departs, we spend five minutes repacking the car under his

malevolant gaze through the restaurant window (everyone else in the restaurant also

gawks at us, no doubt disappointed at the lack of bloodshed).
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We get lostaround the Columbia River Gorge and spend some time inventing a

new scenic route to Smith. Well, it would be scenic if it werent 1 am. We get into

the bivouac area at Smith about the same time as another car of VOCers and we all

crash as soon as possible, about 3 am.

The next day is sunny and warm, as soon as the frost melts off my bag and gear,

so Eric gets to keep his gonads. November and prime concerns are remembering

enough water and sunbiockiThe formations around us amaze. Nothing was visible on

arrival so it’s all a surprise. AU around us is a perfectly flat volcanic plain which
stretches to distant mountains such as Mt. Hood. In front of us is an isolated sandstone
outcropping, with fingers pointing to the sky. From a distance, they are two

battleships sailing on a sea of rough black basalt. Around the base of the formations, a
river has wound its way, for long enough to have created a moat. As one walks at the

base, looking up at the steep walls, it is intimidating but also very tempting.

We start with some easier climbs, 5.6-5.7, and set up some top ropes for some

of the newer climbers. I try leading a bolted route for the first time; this Is
incredibly easy compared to placing pro. I motor on up and Rex follows. Later Rex

leads another route. It turns out that there are hot showers, free, at the climbers

bivouac area. This is my kind of camping! Dinner is at a Mexican place in a nearby

town. Cheap and more fun than cooking in the dark ( so I’m a wimp, sue me).

Sunday we climb on more of the easy stuff. Rex and I do Tammy Bakker’s

Face(5.8) and I manage to strand myself at the top, due to lack of brain power. I

request another rope be sent up and rappel down sheepishly. I was just teaching these

beginners how not to do it, honest! Others in the club are on Monkey Face that day;

scary-looking shit. We look at it from above after hiking to the top of one of the rock

formations. There are beautiful views out over the surrounding plain.

Any excuse to avoid cooking n the cold and dark so its off again in Rudrs car,

this time to Stuff Pizza in Bend. Interesting creations there and entertainment in the

form of the busboy trying to toss pizza dough in the glassed-in kitchen area. Two

lint-covered lumps into the garbage in a row and off he goes, back to his dishwasher.

What to do for the rest of the evening’s entertainment? It’s polka night at a local
nightspot but, darn, at least one of our party is underage. On the recommendation of
one of the waitresses, we decide to go spelunklng in some lava tubes in the nearby

countryside.

Off to Freddy’s we go to buy some highway flares for torches. It turns out these

tubes won’t be too much of an adventure. They are pretty well visited as there are

wooden stairwells leading down into them. Inside there are no bats but there are some
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‘la batts” (or the local equivalent ) as evidence of local partiers abounds. We

trundle on down the first tube, a semIcircle 40 feet in diameter. After traversing a

few rough spots and about 200-300 feet, we turn around. We head off in the cars to

the next tube which is larger in diameter but much shorter. We find some local

yokels partying at the end of the tube, local college boys and their fifteen year old

companions. One of the more inebriated of the lot insists on getting to know us all. In

response to queries about our fields of study, answers such as human genetic

engineering don’t even register. Chalk marks on the walls and roof of the tube attest

to bad weather bouldering but from the sharpness of the holds, this is clearly a spot

of last resort.

Monday morning is beautiful again so we make the most of it by doing a bit more

climbing and then head off by midday. Miserable rainy conditions make the driving

less than enjoyable and Rudi’s self- removing wipers don’t help any. Dinner at the

ubiquitous “family restaurant” comes with lovely hot steaming drinking water and

delicious chocolate sauce for dessert. Rudi’s back seat creates tailbone pain for days

afterwards.

After nearly becoming semi trailer fodder, we get back to Point Grey, via

Surrey and North Vancouver, at 4 am, happy to have avoided Vancouver November

weather for another four days. I could certainly do without the car ride portion of

trips but all in all, an interesting and enjoyable adventure.

Participants:

David Way Albert Tan

Rex Bailey Rudi Seethaler

Sand Russell Alvin Lee

Lawrence Wu and about 40 others...

SMITH ROCK November 8-11 By Eric Clemson
On a fine Remembrance Day weekend, 60 V.O.C.ers and two dogs enjoyed a warm and sunny trip to
Smith Rocks, Oregon. Alan, Alex, Saakje, Leslie, Mike, Jon, Katharine, Val, Diana, Rudi, Alvin,
Sand, Martha, Padme, Don, Lawrence, Dave, Albert, John, Laurie, Sue, Henry, Eric, Fabienne, JaneL,
Courtney, John, Tara, Lorne, Anna, Heidi, Heather, Marilyn, Dave, Craig, Julie, Muriel, Andy, Nick,
Chrystal, Jan, Dave, Tanya, Rex, Scott, Mike, Fiona, Ken, Barb, Chris, Kili, Guy, Kaj, Tom, Mail,
Dave, Rupert, John, Dean, Dave and Wendy all had a good time as everybody split off into their own
groups and spread out around Smith Rock.
Many beginners were seen pushing themselves and developing more advanced skills. Henry,
Katharine and others were cranking off 5.10’s after starting at Longhike.
A large crew (too large in the writers opinion) set off to climb the Monkey Face and rig a Tyrolean
Traverse and spent two days and half a night in the process. The attempt was successful as the
following day saw many thrill seekers, er climbers, being pulled across the void separating the Monkey
from the rest of the world.
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Other people spent their lime climbing and various people were caught cranking off 5.10’s, iiii1
12’s with the exception of “Strong” Guy Edwards dazzling the rest of us with his 5.13 talents. Jon
Cow came within a whisker of flashing “Overboard” ,while Eric finally succeeded in redpointing
“Toxic”. News spread quickly of this feat, mostly by the climber himself, and soon the whole
Northwest was aware of this standard-breaking onsight solo. By next week the grading of this route
should reach the 5.13 level.
All in all, a great time was had and much loss flack than anticipated was given to those showing up in
“sleek” climbing apparel.

CHOCOLATE IUKE November16 David Way
Saturday’s Chocoholic Hike was neither, Due to Saturday’s storm, the expedition was redirected to
Kitsilano Ice Rink. Seven VOCers slid and thrashed about for an hour, then retreated to Benny’s for
snacks, cafe latte, etc. Most were not up to gorging at Le Meridien so the chocolate plan was put off
‘til later (the day was perfect for a raincheck”). One frustrated chocoholic consoled himself with some
chocolate bark bought on the way home. Mother attempt on this worthy objective will be made,
perhaps in Jan or Feb. Stay posted!

SKIING! Nov 17. by Darlene Anderson
Six wild ski-sters (Brian, Dave, Peter, George, Dave and Darlene) boldly disregarded the rumors of a
monsoon warning and accomplished fssl worth of snow at the Microwave road to Blacktusk. (For
those snow sceptics: the vehicles were stopped at about 3500 feet by 30-40 cm of snow, and there was
50-80 cm of snow higher up). Fabulous powder, and great fun; they managed to get in four runs and
everyone was hyper! More ski adventures to be held this weekend!

BIKE REPAIR PARTY
The Varsity Indoor Club took advantage of Sunday’s monsoon conditions to “inject, inspect, detect and
disinfect” their bikes, to drink tea, and to gossip and spread rumours about their fellow VOCers. Two
people didn’t actually do anything, but sat upstairs, drank tea and hurled abuse at the others who were
fixing their bikes.

Early Season Skiing
Brian Waddington
November, 1991

All things considered, the 1991 -92 skI season began in much the same way as

previous ones. Although the snows arrived a little later than usual, arrive they did.

And when they came, we were ready. We went first to the Tusk, then to the Tusk

again (since there was hardly any snow the first time), followed by Singing Pass and

Diamond Head.

Nov 3 - Black Tusk Microwave Road

This proved to be one of the most marginal days of skiing that I’ve ever

experienced. Since there wasn’t much snow we were able to drive all the way to

towers. We then carried our skis along the barren wind swept ridge, vainly looking

for skiable snow. As we found none, we continued on to the little glacier just behind

the Tusk. This proved to be skiable, but only just (10cm snow on top of glacier ice

with embedded rocks!). Never the less we made the most of it, taking many
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shortruns and practicing our turns. After getting suitably wet and trashing our skis

sufficiently, we wandered back to the cars in the mixed drizzle and snow.

Nov 17 - Black Tusk Microwave Road - Again!

This proved to be very different from the first time. And in this case different

meant betterl This time there was plenty of snow (almost 1 metre at treeline). The

weather was a little better too, as we saw the sun, as well as the inside of some

clouds. This time we weren’t able to drive so high. In fact there was snow right

down to the highway, and it was all we could do to get the four wheel drives (with

chainsi) to the bridge at 1100 metres. After skiing the balance of the road we cut

turns into the nice snow below the towers. Numerous runs were taken, without even

hitting any rocks. A fun slalom run-down the road rounded out the day. It was a most

satisfactory day of skiing.

Nov 24 - Singing Pass

By this time there was far too much snow to get anywhere near the microwave

towers, so we moved on to Singing Pass, the next lower area with easy access. This

was a tremendously well attended trip, as more people realized that the ski season

had arrived. Fortunately for us the access road was ploughed almost to the summer

parking lot. Unfortunately for us the weather was lousy. The freezing level was

high, so we got rained on, except right up in the pass. But on the plus side there was

lots of snow on the ground, so that the whole route was skiable, even the trail. Well,

sort of, if you were willing to climb over all the trees which had fallen across the

trail. Two trees were seen to fall under the wind and weight of rain-soaked snow.

And the wet snow itself fell too. Watch your headi But once we reached the pass the

snow was good, and runs were enjoyed. After a soaking descent we all made it back to

the cars, after exercising our headlamps a little.

Nov 30 - Diamond Head

As the month wore on, we moved on even lower, to Diamond Head. By now there

was enough snow that, with care, the road was skiable right down to the parking lot.

Finally we had some nice weather, but also crusty, rather dismal snow. So instead of

concentrating on runs, we decided to enjoy the views from the ridge and ski to the

cabin at Elfin Lakes. It was still early when we got there, so we skied up the
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Gargolyles as well. The run back to the cabin was challenging but fun, and the return

along the ridge relaxing. This didn’t feel like a long trip until the next day, when

tiredness made It clear that it was!

Participants:

Darlene Anderson, Tanya Berisch, Mike Buda, Peter Celliers, Robert Creese, Betsy

Fletcher, George, Phil Gunning, Patrick Hajer, Denise Hart, Craig Hollinger,

Markus Kellerhals, Dave Kitzman, Mark, Gregor Macintosh, Shawn Marshall,

Crystal McNabb, Maryin, Jan Paiaty, Pierre, Sophie Royer, Tim Rutledge, Sarah,

Brian Waddington Tony Webb, and Dave Williams
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RENTAL RATES
EQUIPMENT IDAY 2 DAYS WEEK
TENTS:
2 person Eureka Pine Bluff 8.00 14.00 30.00

3 person Eureka Windriver 10.00 11.00 35.00

4 person Eureka Timberline 14.00 20.00 40.00
SLEEPING GEAR:
Sleeping Bags Coastmountain 5.00 9.00 21.00
Sleeping Pads 1.00 2.00 4.00
PACKS;
Internal Frame Coastmountain 5.00 9.00 21.00

Day Pack (30 liter Capacity) 3.00 5.00 12.00
HIKING BOOTS:
Men’s and Women’s Vache 6.00 11.00 25.00
STOVES:
Coleman Peak 1 3.00 5.00 10.00

Stack Pots 3.00 5.00 10.00
BICYCLES:
Mountain Bikes 14.00- 22.00- 50.00-

-
20.00 35.00 65.00

Standard 3 & 6 Speed 9.00 15.00 36.00
Rear Paniers

-

(large prs. 20-25 liter Capacity) 5.00 9.00 21.00
Rear Paniers (Day Model) 3.00 5.00 11.00
KAYAKS: SEA TOURING AND WHITE WATER
Kayaks 15.00 25.00 80.00
Paddles 2.00 3.00 6.00
Spray Skirts 2.00 3.00 6.00
Life Jackets 3.00 5.00 12.00
PROTECTIVE CLOTHING:
Anoraks 2.00 3.00 6.00
Rainsuits (tops & Bottoms) 3.00 5.00 10.00
Gaiters - 1.00 2.00 4.00
Overmitts (waterproof) 1.00 2.00 4.00
MISCELLANEOUS:
Roofracks-Bic 2.00 4.00 10.00
Lanterns 3.00 5.00 10.00
Bicycle Car Racks 4.00 8.00 10.00

IT RENTALS

For further information call 822-3996
Room 270, War Memorial Gymnasium.



“That Way’s Down. Run.”
Alex Cu Fy10
December 1991

Paragliding (parapente) is a relatively obscure sport imported from Europe

that allows one the airworthiness of a hang glider with the portability of a parachute

and launchability beating both. I’ve been asked to write a flavor piece on the sport,

as I’ve got experience with both hang gliding (which I gave up after breaking a strut

in half with my head after a 720’ backwards tumble) and skydiving (which I gave up

after being told by a fortune teller in Turkey that I would certainly die if I ever

jumped out of a plane again, but that’s another story altogether).

The striking thing about heading off for my first real paraflight was the sheer

convenience of it all. We assembled at the Elk Mountain trailhead, shouldered our

light packs (my Marbore weighs about ten pounds with harness), and headed up for

the hour stroll to the top looking just like a particularly scruffy group of hikers,

until we arrived at the summit and spread our neon tablecloths out on the meadow.

(We have had a few complaints about the apparent environmental insensitivity of

this practice, but considering that Ryder Lake hillbillies let their horses graze on

said meadow, I doubt we do any incremental environmental damage. As for you hikers

who complain about these things, hey, you walk over the trail twice on a climb; we

only walk it once. That means we have exactly half your environmental impact,

right?).

Once the glider is laid out, next comes the Mensa-level IQ test known as

“untangling your risers. People who are into the organization thing laid their lines

out with half-twists last time they folded their sail, so they shake it twice and are

ready to go. Those from the stuff-’n-go school of paraglider packing, like me,

standthere for twenty minutes trying to twist apart a ball of yarn whose connections

are complex enough to have spontaneously achieved intelligence. But once you get

past this hurdle, things are easy; clip risers onto harness, clip harness onto self

(this may seem obvious, but I have forgotten on occasion), grab the tront risers, and

tear off down the hill. Risers pull the leading edge up, air flows in and inflates the

glider, and you’re flying I

It wasn’t until I actually got the risers in my hands and backed up for my run

that it occurred to me what an intrinsically ridiculous thing I was about to attempt. I

was going to run as fast as I could down s suicidally steepening slope (that seemed to

get more and more vertical the longer I looked at it), and just by holding my hands
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steady, this throwsheet with dental floss was going to turn into something

airworthy? Ha-ha, right.

Of course, my mind was eased immeasurably by the extensive training I’d

received from “Mad” Max’s School of Paragliding. From the rigorous and exacting

ground schooling (20 minutes of inflation practice at Kits) to the eagle-eyed pre

flight skills check (“Have you done any practicing?” “Yeah, lots.” “OK.”) to the

detailed flight plans (“That way’s down.”) with complete instructions covering every

possible eventuality (“Run.”), nothing was left to chance. I was a trained

professional. So, despite these minor misgivings, I proceeded to follow my

instructions to the letter.

The ground dropped away, and all of a sudden I could see 4200 feet of emptiness

between my toes, down to an apparently endless forest which uncomfortably

resembled an array of those little pins that butterfly collectors stick their

specimens on. However, I barely had time to develop that mental image when I flew

into the turbulence from airflow up the mountain, and the glider promptly imploded

with a quite terrifying crumpling noise....

Educational Interlude: Unlike airplanes, gliders, hang gliders, and every

other soarable construct mankind has produced to date, the airfoil of a paraglider is

not rigid. This is good for hiking it around, as mentioned previously. This is also

good for launching it. This is not good in the slightest for turbulent conditions, like

rotors or thermals, when that non-rigid airfoil crumples under the slightest

crosswind. Also note that standard aeroengineering equations deal with rigid airfoils

only, so no one really has a sound theoretical understanding of exactly why gliders

collapse like they do or if they should ever be expected to recover correctly.

Fortunately, most empirical evidence indicates that this is generally the case.

....and I looked up to see the wing accordioning in and out, crumpling at the edges,

and in general looking like it’s decided it’d had quite enough of dragging me around and

was just about to give up completely and try to stuff itself back into its pack. This is
the point where your typical novice paraglider starts praying furiously. At least I
did. Completely non-denominational praying, at that. I wasn’t concerned with
whether Yahweh, Allah, Zeus, or Quetzalcoatl was the most accessible divinity; I
wanted help, right &$@%!lI now, from any god at all that felt like calming down this
piece of Saran Wrap with pretensions.
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Things evened out considerable once away from the air flowing up the mountain,
and I settled down to enjoy the flight. Well, the panic receded slightly and I paid some
attention to other things that the canopy, anyway. That was when I realized that hey,
this sport actually was even more thrilling than it lookedi Pretentious types would
go on here about the ethereal freedom of soaring flight, breaking the bounds of
consciousness as one breaks the bonds of gravity to soar spiritually as well as
physically above the plane of common existence; about, eh, unparalleled freedom of
achieving the Daedal dream, to ride the winds with the grace and agility equalled only
by the great raptors. Since I’m not pretentious, I’ll just say that gliding is way
bitctiin’. Better than sex, and lasts longer too.

I was feeling like such a stud puppy by the time I was over the beginner landing
field that I decided to keep heading over the ridge and down to the riverside. Experts
only? HahI I’d survived this long; that proved I was invinciblel Well, immediately
past the point of not return to the designated beginner LZ, the wind clicked past the
agitate setting and went into intense spin cycle. When it realized how rough things
had suddenly gotten, roughly half the width of my canopy decided to go armadillo,
tucking its leading edge back underneath itself, which of course altered its
areodynamic characteristics to roughly those of a crumpled bedsheet. So much for
‘grace and agility’.

Luckily, the Marbore is a Class 1 paraglider. What ‘Class 1’ means is that in
nearly any eventuality, the correct pilot response is to totally freeze in panic. When
the pilot does that, within 4 seconds the glider will realize that it has a complete
idiot hanging from it and take whatever steps it considers necessary to fix itself. (As
opposed to the incorrect response, which is to wildly yank on any available control.
If you do that, the glider will assume that the pilot knows what’s going on and will
blindly follow instructions, generally resulting in crashing through trees and into
people’s backyards. This is also known as a ‘Pat Hajek recovery’, but that’s another
story altogether.) Luckily, due to my extensive training and quick reflexes, I
executed the correct pilot response with no discernible delay whatsoever. The glider
spread its wind back out, just like it was supposed to, but continued to shake back and
forth, like it was having itself a good belly laugh at my expense.

At this point, I casually noted that the ground was starting to get disturbingly
close, especially after that little tuck-and-drop interlude, and I really didn’t have a
clue how to land this thing, other than that it stopped going down when it ran out of
air. The general principle is to land in to the wind and flare just before landing to
kill groundspeed. Fine, but I was having trouble with some specific principles, such
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as how to tell which way the wind was going when one was inside it and how to

arrange the landing approach so as intersect the ground somewhere where flaring

was possible, instead on in the river or a tree.

Luckily, the glider decided to be cooperative form here on down, no doubt

because it didn’t want to pass up the chance for some more amusement later, and

dropped me reasonably (using the term very loosely) close to the clear landing site.

I dusted the sand off my face, untangled the wing from the bushes, and that was it for

my first paraglider flight.

Besides being the most cool sport there is, paragliding is also one of the most

exclusive (in North America, that is); there’s only about 60 paragliders in B.C.I

Hang gliders regard paragliders in about the same way skiiers regard snowboarders,

and the general public seems to consider the sport dangerous, although I certainly

don’t know why. so all you extreme types out there should call up the Pat n Al

Paragliding Club, right now, and extend out membership past the current two.

Once you start gliding, you’ll be hooked immediately on the noradrenaline rush,

believe me. And it’s not like skydiving, where things are pretty much the same

every jump; you can keep pushing the envelope by doing things like flying in up or

downdrafts that blow you hundreds of feet in seconds (elevatoring); flying through

rotors that elevator you repeatedly (yoyoing); dragging toes through forest foliage so

as to get the most possible lift (treetop dancing); flying in clouds (fly-by-Braille);

flying at night (stealth flight); and for the real hardcores, flying in clouds at night

(isolation flight).

For those who like to put on a show for the audience that always assembles to
watch paraflights, advanced training teaches you how to do tricks like big ears’

(folding both ends of the glider symmetrically under the leading edge), ‘flips’

(turning upside down so your legs are in the risers, and you face backwards waving

to your audience), and ‘B-line stalls’ (pulling down on your second row of risers to

cause your glider to stall and go parachutal.) Actually, doing these tricks is

something any beginner can do with ease; doing them and surviving to write about it

afterwards is where the advanced part comes in. so we recommend that you learn

stuff like this from trained professionals, like Pat ‘n Al’s school of Extreme

Praflight--”We haven’t killed a customer yetl

Participants: Pat Hajek, Alex Curylo. Cameo appearance by “Mad” Maxim de Jong.
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Red Rocks, Nevada
Chrystal McNabb

December 26, 1991-January 5 1992

When the members of the “Red Rocks” trip got together last week to eat
perogies, see Julie’s 5 billion petroglyph photos, watch slides and celebrate my
birthday (thanks guysf), the subject of a trip report came up. A trip report of some
kind had to be written; atterall, it was a really memorable and fabulous trip. Rather
than burden one person with the responsibility of somehow managing to capture the
entire experience on pulp, we decided to each contribute something. For my portion

of the Red Rocks write-up, I was to describe the attire of each of my trip-mates, and
what could be revealed about each person by what they wore. It sounds like it could
almost be a really bad “Cosmo” article: “What his lifa is telling you”. The reason
why we even picked this topic to comment on was because we felt Guy deserved some
recognition for the amount of entertainment and laughter that he provided as a result
of his somewhat original taste in clothes. Although I think that you can learn as
much about a person by reading their horoscope in ‘The Province” as you can by
analyzing their choice of sock color, I decided to write this article to share a bit
about the people that were on the trip, and to try (once again) to insult Eric.

The first thing I noticed when I met Guy Edwards (whenever that was) was his
cool hats. In Red Rocks, Guy wore a bright yellow rastafarian-type of knitted toque,
which made his head look rather disproportionate, but contrasted nicely with the
rocks. The hat was very useful when trying to “spot the Guy; when only the yellow
flash on a distant rock revealed Guys ever-changing location. The other hat, the
flowered one with the two pointy things on it, made Guy look like a jester, and
earned him a lot of attention from the other climbers. There were also the new red
socks, which Guy reported made him feel “violent and passionate”. Luckily, one of the
trees near the camp wore the socks for most of the trip. Finally, the last item of
clothing deserving of mention, were the “Elvis” pants; the Elvis pants almost made
it to the free EMs show at El Morocco, until the occupant yelled “ELVIS IS DEAD”
from the lobby, causing his comrades to vacate the lounge with haste. Weeee-Hooool

Dave Jones resembled most the ‘classic mountaineer’, with a non-descript blue
toque, wooly socks in a greyish-brown noncolor and much loved and torn
polypropylene. There were also some red striped shorts (seen frequently on Dave in
Joshua tree, last Christmas) and a dark jacket. It is easy to so vividly recall Dave’s
outfit, because he wore the exact same one every day (with minor subtle
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modifications). I guess this is a hardman thing. Having taken the hard, minimalistic

approach to vacation dressing turned out to be an asset for everyone, as no space in

the vehicles and in the tent was taken with Dave’s wardrobe items. This allowed

Julie to take up lots of extra space with ALL her stuff.

Julie McCauley, like Dave, was aspiring for the Hardman look, APPEARING to

wear the same outfit everyday, but I knew ( being an experienced fashion observer)

that she wore a completely different outfit every single day! While the rest of us

would pull on that same sweaty, spaghetti-splattered T-shirt again, Julie was

revelling in the luxury and social acceptability of wearing clean clothes (and she had

the suitcases to prove it!). And ii that wasn’t enough, while the rest of us had the

crusty hair syndrome” because we couldn’t find showers and were forced to wear

toques or hats in public places, Juiie’s hair always looked aggravatingly perfect. Our

compatible donut styles (Julie ate all the cinnamon donuts, I only eat chocolate

covered ones) allowed us to split huge boxes of donuts to fuel our late-night road trip

discussions. During these sessions we evaluated the impact of the EEC on third-

world economy, discussed solutions to the current media-saturation of daily life on

this planet, and tried to think of any women we knew who we could set up with Dave,

Guy and Eric.

Jan Palaty, as with Julie and Dave, also strove for that hardman look. If Dave

and Julie represented fashion extremes, Jan was somewhere in the middle. Although

he brought huge piles of clothes (which filled and overflowed our tent) “Mr.

Balaclava” resisted temptation and wore the same outfit every day: torn blue track

pants, red sweatshirt, red pile jacket, and the signature blue balaclava. Each

morning I would catch flashes of clean, exciting wardrobe items spilling out of Jan’s

pack, and I would eagerly anticipate his emergence in a fabulous, yet unseen outfit.

But, each day, it was the same balaclava. [sigh].

Eric Clemson, Mr.Best-Dressed VOC Guy”, disappointed no one. He had TWO

pairs of lycra climbing tights (to show off honed climbing legs to their best

advantage), as well as a full selection of tight T-shirts and tank tops to accentuate

those pumped up biceps. Not that he ever wore any of this stuff around the camp; the
only time we ever saw him wearing any of these fine wardrobe items was when he
was posing at the sport climbing areas, in restaurants (as he strutted to and from

the buffet) and when casually cruising the casinos.

It wouldn’t be fair if I didn’t mention myself. I wore the exact same stuff that I

wear on every single trip I have ever been on: grey track pants, a grey sweater, a

grey pile jacket and grey socks. Although this combination successfully blends in
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with Squamish granite, it stood out too much against the red sandstone. Being one

who enjoys blending into the wall paper, I will be sure to pack lots of red and orange

clothing for my next trip to Red Rocks.

In addition, some good advice for future Red Rocks road-trippers...

1. Fergasons Hotel (LV> is a climbers hotel. It is located in the “old Las Vegas’

area. We never went there, but apparently they will sell you showers, and have

cheap rates for climbers.

2. The $14.00 red-colored Red Rocks guide doesn’t have detailed photos or

diagrams of the climbs. It is useful for its descriptions of the entire area. Although

it describes one or two climbs in each area, it is in no way complete.

3. Visit “Desert Rock Sports’ on the outskirts of LV. They have binders with

detailed maps of where all the good climbs are. They can answer most of your

questions and can make lots of great suggestions about where to climb.

4. You can buy showers for $3 at the Youth Hostel (on Las Vegas Blvd> but there is

no shower head, you bath under an open pipe, and if you let Eric shower first,

everyone else will run out of hot water. On the other hand, the Stuart-Mojave Rec

Centre (on the corner of Stuart St. and Mojave St) sells showers for $2, and has

saunas and whirlpools.

5. When going to Red Rocks, you will definitely want to bring all your lycra and all

your color coordinated separates.

Participants: Dave Jones, Eric Clemson, Julie McCauley, Guy Edwards, Jan

Palaty, and Chrystal McNabb.

Red Rocks ‘91: the Facts
The Balaclava Man

Last Christmas, six merry VOC’ers decided to go and be cold in a distant exotic

land featuring drive-in chapels and great climbs: this is a brief account of the bare

bones of the trip to Red Rocks, Nevada.

We left Vancouver in the rain at 6 AM, Dec. 26th, to reach Red Rocks by 11 PM

of following day. Day 3 was spent doing various climbs in the Willow Springs area

(good short leads and, unlike the Calico Basin, a lot of top-roping potential> under a
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leaden sky. Saturday night rolled by, and what better place to spend it than among

the bright lights of Las Vegas? Feeling like country bumpkins in the Big City, we

wandered around in a sea of casinos, retired couples and a billion light bulbs. We

admired the volcano at the Mirage (eruptions every 15 minutes: loud, extravagant

and thoroughly unCanadian) but didn’t think much of their white tiger exhibit.

Next morning, after our standard Visitors’ Center stop (the only facilities at

our campground were parking sites) we investigated the Calico Hills, a region of

rich red sandstone spotted with black desert varnish and the violent colors of sport

climbers. Guy and Eric, needless to say, were in their element here, whereas the

LIFA sub-5.10 team (Dave, Chrystal and Jan) was not. Julie spent this day, like all

others, exploring the numerous hiking possibilities in the Red Rocks basin.

We drove into town that night to quieten the complaints of “Oh, I just can’t do

ANYTHING with my hairt” by seeking out a place to shower. Then, of course, it was

the Strip again: once you’ve heard the sound of a stream of nickels tinkling out of a

slot machine, you’re hooked.

More climbing next day: we decided to explore a neighboring valley in quest of

Craft Rocks, a reputedly fabulous bouldering site. We did find them eventually and

spent a happy couple of hours running from rock to rock: what made it so much fun

was that we spent that time actually climbing instead of wasting time messing around

with the rope, arguing about the route, belaying Jan, etc.

We decided to spend the following day at Sandstone Quarry on account of its

reputedly high population of bolts. We attempted some heinous overhanging routes

on a large boulder before moving to one of the gullies and doing a wonderful 5.8/5.9

top-roped route: 45 m of face climbing, cracks and even a bit of an off-width.

Finally, we did another face/slab route (5.8) just before night fell in earnest and we

retreated to Las Vegas to celebrate New Years.

New Year’s Day dawned bright and sunny: at least I think it did, as none of us

stirred before 10. This was rather unfortunate, as the weather was splendid and

even quite warm. Guy and Eric did “Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas” (5.17, or

something like that) while Dave, Chrystal and Jan spent a wonderful day on a big red

slab route rejoicing in the name of “Ultraman” (5.8).

All of us felt that the last day should involve something BIG: to Guy and Eric, this

meant “Levitation 29” (5.11, many pitches), while the rest of the climbing party

interpreted this as “something like Diedre, but less technical”. To be brief, G and E

tasted the thrill of victory, Dave and Jan tackled “The Friar” and “Byrd Pinnacle
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Left” (dull names, but steep and exciting climbing) and Chrystal and Julie wandered

around photographing cacti and petroglyphs.

Next morning, just as it began to snow, we left this happy land and drove

eastward through Nevada (ideal country for nuclear tests) to Zion National Park,

where we wandered around in the snow for a bit and admired the huge red walls

before continuing north through Salt Lake City and Boise to Vancouver, where it was

raining once again.

Observations

1) It’s a good idea to carry a reserve tank of gas in some of the less populated areas,

such as Utah, Idaho and SE California, as the magic fluid will either be unavailable

altogether or cost its weight in gold (e.g. $1.55 (US)/gallonl)

2) Many areas in the Red Rocks basin are unprotectable: we spent many frustrating

hours searching for anchors for what could have been great short climbs. We came

to prefer the canyons, as opposed to the more popular areas, for their ease of

arranging protection.

TOP ThN GOOD (and bad) THINGS ABOUT LAS VEGAS Eric Clemson

10. Those cheap, All-You-Can-Eat Buffet Dinners.
9. Watching Guy Repeatedly Being Kicked Out of Casinos After Winning Big on the

Nickel Slots.
8. Making fun of the Big, Burley, Flexing Guy inside the entrance at Caesar’s Palace.
7. The Razor Blade-Tongue guy With lots of Makeup Turned Out Not to be Brian

Topping.
6. Those Free Brochures They Keep Handing Out Outside the Mirage Hotel.
5. The Fact that Guy, Eric and Dave Never Got to see the “Crazy Girls” show.
4. The Lovely Verrrronica and Mr. Twisty at the Circus Circus.
3. You Don’t Need to Worry About Bringing a Headlamp.
2. Running Out of Nickels.
1. It’s Only a 20 Minute Drive Back to Red Rocks!

Red Rocks Reminiscences
Dave Jones
Christmas 1991

Every trip has some incident that occurs which you hope will never be repeated.

People are eager to retell these misfortunes so that those planning similar trips in

the future can avoid them. They recall, with as much dramatic effect as possible,

terrible mishaps on previous trips and the discomfort they had to endure, all the

while instilling total fear in the minds of their audience. For instance, I was told the
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story of a person on a ski tour who served a dinner containing beans. Unfortunately,
he did not know that the beans needed to be soaked first; the whole group, including
the dog, got sick. Moral of the story? Never serve unsoaked beans to your friends.

Well, on the Red Rocks trip we did not have experiences on which I can offer
advice, so my advice will have to be of a different sort. I would like to tell you about

the foibles of some trip members which may prepare you if you find yourself on

some future trip with them.

Let’s begin with Guy Edwards. Everybody has probably heard about Guy; if he’s
within twenty feet of you, you can’t help but notice him. Whenever we walked into a
casino or restaurant it was interesting how many eyes would go wide with amazement
as they were drawn to Guy. Few people are as individualistic as Guy. Well, here’s

my warning about Guy: never go into a washroom with him unless you’re capable of
acting like you don’t know him. Let me explain: we were making a visit to the Red
Rocks lnfoCenter one morning before climbing to take care of some personal
business. So here we are in the men’s washroom. Guy and Eric are using the
cubicles, taking what Guy calls a GRUNT - in this case, an apt description. As I’m
washing my face, I hear a painful grunt come from Guy’s cubicle, followed by a long
relieved moan. The grunt and moan were then repeated. It sounded like Guy was
having real difficulty in there. Well, it sounded so funny and so exaggerated that I
started to laugh, which caused me to inhale some soapy water up my nose. Eric, too,
was cracking up in his cubicle, which must have made the scene appear even
stranger to the conservative Americans who were discreetly using the urinals. I
noticed these stuffy gentlemen when I turned around, but it was too late to feign
ignorance. All I could do was turn red with embarassment and mumble some kind of
apology/explaination. The only one to escape embarassment was Jan, who acted as if
he didn’t hear anything, or that he knew the three idiots now laughing their heads off.
So be forewarned: Guy can pull off constipation very, very well.

Let’s move on to Jan. His balaclava is not the only thing that he’s dearly attached
to: he’s also attatched to his truck and Chrystal, although you can never be totally
sure of which comes first (only joking!). I found this out one afternoon when we
came down from a climb late. We’d parked the truck at the end of the road in the
morning, but since Chrystal had walked out earlier I wondered aloud if she might
have driven the truck back to camp. Big mistake. A look of sheer panic came over
Jan’s face as he contemplated this possibility.

For all you women out there who are tired of being accused of taking too tong in
the bathroom, here is a story you can use in your defense. One night we went to the
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Las Vegas Youth Hostel to get a badly-needed shower. Chrystal and Julie graciously

let the guys go first (probably to avoid the usual remarks about taking so long).

Eric took his shower first, but did not take your average seven minute shower - try

more like twelve minutes. Let me tell you: Chrystal had a few words with Eric to get

him to speed up.

On every good trip there is always someone who helps make a trip function more

smoothly by doing more than their share of the work. This time, the distinction falls

to Julie, who cleaned up after us when we left the campsite in a mess. There were

many other things that Julie did that went unnoticed and under appreciated - that us,

until we could reflect back over the trip.

The Red Rocks trip goes to show why people like to go to far-away destinations

to rock climb. It’s not just for the purpose of climbing new areas, but also for the

feeling you get when you’re travelling with good people. It’s a feeling that puts you at

ease and makes other things in life seem far away. And it’s a feeling you can always

bring back when you reminisce. Lately, I’ve been doing a lot of reminiscing about

the trip to Red Rocks.

CHRISTMAS TRIP REPORTS!
MY CHRISTMAS TRIP TO SMITH FALLS I BWWDOWN CREEK By Darlene

Anderson.
During the Chrislma holidays,Darlene Anderson / Darlene and 15 other BCMCfolks went to Smith
Falls and Deep River/Blowdown Creek and numerous peaks and avalanche chutes and visited the folks./
skied!! The weather was good/good. The food was quite fine / abundant, and featured lots of it.
Overall, the trip was good / greclil The second tripfeatured lots ofgreat snow!!!!
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MY CHRISTMAS TRIP TO THE ROCKIES By Steve M..
10 days in the Alberta Rockies. Activities included top-rope climbing some bluffs below Yumnuska
(sp?). (Beware of loose rock and a plethora of bat feces. Bat urine also makes handholds very
slippery.), ice-caving near Bragg Creek, camping above Heart Creek and bouldering?! on several
waterfalls. The weather was warm enough to rock climb. (in the Rockies!! In winter!) Excessive
Toblerone, bannock and chareoal (aka pancakes) were consumed,

MY CHRISTMAS TRIP TO THE FABULOUS HEART OF THE ROCKIES By Dave
S.
During the Christmas holidays,Dave (3.0 Dave), Tars, Lee, Ross and Pete from UBC went to Lake
Louise and stayed at rustic Deer Lodge near the Chateau, skated on Friday and skied on both Saturday
and Sunday. The weather was just like here; always perfect. The food was from Da Bakery and featured
lots of rye bread. Overall, the trip was doable annually!

MY CHRISTMAS TRIP TO RED ROCKS By Some Dude.
During the Christmas holidays,Julie, Chrystal, Guy, Jan, Dave J. and some dude went to Red Rocks
and cranked. The weather was absolutely swell. The food was quite abundant and fattening and featured
lots of burntos and ice cream. Overall, the trip was stunning!

MY CHRISTMAS TRIP TO JOSHUA TREE By (a) Chris Brayshaw, (b) Alvin Lee, (c)
Chris Gill*.
During the Christmas holidays, (a &b) Chris Brayshaw, David Way and Alvin Lee, (c) Chris Gill and
Katherine went to Joshua Tree (a) to climb and explore, (b) and climbed, photographed and hiked, (c)
and enjoyed good to excellent climbing. The weather was absolutely (a) variable, (b) schizo (warm to
bloody cold), (c) incredible, with 11 mostly sunny days and cold nights. The food was quite (a) rustic,
(b) despicable (peanut butter for four days), (c) original and creative, and featured lots of (a) yogurt and
Wendy’s salad bars, (b) junk,(ugh!), (c) chlle peppers. Overall, the trip was (a) educational and character
building, (b) wild, (c) -i-i-i++!
* Note for future trins : Chris Gill recommends the Ryan campground as the place to stay. Not only is
it close to all the climbing areas, but it doesn’t have as much of a climbing scene. As well, it appeared
that flying was far less stressful than driving.

MY CHRISTMAS TRIP TO ENGLAND By Dave W.
During the Christmas holidays Tanya and Me went to Suffolk, London and Nottingham to visit family
and friends. The food was quite English and featured lots of potatoes and grease. Overall, the trip was
wild!

MY CHRISTMAS TRIP TO LIGHTHOUSE PARK By Drew B.
During the Christmas holidays, Drew Brayshaw went to Lighthouse Park and bouldered in the slime.
The weather was absolutely wet. The food was non-existant, and featured nothing. Overall, the trip
was short!

MY CHRISTMAS TRIP TO TORONTO By Denie R..
During the Christmas holidays, Denie Robichaud went to his sisters place and gave his nieces and
nephews piggyback rides. The weather was absolutely indoors. The food was quite interesting, and
featured lots of playdough and silly putty. Overall, the trip was backbreaking but fun!

IQUOTh OF THE WEEK: “And Drew looks just like Chris but a whole lot sexier!” I
(Yeah, right. -Ed.)
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The Great Escape to the Gates of Shangri-La and Beyond
Fiona Manning
Christmas 1991

AAArgh... which was it going to be??? - A post-exams pre-Christmas flee to

mountains and snow or a post-Christmas pre-second-term getaway to desert and

sun?? Such difficult decisions we face as graduate students. finally opted for the

former, adding Red Rock to the exponentially growing list (with thanks to the VOG

crowd> of places to go and things to do. Into the closet went rock shoes, Southern

duds, and sombrero, and out came skis, polypro, and wool toque... Onwards to LIZZIE

LAKE!

Things got off to a rather shaky start with a house party the night before (after

which I STARTED packing), a phone call at 6 am (10 minutes before EDT) from

Denie,... who needed someone to tell him that NO, it really wouldn’t be smart to head

off on a 5-day ski trip with a shoulder prone to recurrent disciocations and a recent

diagnosis of a bone chip, even if his pack WAS sitting out on the back porch ready to

go..., and a one-hour pre-dawn delay at the church parking lot doing jumping-jacks

and hypothesizing as to the whereabouts of the other half of the troop (we came up

with lots of interesting possibilities, but on arrival a bleary-eyed driver squelched

them all with an apologetic, “1 slept in! - Yay, Murray!). Even then it wasn’t quite

all smooth sailing...the “look-on-the-bright-sided version is that we had a scenic

tour of Lilloet Lake and environs; the more realistic version is that we bumped along

a pot-holey dirt road for miles and miles before finding out from a helpful native of

the area, who was passing us going the other way, the the turnoff to Lizzie Lake was

WAY WAY WAY back in the direction that we had come from. And so it was with great

pleasure that after a bit of slithering and sliding on the final 12 km stretch up to the

lake we finally poured ourselves out of the vehicles and into the snow.

It didn’t really matter that we couldn’t drive all the way to the lake... the 6 km

or so that we had to ski was a good warm-up, especially for Jeff - who bolted off in

the fine style of a champion speed-skater. The only disappointment was not having a

video camera to record what could have been a VOC classic entitled, “The Do’s and

Don’ts of How to Pack a Pack, starring Master Packer Craig Hollinger and a certain

speed-skater-turned-skier (whose pack magically took on a whole new form after

only a few short minutes in the hands of the Master). There weren’t many voiced

complaints about holding off on the forge through the woods until the next day...and

soon three tents popped up on the snowbank beach. With this being my first

overnight trip since the search for Brew Hut (see account in this journal?), I quite
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gleefully pulled out my new purchase of Taiga booties and wished that Michellin

WoMan Carolyn (Anglin) was there to do a bootie snowdance with me. Dinner at the

Denali Hotel was divine, especially with the joy of warm feet (my own?), and the

hotel accommodation was easily a **** (after my three-hour sleep of the night

before, that rating wasn’t too difficult to achieve...).

A few words of advice for those making the trek from Lizzie Lake to the Gates of

Shangri-La (the name alone is worth the trip)...lf it’s summertime, enjoy the shady

haven of the forest trail; but if it’s winter and you’re on skis and there’s enough snow

in the alternate route of the gully, GO FOR lTl - and spare yourself the slog of

switchbacking through the trees, sidestepping up steep slopes strewn with branches,

etc., etc. (you can guess which route we took). However, if you DO end up on the

forest trail, Captain Craig will make you a fine trail sleuth.

We got to the gingerbread cabin early afternoon - Ahhhhhh, the place all to

ourselves (or so we thought). It’s a rustic spot, but posh by cabin standards, with a

pot-bellied stove, stacks of chopped wood under the eves, some rickety chairs and a

good solid table, a loft, and even a gas lantern (but users beware - the lighting

process seems to entail a recreation of the Towering Inferno). And as if that’s not

enough, this mountain hideaway is even equipped with a telephone and a wall

thermostat? “Ho hot, what a treat it will be”, we exclaimed, “to curl up in a cozy

cabin and drift off to sleep enveloped by the tranquillity of this peaceful paradise I” A

treat it was.., with slight modification - i.e., the substitution of “cold tent” for “cozy
cabin”, thanks to the surprise appearance of Bernard and Gladys (two grey-haired

but remarkably active individuals). However, Brave Dave opted to risk sharing the

warm cabin with the unexpected late arrivals, and for him the modification was

slightly different - i.e., “What a treat it will be?” was replaced by, “What a horrible

night it was?”, as he spent the whole of it listening to Bernard and Gladys cavorting

about the room. (Noise is one thing, but having to grip your sleeping bag around

your head all night from the fear of having your ears nibbled on by complete

strangers is another thing altogetherl - it’s no wonder that the following night a

haggard Dave quite happily left the dying embers of the fire to bed down in the

outdoor freezer, a.k.a the Denali Hotel.)

Let me not give the impression that this trip was overcast by a veil of

frustration and undue slogging.., in fact the eight of us spent the Christmas countdown

revelling in the winter wonderland in wLlich we found ourselves. How could we not,

with slope after slope of untouched deep powder, plenty of food, a warm cabin to cook

in, and such beautiful surroundings? Over the three days that we were based at the
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cabin, Craig and Murray were shining examples of what tetemark skiing is all

about... prompting numerous sighs of, “How DO they make it look so easy?”, from me

as I perfected my faceplants (especially the buried-under-three-feet-of-snow-

while-wrapped-around-a-tree style). Meanwhile, Tim blew us all away with his

ski ‘acrobatics” (oh, to be young and resilient!...). Other “spice of life” incidents

included Jeff narrowly winning the “Culinary Extravagance Award” with his entry of

French Toast (made with whole eggs; on day 4 no less) and jam (while Dave

mournfully tried to shovel in at least a few spoonfuls of porridge); Lisa earning a

nomination for the “Goon of the Year” award by dropping her mitten down the

outhouse; and Tim once again living up to his reputation as the Musical Wizard by

bringing new life (fleeting though it was) to a one-stringed broken-necked guitar

(courtesy of the Lizzie Lake Cabin).

Too soon the time came to pass through the Gates of Shangri-la once again -

however, at least the trip from “utopia” to the Big City was an enjoyable one... made

more so by our decision to take the gully route down (as I’m sure Denise and Lisa

will attest to, following their crash through the woods the previous day). Even my

becoming an abominable snowman didn’t spoil the joy of the descent - although it did

strengthen my resolve to hit the slopes for some intense telemark practice this

winter! As for Dave, he seemed to be muttering a lot about what a great sport
kayaking is as he plopped his pack down beside the car...

Participants: Fiona Manning, Craig Hoflinger, Dave Jones, Murray Manson, Tim

Rutledge, Lisa Moody, Denise Hart, Jeff Rubinovitch

Cowards on Howard
Markus Kellerhals

Winter 1992

This was to be the definitive attempt on Mt. Howard, a summit located just south
of Mt. Mailer. Rumour had it that it had not seen a winter ascent. Dave had tried ii

twice before in winter. I had been along on one of those attempts, when we had almost

reached the summit ridge.

Late Saturday morning five of us exploded out of the cab of my pickup at the
Cerise Creek trail head. We skied up the valley loaded down with camping gear and
climbing gear. The weather, initially fairly decent, turned to a blizzard of heavy wet
flakes as we skied up. We had planned to camp beside the Twin One Glacier, right
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underneath Mt. Howard. When we got there the wind was howling and we all felt wet

and chilled. We carried on to a more sheltered spot in the trees beside Twin One

Lake.

We went to bed Saturday with no great hopes for climbing our objective the next

day, as the weather still looked quite opaque. However when I stuck my head out at

5:30 A.M. there was not a cloud Jn the sky. I shouted over to the other tent-then

regretted it. Wouldn’t I have rather slept another few hours?

Before sunrise we were packed up and skiing up towards our objective. There

was still very little snow on the Twin One Glacier, but we were able to pick a route

through to the base of Mt. Howard.

Conditions on the peak were very similar to when we had last been there -lots of

loose snow plastered onto the rock but not very well attached. I led the first part up

to our previous years high point. Leading consisted of knocking off quantities of snow

and rime to find solid holds underneath.

About 20m below the summit ridge we roped up to climb a steep snow filled

chimney. Dave led up and showered vast quantities of snow onto Darlene and I. About

4m below the end of difficulties Dave encountered a smooth slab which defied his best

efforts to climb it in tele boots with crampons. Darlene and I were turning Into

blocks of ice standing in the shadows and watching the struggle above. After about 45

minutes and 2 feet of progress we decided to back off. Darlene and I down climbed

leaving Dave to rappel from his previous stance.

The ski down quickly warmed us back up. Beautiful turns through the icefall on

the way down were some consolation for another near miss on Mt. Howard.

Participants: Dave Williams

Darlene Andersen Terry “I hate (winter) camping Jarvis

GeoI9e Markus Kellerhals
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Crossing the Ryan
Brandon Konoval

Dec 26-31, 1991

5:30 a.m. It’s pouring rain and I still haven’t finished digesting Christmas

dinner. I haul my carcass out of bed and stumble downstairs to phone Mountain

Weather. “ ... the freezing level will remain above 2000 meters for ...“ Great. I

look at my already well-stuffed pack and wonder how I’ll cram all that food in it

when we get to Craig’s. Oh well.

About a week earlier I’d gotten a call from Craig. “I hear you’re looking for a

trip and we’ve just gotten a space if you’d like to come do the Ryan.” One Friday

evening at the Grad Centre Bob Sagar had told me about his idea to take a less

conventional route in to the Pemberton Icecap, following the Ryan River to it’s

source. “It’s got a logging road running up it so you’d be able to make good time even

though it’s about 40 km in to the Icecap.” Bob said he’d been considering this

alternative route since the road to Meager Creek was reportedly in rough shape -

besides, it’s always fun to try something different, he said.

Feeling a bit like George Plimpton heading into the ring with Ali, I told Craig I

was in. Shopping for food was a breeze since Craig produced a computerized supply

list accurate to the nearest five grams. Bob and I expressed mild skepticism over the

allocation for margarine (“A kilogram ?! You’ve got to be kidding!” “Believe me

you’ll cram it when you’re Out there”) but otherwise figured we’d be well fed for the

planned seven days.

Getting all that food in my pack on Boxing Day morning required some creative

packing and last-minute negotiating. (“Bob, you can take the tent”) but all was at

last nearly well as we loaded our gear in Bob’s truck and drove off through the

torrential downpour. Craig immediately shut his eyes and ceased communication,

like a Terminator saving its power supply. Bob, on the other hand, was almost

disturbingly cheerful. “It’s gonna be a great trip, Brandon!’ he bubbled, fixing his

intense eyes on me to see if I believed him.

Our starting point was the ranch of the Valleau family, about twenty minutes

past Pemberton. We went to the house to let the family know we’d arrived and to

thank them in advance for allowing us to experience the pleasures their road had in

store for us. The Valleau’s have been logging the valley of the Ryan for about thirty

years but since their’s is a small family operation the valley isn’t completely
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devastated. The only problem is that the partially-cleared valley invites game that

hunters like to pursue. We’re thinking of putting up a gate to keep them outs said
Mr. Valleau, as I consider the possibility I might be the first V.O.C.-er bagged on a
Christmas trip. (Ain’t much hoof on that one, Vern, but what a rack!’)

We tried to drive up the road a little ways but backed off due to lack of chains.

(Future parties might reasonably be able to drive to the 8 km. mark if snowfall isn’t

excessive), It was still pissing rain. “Fucki” said Craig as he got out of the cab, and I

figured I was in for a good time if even Craig was moved to express mild dismay. As

we unloaded the truck Craig and I admired the rust which had eaten right through the

truck bed. Unfortunately, Craig’s pack had been right over one such gaping wound

for the entire journey up and was soaked from road wash. I think Craig was too
polite to express his amusement at this discovery.

So, off we trudged in the drizzle, putting on skis after about five km. I’d hoped

that my pack, which was somewhat overshadowing me, would function like a portable

mountain range, casting a rain-shadow effect over my person. Unfortunately it cast
the rain shadow on the wrong side of the pack and, unable to reverse the effect, I was
left to whistle in the rain.

We camped at the most suitable place we could find, right by the marker for

kilometre 13. It was raining fairly hard by then and Craig had little trouble coaxing
me into the tent, ahough coaxing me out again next morning was going to be a bit

more problematic. As usual, the bladder won and I was tricked into proceeding
further up the valley. At least it was only drizzling, which heartened Bob vastly.

Trail breaking duties were somewhat unevenly distributed, with me ranking a
distant third. I think Craig let me ski in front once in a while so I wouldn’t feel too
badly, then off he’d shoot like he’d hoisted a spinnaker to catch a tail wind. I

increased my margarine intake to Craig-like proportions but to no avail; I just
knew I should’ve brought the Bodum.

By the third day the temperature began to drop below freezing as we slowly
gained elevation - it was welcome relief from feeling damp all the time. The road
petered out somewhere around kilometre 34 and, after one short clear-cut climb, we
entered the virgin forest of the upper Ryan valley. We quickly reached a lake and set
up camp within view of the Icecap, a massive escarpment of ice looming at the head of
the valley. It was my turn to cook dinner and I won the burnt-pot award hands down;
snow was gently falling as I scraped and scraped and I wondered if we were ever going
to get any clear weather.
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Day 4 dawned almost completely clear -yahoo! We decided to day-trip up to the

Icecap, a few kilometres hence over relatively flat, easy ground. Perhaps Bob

would’ve liked to have headed for Harrison Hut, about 10 km away, but there was

still a lot of cloud hovering over the Icecap. My skins were badly matted and I

dragged about half the snow of the valley along with me before Craig noticed my

plight and showed me how to solve the problem (just scrape the hell out of them).

From that point on I felt supercharged: I skied right to the foot of the Icecap and

looped around the frozen-over lake which was the source of the Ryan for as long as I

dared before racing back to camp at dusk. it felt awesome to be cruising effortlessly

through a stunning area few people may have seen yet which seemed almost created

for idyllic skiing.

That night we enthusiastically poured over the topo map, choosing a neighboring

valley we wanted to explore if the weather held and haggling over a moniker for the

unnamed lake we were camped on ( I think it was long-suffering Bob who suggested

Methane Lake). Sadly, day 5 brought cloud and all appearances of an approaching

frontal system. Our mood changed as often as the clouds moved but by 10 a.m. we

decided we ought to go. The clear-cut was a challenging descent, hard-packed and icy

-my one opportunity to crank suicidal tele-turns on the trip but I passed. I thought

I saw Craig slip and fall just above the clear-cut but it must have been a figment of

my margarine-ated imagination.

We retraced out tracks back to kilometre 21, discovering that many animals had

taken interest in our earlier progress. There appeared to be Lynx tracks around our

second camp (wide but not deep enough to be a cougar’s) and, further down, young

bear or possibly wolverine tracks (the claw marks extended far beyond the food

pads, so it couldn’t have been a black bear). -whatever it was, it had followed us

about a day. Thankfully we were not blessed with the same weather going out as had

accompanied us in: although heavily overcast, the cloud layer remained high above

the peaks on either side of the valley and we had great views all the way out.

Day 6, our last, was quite brief: we covered the final 20 km. in a little over five

hours and were back at the truck by 2:30 p.m. Then fear set in -it was New Year’s

Eve, and we were about to drive the Squamish Highway. After feasting on pizza in

Squamish we set out along a highway lit clear back to Vancouver with the headlights

of an unbroken column of oncoming traffic. Fortunately there weren’t any crazies in

it.

If you’re interested in doing this trip you ought first to contact the Valleau

family, unless hunting is what you have in mind. We travelled without fear of
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avalanche simply because there was so little snow; this would not be the case under

different conditions since the road is quite exposed in some parts to avalanche chutes.

A strong party (that is, one without me in it) given reasonable conditions could

probably reach Harrison Hut in about three days or less. And remember, bring your

margarine.

Participants: Craig Hollinger

Bob Sagar

Brandon Konoval

FAT DOG TO BLACKWALL

John McCarter

January 18-19, 1992

Just having $300 extracted from you for the privelage of owning a new pair of

tele boots really makes you want to go skiing. A lot. So with Rob, my éx-room mate

who was now raping and pillaging (er, managing) the forests near Penticton, I set

out to Manning Park on this unseasonably warm and beautifully clear weekend.

We dump a vehicle at the Manning Park lodge and head up to the Fat Dog ski trail

at Cambie Creek about 5 km west. It is quite a mob scene at the trailhead initially.

An entire troop of Boy Scouts are gathered there, no doubt learning the lore of winter

camping, in addition to the usual cross-country types. But it is an incredible sunny

day (did I mention this before?) as we cruise up to the alpine below Big Buck Mtn. in

about 3 or 4 hours. The snow is breakable crust near the ridge crests but truly fine

powder just below and we practice our lock-kneed telefalling until the sun sets.

After a dinner of red lentils, carrots, curry, Kraft dinner and Sprite (all mixed

in our single pot --- it’s good --- reallyl), we yell, relax, stomp about, doze and

watch as a full moon lights the entire snowy landscape like a mercury vapour

streetlamp. It is really quite wonderful though, a clear and starry but very mild

evening. The night is puntuated by Rob’s frequent arisings to pop Dristan to counter

the sudden and unexpected onslaught of a head cold.

Dawn --- well, 9:30 a.m. ---and another fantastic day! We set out over

untracked snow towards Biackwall Peak (marked by a conspicuous microwave

tower). The route winds over an open ridgetop before dropping through a burned

area into Buckhorn Creek. Hint: as you drop into the valley of Buckhorn Creek, take
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a bearing on the tower and you shall fear no evil loss of direction while ascending

through the trees up Blackwall’s north flank. Rob is feeling fatigued from his

incipient cold (or is it the lentil/Kraft dinner combo?) but the day is sunny and

warm, we’re enjoying ourselves and we push up to the ridge running north of

Blackwall in about 4 hours.

At this point, we escape from the trees and the valley from which we’ve

emerged stretches out behind us, the Three Brothers group in the distance. We reach

the tower in another half hour and skirt the peak, warily avoiding the microwave

tower which is humming ominously, probably inducing esoteric forms of leukemia.

We descend by the too-gently sloping road, which has apparently seen neither

snowmobile nor skiers for some time since we are required to continue breaking

trail for a few km. Fortunately, another party of three skiers have come partway up

the road and we glide down in their tracks, catching a fantastic sunset on the way,

before arriving at Manning Park lodge for a fine, but expensive, chef’s salad.

Participants: Rob Friberg John McCarter

Winter Assault on Das Harveywand
Brandon Konoval

Jan.1 8,1992

It was the usual picture, sort of like window shopping: I’m just going to look, not
buy anything. So I casually popped by the clubroom on a Friday noon just to check out
the scene, find out who’s doing what, too busy to go out on the weekend myself, of
course. I bumped into Bob Sagar, who’d suffered my company for a week over the
holidays doing the Ryan River trip. “Whatcha doing this weekend, Brandon?” he
inquired. “Oh, not much, y’know, gotta work, gotta practise How about going out
tomorrow while the weather holds?” “Well..,” I hesitated, “okay”.

We figured on something in the North Shore mountains, close by so we wouldn’t
have to get up too early. Bob said he’d be by for me at 6:40 but I renegotiated for
6:30 so I’d be able to grab fresh bagels and coffee at Benny’s (Siegel’s doesn’t open
until 7, dammit). I was packed long before midnight but lay awake in bed long after,
as usual. I was just drifting off to sleep around 2 am when a drunken friend in med
school phoned, eager to fill me in on the techniques of reviving severe hypothermia

cases (amongst numerous other topics and a request for a bedtime story). I vaguely

recall details of introducing warm liquids in various ways to revivify the inert body,
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and of reflecting on how this might be necessary for me in three hours’ time. (Why,

oh why, do so many weekend trips begin with three hours’ sleep?).

Bob showed up chipper as ever in spite of having danced half the night away at the

Aggie dance. We drove to Benny’s where the counter help appeared to be in even worse

shape than I was (it took over five minutes to get four bagels and a coffee, and I was

the only customer in the place). Nevertheless we made our rendezvous with Bob’s

friends Rick and Bill, quickly decided on the north gully of Mt. Harvey(”lt’s not that

bad”, recommended Andy) and headed off.

I was delighted to discover that we could actually adjust the crampons to fit my

boots and Rick and Bill, whom I’d only just met, were equally delighted to discover an

utter novice in their party. (To their credit, neither muttered “Who invited him?”

within earshot). Access to the gully proved to be quick and easy, with a barely
overgrown logging road leading virtually to the foot of Harvey’s Pup (a prominent

buttress adjoining Harvey to the west). To the Pup’s immediate left lay the route

itself, a somewhat steepish gully with old avalanche debris at its foot.

Rick and Bill patiently watched me wrap myself in webbing (“I guess you haven’t

done a lot of climbing, huh?”) and helped me strap on my crampons before

considerately asking if I felt comfortable with the route. “Looks greati” I enthused.

What’s ‘front-pointing’?” Whatever it was, I hoped it would help me get rid of my

girly-man calves- it’s embarassing to have your elasticized Millet gaiters constantly

falling down around your ankles. As we headed up, Bill tactfully explained how I

shouldn’t twist my feet around after placing them and Rick showed me various ways to

use an ice axe. I don’t think either was particularly eager to have me hurtling down on
their heads.

We didn’t bother to rope up: the snow was decently crusty, if a bit th!n in places.
The only annoying thing was that it was at times awfully soft underneath and it didn’t

appear that self-arrest procedures would be too successful under these circumstances

(our route approached 50 degrees in a couple of places). I didn’t mind, though, feeling

irrationally secure on my V.O.C. foot dentures and plunging my ice axe in with glee.
The cool ice hammer I’d brought along was especially useful for slipping the leg loops
of my webbing harness back up where they belonged ( I actually did lose weight on
that Ryan River trip, Craig’s kilo of margarine notwithstanding). Bob and I exchanged
leads up the gully(”Man, Brandon, you’re crawling!”), calves burning-up bigtime as
we crested the ramp. After a brief rest Bill and Rick led up the final steep bit of face,

where there was some really mushy deep snow at high angle which gave me pause. I

was pestering Bill and Rick and Bob about where we were going for beer long before
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we reached the top of Harvey- with all that heavy breathing in the gully, I’d worked

up a powerful thirst.

We hit the top a bit before 2 pm, with monstrously appetizing snow-plastered

peaks strewn everywhere in glorious winter sunshine. All the usual protrudences

were in view, Howie” looking as impressive as ever and - believe it or not -

Rainier looking darkly to south.

Two and a half hours later, gaiters still dangling around my ankles, we had pints

of Black and Tan in front of us at Trailer’s Pub and basked in the afterglow of an

awesome day.

Participants: Bill Chernoff

Rick Ketler

Brandon Konoval

Bob Sagar

How Do You Spell Epic? - V.O.C.
Patrick Hajek/Alex Curylo

February 1992

Here I was, scratching my head as I looked at a list of eighteen people expressing

interest to climb Mount St. Helens. Of the whole group, only one name was listed as

a driver. Miraculously, everything smoothed out at a pre trip meeting.

Here’s the plan: leave on Friday after 3:30PM for Puyallup to spend the night at
Alex’s apartment. The wake-up call is to be at 5:30 (AM, Alex, not PM), leave Al’s

apartment at 6:00, meet up at the climber’s registration at 8:30 and start at the

Marble trailhead around 9:00 for a 6 hour climb up the south face of the mountain -

then use your mode of descent. Sounds reasonable, right?

With the precise instructions provideded by Alex and with my exacting

navigation, we all rendezvoused at Hostel Al’s in Puyallup at 11:00 P.M. Lucky

Casual Al spends all his money on toys instead of furniture; it made a cosy quarters
for the fourteen people crammed on the carpet.

As I woke up the following morning, I glanced at my watch and discovered that it
was 6:45 A.M. So much for Alex’s alarm! Clearly it’s no better time than now to
wakeup everyone up. Diligently, we all headed out quickly, except for my
transportation (driven by Dan who had to go food shopping since he had too much fun
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dropping stuff on the Safeway floor to actually have bought anything the night
before). -

When we arrived at the climber’s registration, I saw Alvin’s car and Tom’s
Landcruiser parked next to the booth, and yet no sign of Dave’s group. And for some
reason, Alvin and Guy seemed to be preoccupied about the contents locked inside
their trunk. As it turns out, those contents were the keys to the vehicle which Alvin
put for safe keeping inside his other pants. Although many suggestions were made -

everything from picking the lock with paper clips (yea! Sure you can, Alex) to
borrowing the 12 gauge (graciously offered by a local), what eventually succeeded
was shear raw brute force coupled with the lax quality control efforts Chevrolet
expends on their back seat fastenings (i.e. we ripped the back seat off). Meanwhile,
Dave’s crew trickled in, having solved their radiator’s leakage problem with a aid of
a high tech compound known to the layman as a stick of gum (which they had to bum
ott the locals since they didn’t have the forethought to bring American currency).

Glancing at my watch, I decided that in view of the chronological incorrectness
of our progress (it was 11:30AM), we would have to get as close as we can to the
mountain (i.e. known as the climber’s bivouac). Aside from minor details like have
to drag blockades with signs reading “NO WHEELED VEHICLE ACCESS” out of our
path, everything went smoothly until the No. 830 turnoff, where Dan’s rear wheel
pickup proved totally incapable of driving uphill in 10 inches of unploughed snow.
Alex had bought a 10 dollar sf0-park permit which was now put to good use in the
“side-of-the-road Sno-park.” The 3 remaining vehicles continued downward, until
Alvin decided that the 4-wheel drive landcruiser was a better snowplough than his
Chevy Corsica.

Our landcruiser drove by the raging snowball fight, and around the corner, out
of sight where no one followed us. We were wondering whether to go back when
Jonathan came running towards us without a coat on, to tell us the park ranger was
writing tickets for the 2 vehicles and the 6 people left behind. Wanting to save Mr.
Ranger the trouble of writing out more tickets, we continued up the hill, the
gearless and coatless Jonathan riding on the bumper. Thanks to Tom’s extreme snow
driving skills, we continued on much further than Mr. Ranger was capable of, all
the way to the last turn before the climbers’ bivy. After the minor delay of
physically manhandling (Oops, sorry, person-handling - Leslie and Saakje did
most of the work) the vehicle around to point down hill, we geared up and headed off
arriving at the climber’s bivy at 1:15 with 8 ut 14 participants and none of the
original four vehicles. Hardily a scintillating achievement so far, but now things
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were easy; we just had to head straight up the mountain. Unfortunately, the obvious

trail leading from the parking lot was not really a trail at all, which became clear

after 20 minutes of hiking when this flat stretch (cunningly disguised to look like a

trail) suddenly ended in a tangle of bushes. Under the circumstances, the only thing

to try was a cross country traverse. Despite some disagreement amongst party

factions as to route selection, everybody rejoined at tree line at 3:30. Clouds were

moving downwards on the mountain so there would be no view worth the climb; the

flying would be too dangerous for any sane person (even Cliff diver Al was having

second thoughts) and orienteering back through the forest at night would be kind of

experience you would scare your grandchildren with.

All things considered, it was time to gracefully secure a strategic withdrawal

while we were still assured of having trackable light under the forest canopy all the

way back to the vehicle. Return plans were complicated by the demure Saakje who

shyly requested that those members possessing skis ski down the glacier while the

pedimentally challenged members retraced the trail back through the forest.

Despite having some misgivings about splitting the party again, we gentlemanly

acceded to her request not that she gave us any choice in the matter.

Now that we were leaving, everything went perfectly and well ahead of plan.

We had retrieved the pickup and got to the climbers’ sign-in at 5:00. The Land

cruiser pack headed on back to Canada, leaving Al, myself and the still gearless and

coatless Jonathan wondering why the remaining two vehicles hadn’t signed out yet.

Since the only explanation was that they were jailed by Mr. Ranger, or were stuck
up in the gathering darkness of the mountain, we did the only reasonable thing: drove

back to Puyallup, went out to dinner and the Wayne’s World movie. They vindicated
our faith in their competence by arriving at Hostel Al as agreed upon, by 11:30 that
night. After a short nap, we headed back, leaving Detail Man Al to phone Jack’s
restaurant and have them sign out the Corsica and the Toyota driven by the non-
detail oriented persons of the expedition. This being the second year of the row that
the Pat and Al expedition had failed to reach the summit of St. Helens, it is now a
point of honour for the third expedition to arrive at the summit without loss of
materials or personnel. On the next trip, paragliders will camp overnight at
treeline so as to catch the morning ridge lift up the mountain for a potential souring

circuit of the cauldron. Hikers and skiers will stay at the motel in Cougar or with
the paragliders if so inclined. A 830 start from a climber’s bivy or a 7:00 start at
Marble should mean achieving the summit at 1:00 P.M. or 2:00 with heavy snow.
One thing I can guarantee, like any of our trips, it is sure to be a most interesting
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experience for all participants involved - even if you don’t find the trip

unforgettable, just go out for dinher with Pat and Al afterwards - just ask Jonathan

for details on that one.

Participants: Many too many...

TELE CLINIC REPORT JAN 10 Darlene Anderson
Yes, the VOC Tele clinic happened, and it seemed successful to me. The weather even cooperated and
all that! Hopefully everyone is now well equipped with skiing knowledge and ability to go out and
bash their way down the slopes of beautiful B.C...actually turning some of the time! Impressive
going to the students I had; Steve, Cathy, Kathy, Bruce, Carolyn, Drew and Joe — who progressed
from barely being able to move on skis to actually doing tele turns!

CHRIS DOES BLACKCOMB Jan 10
Chris Gill went to Blackcomb last weekend and experienced snow that would make any skier cry ford
He skied downhill on Saturday, and teled on Sunday in a huge bowl somewhere. Not many other
details were obtained because Chris was gloating too much about the snow quality.

SKIING THE COQUIHALLA JAN 10 Lil Alessa
The day started with a late 6:00 a.m. departure and saw four half asleep homo sapiens pile into a
yellow Volvo. During the next two hours nothing (I mean not a worth was spoken. The pounding
rain turned into blowing snow. At first the general consensus was to spend the day in the car with
the heater going but soon the skins were on and we were off. A few (uphill) hours later we were on
the ridge. Runs were taken at various points on the way to the summit. At the top, 5 members took
the run while one dug a cozy snow shelter and fell asleep in it The descent was excellent and
consisted of dodging trees and bluffs. (One comment from Marion These trees won’t get out of my
way’) Finally the day ended with a spirited debate on rebels without causes and vestigal nipples on
males. A good Lime was had by alL
(Ed: Hey, who all went on this trip? I want names, dammit!)

Photo by Pat Hajek
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AVALANCHE SCHOOL REPORT January 18-19 Fiona Manning
Avalanche school “Take 2” finally happened! (“Take 1” waà cancelled in November due to lack of
snow). However, we had to prove to Brian Jones (FMCBC Instructor) that epic-trips are what the VOC
is all about... At 6:00 am Saturday, visions of Blackcomb’s heavenly backcountry bowls quickly faded
(for some) and plans for a “Take 3” were in the formative stages when the FMCBC van, carrying about
half of the course participants, died at the church in West Van. However, transfer plans were made
efficiently, and by 8:30 am the van passengers had bee spirited to the top of Mt. Seymour (which
turned Out to be an excellent location for the course). Under sunny skies the troop scrutinized the
terrain, dug pits (no, not 100-pits) did practice pieps searches, and even rescued two skiers and a hiker
who had been buried in an avalanche moments before! (well yes, it was a simulation - the actually
avalanche hazard was actually about ZIP). Chris Gill reports that those who actually made it to
Blackcomb for the course had a good “wild’ day trio. - F. Manning

SKUNG NEAR DIAMOND HEAD January 18-19 Lil Mesas
The weather wuz amazing -- even the moon shone bright. Lots of great snow and tonnes of terrain to
carve up gracefully (or not so gracefully in my case). Warm breezes, breathtaking views and
impromptu lessons on avalanche slopes and heavy packs altering your centre of gravity. Atwell
beaconed to five adventurous lads who said that they could see skiers on Baker (yeah, right -- high
altitude duz funny things to your mind). The return to the parking lot was traditional Dave W. -- in
the moonlight -- big, maniacal grin on face. Ten o’clock pizza at Mykonos in Squamish and another
weekend says goodnight. - L.Alessa
P.S: Rumor has it that some of the above didn’t actually get back to Vancouver until 4:30 a.m and
that yg because they were eating pizza in Squamish!

E-IARDWOMEN AT HOLLYBURN January 18-19
On their continuing mission to visually assess local ski patrol members, Julie and Chrystal hit
Hollyburn on Saturday. The trip started at the crack of dawn, with both shutting off their alarms. By
9:20, the pre-trip warm-up and briefing was underway at Benny’s where Julie had an apple and
cinnamon bagel with cream cheese and strawberry jam, and Chrystal had a herb bagel and dill cream
cheese. Reconnoitered with the Pachecos (who were also having an early start to their day) about snow
and weather conditions. By 11:30 they hit the slopes, enjoying the fabulous views, forgiving snow,
warm sun, and the occasional tele-turn. At dusk, after many encounters with altruistically intentioned
European advice-givers, it was a day. The effect of headlamps was diminished by the trail lights.
Note: The Nordic staff were assessed to be at a significantly lower level then that of the Alpine staff.

CALLAHAN LAKE, January26 - Fiona M.
Mike S., Marilyn, Fiona and Scott had an amazing ski thp to Callahan Lake on Sunday....amazing
because there were no vehicle problems, no health problems, no equipment problems AND headlamps
were not even required! All in all, just a nice gentle ski in the peace and quiet with big snowflakes
swirling around (a good reminder that it doesn’t JUST rain around here).

SPROAT LAKE, January26
Duke, Tami, Biffy, Tad and Deke headed out to Sproat Lake this Sunday. Although the thigh-high
snow was heavy, they almost conquered the peak (only a mere 150 feet off). The group was able to
successfully avoid any avalanches by spacing out and by scientifically timing themselves so that they
wouldn’t be swept away by the frequent avalanches. Biffy performed human projectile experiments,
recklessly hurling himself into snow banks; maximum depth achieved: 6 feet.
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The Making of The VOC Climbing Wall or,
Sport Climbing comes to UBC

Mike Spagnut

1992 is the year that the Varsity Outdoor Club got its own climbing wall in the

SUB Auditorium....Yeahl Its something that has been talked about for a long time

among VOCers and finally we manage to pull it off. We are much indebted to several

people at the AMS who supported me in our endeavour from start to finish - AMS

architect, Michael Kingsmill who first suggested the present location and also Martin

ErtI, Jason Brett, and Shaun Tageseth of the current AMS student administration. If

we had not had their support, this project would have never (excuse the pun) gotten

off the ground.

When I began searching for a suitable location, what I expected to find was a

traverse wall for or an isolated corridor somewhere on the campus. This possibility

seemed to be the most reasonable given availability of these sites, or so you might

think. However, there did not appear to be any suitable location which we would be

permitted to develop in any UBC Recreational Facility and little chance of success

anywhere else. Justin Marples, Executive Director of Phys. Ed. then suggested that I

talk to the AMS about our proposal. After some investigation, I discovered a long

maintenance corridor downstairs in the SUB which I though might be a possible site

for a traverse wall.

I then approached the AMS with my suggestion. Most of them thought that a

climbing wall was a great idea in principle but they were concerned that climbers

would interfere with the transport of loads up and down the hallway during busy

hours. Despite assurances from myself that climbers would restrict their activities

to within certain hours, they felt the location was a problem. Hence, the auditorium

fire exit corridor was suggested as an alternative location for our climbing wall. This

seemed like a risky proposition to me because of the flight of stairs in the middle of

the corridor. A close inspection of the area though, revealed the present location for

the VOC climbing wall.

The only problem now was to convince the AMS renovations committee and SAC

that we should be allowed to construct a top-rope climbing wall. Through my effort to

promote a traverse wall for the SUB, I had tried to differentiate this design from a

top-rope climbing wall which posed a much higher risk of liability. Now this in fact

was what I was proposing to Martin ErtI, AMS Director of Administration.
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Nevertheless, after plenty of bureaucratic wrangling they eventually did accept our

Top-Rope Wall proposal In the first week of August last year.

The next step was to actually build the climbing wall. After I got back from the

Bugaboos in the second week of August, the real work started.

Aside: My experience climbing in the Bugaboos had seived to remind me of the

virtues of an indoor climbing wall as I had experienced some of the weather for which

the area is so famous.

First, the existing wall needed to be torn down. Many wheel barrows of wood,

drywall and concrete finish later we started drilling the holes for the inserts. Eric

Clemson, Matt Parker and I drilled approximately 700 holes with a rotary hammer

into the 22 inch thick concrete wall in a hexagonal grid pattern. Then we applied a

polyester resin and sand mixture to the wall surface in order to provide some friction

for smearing. Lastly, some finishing carpentry was required to complete the job.

Everything went quite smoothly except that we did not finish applying all the

friction coating by the start of the fall term....oppsl Well, the AMS business office

staff were also a royal pain in the backside but that is another story. The climbing

wall seems to be quite popular so I guess that it has been a success. It has certainly

exceeded my original expectations for the project. My hope was that the project

would raise the profile of Indoor climbing as a sport on campus enough that we might

get a large scale climbing wall into Rec-Fac. We actually have a vertical indoor

climbing wall now albeit a small one. This I believe is a significant accomplishment

in itself though I am not sure if we are going to win the support we need for Rec-Fac.

The VOC Climbing competition coming up in March will be a key factor in this

effort to promote our proposal for Rec-Fac. As our proposal stands, we rank below

the more mainstream and higher profile athletic groups such as intramural sports.

They are well established on campus and have the Rec-Fac Planning Committee’s ear.

Since the current budget for Rec-Fac is only $8-9 million as opposed to the $27

million facility once planned, the competition for space will be severe.

The UBC Board of Governors has ordained that students will be required to

provide half of the funding for Rec-Fac. This has been a long standing policy at our

university for which this new facility will be no exception. Thus, we have the option

to raise the capital to construct a climbing wall ourselves. If the university can be

assured that a climbing wall is suitable for Rec-Fac and is a self-supporting

enterprise, we should win their approval. Short of our success with this proposal,

Eric Clemson, Paul Kao, Andy and Muriel Pacheco, Guy Edwards, Chris Gill and myself

have pledged to solo the UBC Clocktower naked during a lunch hour this spring.
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Sexism at Squamish???
Tanya Behrlsch

What do the names “Hot Cherry Bendover’, “Split Beaver’ and Too Drunk to

Fuck” have in common? What outdoor sport does “Smell of Fat Chick” bring to mind?

Having just recently gotten involved in the sport of rock climbing in the Lower

Mainland, I’m neither skilled nor experienced enough to attempt any of the above

rock climbs in Squamish. “Local girls are bad” and “Loose Lady” are simply way

over my head at this stage, to mention but a few. Historically, the sport of rock

climbing has been predominantly male, and since the 1970’s a strong, male centered

tradition of christening new climbs around sexual reveries often humiliating to

women has arisen.

What I find most difficult to reconcile is the physical and mental capability it

takes to climb one of these and the emotional maturity it takes to name one of these.

The contradiction leads me to believe that these boys’ only hope of physical

stimulation is while climbing, and thus they are forced to resort to the fantasy that

while they conquer “Smell of Fat Chick”, she’s waiting for them down below.

Misogynist names such as “Smell of Fat Chick” only help to perpetuate the

patriarchal myth that women are to be though of solely in terms of their sexuality.

These names are both degrading and repugnant, and therefore harmful to women.

So far in the last four months, I have been shown nothing but kindness and

encouragement by the male climbers in the community, who themselves have

expressed disgust for the crudity some of their fellows consider humour. The climbs

named above date back to 1979 and up to the present, and as more women have

entered the sport since, not much has changed. This is not to say there aren’t

excellent, imaginative, crazy and tasteful names around like “The World’s Toughest

Milkman” and Friendly Lizard.’ This message is mainly for boys like the one who

dedicated “Sherry’s Crack” to his girlfriend, with love. Lucky women.

By using names like this, the boys are limiting the sport to themselves, and I

don’t know what that’s going to do for their mental frustration of being alone at it.

Unfortunately, I can’t see the day I’ll ever climb “Orifice Fish.”
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Making Out On The Rocks
Noel Buckley

Well, you’ve just finished Rock 1 or Rock 2 at Longhike and you think you’re a

pretty harsh, tendon trashing climber type, don’t ya? You want to be known and

associated with the gods of rockdom; you want to be known by nicknames like, The

Flash,” or “Betty Tendonblaster”; you want a rack with three sets of RPs and a bolt

kit; you want Spandex, lycra, a chalk bag, neon rock slippers, a rope, and a skimpy

harness that either makes you talk three octaves higher or feel real, real good. You

want all the gear, all of it, you want it alIt But you don’t have a thousand dollars, and

you don’t have sixteen years of climbing experience, and you don’t took a damn thing

like Peter Croft, Todd Skinner, or Lynn Hill.

What do you do?

-Huh?

-Huh??

You improvise.

And you follow this cheap skate and non-climber’s guide to Making Out on the

Rocks.” No, this guide isn’t about sex; it’s about getting that reputation that you’ve

been seeking: that of the elusive, hard core climber. You want to be known so well that

people stop and goggle at you. They know you’re so great that you don’t dare climb in
front of anybody, for you would instantly have all the girls (or guys) after you,
wanting to be your belay slave for life. (Although this sounds like a dream come true,

remember that your ever-increasing band of belay slaves have all abandoned partners

already on the rock, and that you are now responsible for deaths, broken legs, and a
torn fingernail).

Here are the tips, hints and tricks you need. From techniques to cheap gear, it’s
all here.

1) Ditch your old boots: That means those old, thick, gum boot types of rock

shoes. Anything that goes higher than your ankle is suspect. Likely culprits: E.b.s,

Fires with grommets, or any boot with a true heel.
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2) Cut your webbing harness: 8 metres of webbing can make a few decent slings.

Webbing harnesses are uncool. But beware: knotted slings made from cut webbing

may attract bad looks. It’s better to buy a few Spectra &n slings It you can afford it,

and show them off instead.

3) Sweat pants? No Way’ The only people who will admire you for wearing

sweat pants are “Big Wall Aid Climbers.” Warning: these guys are a dying breed, and

are all way too old. Stay away from them at all cost! They are likely to try and teach

you the art of copperheading and placing pitons! Better to go with lycra and avoid this

potentially deadly hazard.

Improvise Gear:

1> Rock Shoes: Buy “slippers”; rock slippers are the cheapest shoes on the market,

and other climbers will think you do climbs; i.e. 5.13c cracks. If you are so

pathetically cheap that you can’t afford real rock shoes, no problem! Get either a pair

of “Foamtread” house slippers or “Vans” and a roll of black electrician’s tape. Use the

tape to make “sticky rubber” soles and rands on your Vans or Foamtreads. Now you

have super cheap, but quality looking rock shoes. (Be sure as hell not to really use

them! You’ll peel faster than a potato in a Nalley’s chip factory!).

2) Chalk bag: This one’s real easy and cheap. First, buy a bottle of Seagram’s

Whiskey. Save the alcohol for later: the fancy purple bag that the bottle comes in is

what you’re after. This makes a wild looking purple chalk bag. To get chalk, wait

until one of your lectures is done, and between the old prof leaving and the new one

coming in, you should be able to scam a few pieces of blackboard chalk (white only!).

After a few days, you’ll have enough to crush up and fill your chalk bag. Don’t forget a

toothbrush.

3) Lycra tights: If you’re a fruity cyclist you may already own a pair of these,

otherwise, buy a pair or make your own. How? Easy: get a pair of nylons and dye
them the color of your choice (black, blue or pink are all good). Don’t forget to cut
the feet off the nylons.

4) Harness (optional): Since a real harness would be $60 or more, it will be

cheaper to make one. An effective harness that looks good (again, the key word is
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“looks” - don’t chmb with it unless you want to become known by having your name

published in Accidents in North American Mountaineering) can be made with a couple

of accessory straps (the kind you use to tie your sleeping bag and foamy around your

pack). Sew them together any way that makes them look like a harness. If you don’t

want to make one, you’ll just have to make it known that you only do solo ascents.

5) Rope (optional): A real rope is a big expense ($100÷). Either buy an old,

trashed, second hand rope ($10) or make a “fake rope.” Buy a few metres of rope at a

store ($5). Take your pack, stuff it with a sweater or a couple of pillows, close the

top, and let a few loops of rope hang out the sides, so that it looks like your rope is in

your pack. Warning: a rope and harness must be used together. If you don’t have one,

don’t bother with the other.

6) Bolt kit: Just buy a few cheap machine bolts at a hardware store. Make sure they

are about 10mm thick and about 2” long for granite, 3.5’ long for sandstone or

limestone.

7) ProtectIon:

if Carablners: Wrap lots of tinfoil around some shower curtain hangers.

il/ R.P.s: These are Really Pathetically small nuts that are used for protecting thin

cracks. Get some piano wire or guitar strings and glue some nuts or washers onto the
end of the wire, Make a loop with the other end.

jill SLCDs (Spring-Loaded Camming Devices; i.e. Friends, Camalots). Use some

piano wire for the stem, a nail for the axle, and some cardboard cutouts for the cams.

Note: a bigbro (large crack protection) can be made from the spring-loaded tube that
holds the toilet paper roll on your wall.

N.B. Don’t make or carry hexes or Tricams, which are considered uncool by modem

sport climbers. Use a #11 hex as a coffee cup.

Technique:

Since you’re not actually going to be climbing, you don’t need any.
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Language and Useful Jargon:

1) Flash: Climbing a route without falling. Remember, you can flash many 5.13s and

5.14s.

2) Redpoint: Leading a climb while placing protection. You can redpoint 5.14b after

you have “worked” the route. A variation is a “pink point” where you still lead the

route, but place all protection before you climb.

3) Jacked: As in, “This is so jacked.”

4) Dyno or dynamo: A “flying move” to jump for a hold that is too far to reach.

5) Crank: A full blown, pure muscle and brute strength move.

6) Monodigit: A single finger pocket.

Ex: “After I flashed the 5.13c, I redpointed this 5.14a. I was so jacked, I had to crank

a dyno from a monodigit.”

Things Not to Talk About:

1) Ethics: You place bolts and glue or chip holds “only” if the climb requires it. Bolts

are always placed on rappell.

2) Pitons and copperheads: You have no idea what these are and don’t want to know.

3) Skyhooks and fifi hooks: More aid gear. Leave them alone; hopefully you won’t have

to deal with them.

Cost of Equipment:

Let’s see how much money you saved:

Real Cost Your Cost
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Rock shoes $80-i 00 $10 (siippers+tape)

Chalk bag+chalk $ 20 $0 (whiskey offsets)

Lycra tights $4 5 $ 5

Harness $60-90 $5

Rope $100-150 $5

Boits+bolt kit $40 $ 2

R.P.s (1 set) $50 $ 1

S.L.C.D.s (1 set) $400 $ 2

Carabiners (30) $200 $ 5

TOTAL: $1155 $35
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So, you see, for a mere $35, you can have the image and reputation of a world class

climber.

Other Assorted Tricks:

1) Cut off your second biggest toe. Now your feet will fit better in your rock

shoes. Other climbers will be impressed by your dedication to the sport.

2) Make fake abrasIons on your hands. You’ll need #220 and #60 sandpaper

and a block of wood. Wrap the #220 paper round the block of wood and scratch up the

backs of your hands, the inside of your thumb muscles, the sides of your fists, and

your fingertips. Use the #60 paper sparingly to fake major cuts (most likely on the

back of your hand near the thumb, or on your first set of knuckles).

3) Frequently chalk your fingers and blow chalk off them. Also, always

make sure that you have chalk under and around your fingernails for that “just-been-

climbing” look.

4) Carry lots of Power Bars with you. Snack on them frequently while

mentioning how good you are.

5) Make up fake sponsors: ‘i need help; who should I choose; Metolius, Petzl and

Black Diamond all want to sponsor me.

6) Have a climbing related key chain; e.g. use a carabiner as a key holder.

If you follow all or most of the tips above and hang around Squamish a lot, your

famous reptuation should arrive in about a year. Whatever you do, though, don’t go to

Smith Rock. You might find yourself having to prove your outstanding ability, and

that would be a disaster! (or would it?)
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Tales From The Dark Side
John McCarter

Summer 1991-Winter 1992

The following incidents occured on trips (or non-trips) I have been on this

year. In some cases, the the non-trip is the incident. Names have been altered to

protect the identities of those involved, under the VOC Broken Board protection

system.

Doomed-from-birth department.

June: Bob Dill and I decide to head off to Blanshard’s needle. It is sprinkling on

Saturday morning. In Maple Ridge 3 hours later, it is raining. The trail up to the

needle is so muddy it looks as if it has never not rained here. We set up camp by a

tam at the foot of Alouette MI, have dinner and discuss options in the steady drizzle.

Hopefully, we remain for a few more hours. As the sky darkens and the mists close

in, we revolt, pack up and begin trudging down the trail. Fifteen minutes later, we

realize the Park gate is closed at some arbitrary time only ninety minutes from now.

We sprint down the trail, reaching the car with twenty minutes to spare. Strangely

enough, it starts.

Why? Oh, why?

July: I am hiking up the backside of the Squamish Chief with some friends from

Victoria. I feel a vague disquiet because I have half-seriously sworn I would not go

up the Chief by the back until I had climbed it by the front, a feat I do not accomplish
until later this month when I climb Angel’s Crest with Mary Pepsico. I am sitting on

a small pinnacle near the Third summit. The rock around the base is loose and I do

not want to downclimb it with my daypack and hiking boots. I remove the pack and

hurl it with all my strength into the brush on level ground. It lands neatly on an

elastic bush which bends, then catapults the pack back towards me before it flips
over once, twice, then slides with increasing speed towards the lip of the North
gulley. Long seconds of silent free fall are followed by what sounds like a detonation
during heavy blasting. The next day, I enlist Len Keg’s copnsiderable munge
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climbing skills as we slide, scrape and scramble up the North gulley to see what can
be salvaged. Miraculously, after 300’ of tree fall, we find the pack virtually
undamaged, even containing an unbroken waterbottle and headlamp.

The Squamish Four

August: Bob Dill, Frank Fill-up, Feisty Manningpark and I are enjoying a sunny
and mellow climbing day in the Smoke Bluffs. We finish the third pitch of the
“Smoke Bluff connection” when we meet Derek Clamsong wandering the cliffs, rope
and rockshoes in his hands. I guess we should have taken the appearance of this
solitary figure as a warning. After flashing “White rabbit”, he vanished as suddenly
as he’d appeared, leaving us to our fate. I lead the last pitch, ‘Wonderland”, a long
5.9 traversing crack, Bob seconds, and Feisty thirds. As it is now getting dark and
starting to rain, I go down the back of the climb to see how Frank is doing, leaving
Bob belaying Feisty. Unfortunately, with the darkness, rain and difficult
communication between climber and belayer, Feisty has slipped and then somehow
been lowered so that she Is now suspended in a blank section below the crack. With
our one fading headlamp fitfully flickering, Frank and I toss a rope to Feisty, and
with tension from Bob, pull her up and over to us. Thankfully, the Dairy Queen is
still open.

Midnight Express

September: It’s 2 a.m. on a highway somewhere between Bursa and Denizli,
Turkey. Ally Baba and I have accepted a ride with Mehmet, an official of the Turk
Elektric Kompany, the very pleasant and generous fellow at the wheel of the car in
which we are now somewhat reluctant passengers. In Bursa we had met Mehmet, who
upon finding we were going his way, had offered us a ride. By a strange twist of
chance, we then discovered the bus tickets we already had were good only for the the
day before. We gladly accepted his offer. Now however, the roads are full of very
large trucks and Mehmet is gleefully zipping back and forth between them. I try to
sleep but the glare of directly oncoming headlights keeps me awake. At one point, we
are in the left lane in front of an oncoming semi trailer. At seemingly the last
moment, we jerk back, our nose almost under the bumper of the truck ahead and only
avoid colliding with it because we swing out again as the oncoming truck passes with
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a rush. I look at Ally and wonder to myself if I’ve said and done all I intend to do In

my life. The answer, I realize, is no, but eventually I fall asleep.

Monkey-faced

November: Seven VOCers attempt to climb the Monkey Faco, a large and

somewhat simian-looking pillar, in Smith Rocks, Ore. The weather is fantastic, the

climbing totally enjoyable. But now we are waiting at the base of an AO pitch, the

penultimate pitch of the climb, for a partyof three affable Englishmen ahead of us

who are unfortunately rather slow. As darkness falls, the first VOCers to gain the

cave at the top of the pitch rig a Tyrolean traverse to the main ridge for use the next

day as the remainder of the party jumar up one by one. Somehow, due to two

separate rappel and jumar rope retrieval problems, we leave five ropes on the climb

that night, two as part of the Tyrolean system and three we didn’t mean to leave at all.

The Incredible SinkIng Car

January: The original destination of this trip is Brandywine, but the snow is so

sludgy, the visibility so poor that Frank Fill-up and I decide to abort after a few

hours of dreary up-hill trudging. We return to the car, but undaunted, set out to

Pemberton in search of the Meager Creek hot springs, neither of us having been

there before or indeed, having any but the vaguest of idea where they are.

Nevertheless, we drive up the scenic Pemberton valley, locate the appropriate

logging road and continue into the gathering dusk. There is something like over a foot

of snow on the ground but the tracks left by four-wheel drive vehicles draw us

onward until we reach a frozen puddle which covers the road. The ruts seem to skirt

the puddle on the right so- Frank launches his Subaru at the obstacle. Unfortunately,

several seconds later the front of the car is resting at an acute angle up to its bumper

in water as crushed ice and mud from the puddle, now revealed to be a three foot deep

pond, seep in through the floor boards. We have a oddly enjoyable time freeing the

vehicle, which involves lifting it with a submerged jack, piling rocks under the

front wheels and pushing while standing up to one’s knees in icewater. We camp in

the road and have a nice hike in the hills the next day.

Participants: None who will willingly be identified
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ANNAPURNA SANCTUARY
Connie Hrymack

with travel compadres
James Hallisey and Dave Potklns

October 30-November 1, 1990

We had just finished hiking the Annapurna circuit and were gearing up to do the

Sanctuary. Our trekking permits were dangerously close to their expiry date so ewe

budgeted four days for their trek: two going in, two coming back. There was a

shortcut to Ghandruk- the startingplace to the Sanctuary- that involved a one mile

vertical climb. As usual, there was no downhill to complement the climb. The

greater part of Nepal seemed to consist of only uphill terrain.

Ghandruk was filled wLth lodges and fine food- the perfect place to prepare for a

new trek. it was nice to kick back and relax for a day. Catch up on the wash and fill

up on apple pie. We were the only trekkers there that night so our dinner came fast

and continuously.

The lodge provided us with a preview of what was to come: Machhapuchhare. the

Annapurnas, Hiunchuli, and Gangapurna. The sunset spilled over, the west face of

Machhapuchhare, coloring it that pink hue that seemed to be so commonplace for all

the peaks in Nepal. After the sun set, the moon illuminated the mountains. We spent

our evening sipping milk- tea on the patio and each privately revelling in the beauty

of the mountains.

The next day, just before setting out on the trail, the guys ripped through my

pack to see why on earth it was so heavy. I spent a small portion of my previous trek

whining about how heavy it was. So maybe I didnt need to bring three different

novels ( and the hairdryer was most unnecessary). Someone warned m I better wear

a skirt on the trail so as not to offend the Nepalese. Not once did I see another woman

wear a skirt- a potentially hazardous article of clothing, I might add. Five pounds

lighter already, I had to plea bargain to take my journal. Not something to leave

home with out. With a grand total of fifteen pounds of assorted gear banished, I felt

like a weightless young nymph cavorting through the mountains. Well, not quite

cavorting, more like stumbling. But the light pack was a treat.

We had an easy start the first day. The major goal was to sneak by the police

checkpost because our trekking permits had expired by then. Dave, all of 6’4” held a

shrubbery in front of him, hoping to blend in with the scenery. Aside from all the

Tom foolery, we did manage to distract the police-dude enough to scurry by the post.
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The trail was most technical. Knarled roots, rocks, dirt, mus, bog, and the

occasional waterfall. A porter named Dulga, about 15 years old, decided he would

hike with me to make sure I didn’t seriously maim myself. He said I reminded him of

his sister. I wondered if she also did flying lipskids all over the Nepal terrain.

We stayed in Chomrong that night. During dinner, these American-type

trekkers sat down behind us and slapped down two 1 -pound bags of M+M’s. I’m not

sure what it is with Nepal, but as soon as I hit the trail I developed an insatiable

desire to eat chocolate every possible chance I could. Luckily the Americans were

obliging. I think they were trying to get rid of extra weight as well.

On the second day, we made it up to Begar. One hour away from the

Machhapuchhare Base camp or two hours from the Sanctuary. The vegetation was

getting sparser as the trail went on. I can’t seem to recall much after climbing

“heartbreak hill”, yet another unrelenting vertical hill. However, I do remember

walking into this foggy snow belt just before Begare - and rather slowly at that.

This yellow figure (in the shape of James) approached me, took my backpack, put

another jacket on me and said “only a half hour to food and a warm fire”. The

adrenalin kicked in and I flailed up the trail at mach speed.

We had an extra early start in the morning. The lodge-owner did something evil

to our macaroni the night before (put in this horrid orange spice) so we figureed we

should dine elsewhere for breakfast. Hence we left in search of oatmeal and glaciers.

Once again the guys managed to get waaay ahead and had stopped at another lodge.

Actually the reason I stopped had more to do with a toilet than with food. But after

using the fine facility, I felt obliged to eat at the toilet-owner’s lodge.

I practically ran the rest of the way to the sanctuary, fearing the guys were

waaay ahead of me again. Meanwhile they were (patiently) waiting for me at their

lodge with an extra portion of breakfast food sitting at their table which was slowly

getting cold.

So I arrived at the Sanctuary alone, It was 1 OAM and the sky was just clearing

up. There’s something about the sky when there are glaciers nearby: it turns and

incredible shad e of blue-like nothing I’ve ever seen at home, and surely nothing I

will ever forget. I walked past ever seen at home, and surely nothing I will ever

forget. I walked past the camp and climbed up this boulder that was sitting on the

edge overlooking a moraine. I was at the center of the universe at the moment. When

I looked up I saw a panorama of screaming white glaciers towering over me.
Hiunchuli, Annapurna South, Gangapurna. Machhapuchhare, and the rest of the

Annapurnas. blinding white peaks stabbing into an incredibly blue sky.
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I sat comfortably on that boulder nibbling on some chocolate. The only thing

that existed at that moment was those glaciers and that wonderful blue sky.

Definitely a picture I will never forget.

Travelling into the Annapurna Sanctuary--Journal Notes
Fern Hletkamp

January - February 1991

Group: Fern Hietkamp, Terasita Heiser, Jennifer Gotaas, Cameron Ritchie, and Savas

Lama (our guide)

Jan. 30, 1991. Chomrong. I think it’s day 20 of our little jaunt around the

Annapurna Circuit. We spent yesterday travelling from Ghoropani to Tadopani.

Terasita not well. Savas took her pack; she said several times she felt like she might

faint. For her a four hour walk was six hours. So we put her to bed as soon as we

arrived in Tadopani. In what turned out to be a hotel popular with hashish smokers.

Terasita was having all sorts of nightmarish visions--about not having enough

strength to get herself out of here, about getting sicker and not being close to a

hospital. She was also increasingly bothered by her loss of money and passport

(back at Fedi), saying she might need to fly back early because of lack of funds. We

told Terasita that of course she needn’t worry about cash; we could cover for her.

Anyway, she went to Ghandrung today, and Jen went with her, since she felt so weak,

and here I am in Chomrong with Cam and Savas.

Talked with Tony (New Zealand) over supper. Had Dal Vat for once--that really

took care of our appetites! Not hungry at all after that--all thoughts of chocolate

banished for now.

Wondering about going into the sanctuary tomorrow, with my knee bothering

me. It would be an opportunity that I might not have again. But we’re not glory

bound, and have not the drive to see it as some we have met. Besides, it does not seem

that the view will be very good--it’s clouded over now.

Feels strange to be separated from Jen and T.--wonder what they’re doing now.
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January 31, 1991. Chomrong to Himalayan Hotel.

Here with Cam, Sävas, Richie (Irish) and his guide, and the two cooks. The cooks

came all the way up from Chomrong just for us, to open up the lodge, and make

supper. We walked about seven hours today--a long day--wondering how Jon and T.

are. Either they will wait in Pokhara for 3-4 days for us, or they will head back to

Kathmandu and we’ll meet them there. Right now it’s clouded over and we’re not sure

whether it will clear tomorrow morning. It snowed a bit, path steep on the way up,

in places--last hot.r tough going for me. Find myself wondering why I am here, what

I am doing this for, what is inspiring me. In a way it is like life itself--you are on a

path that you are living, and you have not chosen this life, but you are here anyway.

And so you have to choose about things, set your mind to things, build relationships.

Set up a life, go forward on the trail, and the reasons will come, the inspiration will

surface, a story will evolve. Trust this. Will there be sunshine when we wake up

tomorrow a.m.?

February 1, 1991. Himalayan Lodge to Manchhapuchhre Base Camp.

Attempted to get an early start this morning, but didn’t actually start walking

until 9 a.m. Reached Base Camp in good time--11.30--but it was clouding over by

the time we got here--so--no chance to go into the sanctuary today. We settled down

for lunch amid a bustle of travellers--some leaving, some arriving, and this is a

ry. small placel The lodge keeper is friendly and works hard to feed us. It’s warm

with all the bodies; should be comfortable sleeping tonight. Started snowing while we

were eating and snowed hard all afternoon. We hope to be able to travel tomorrow,

and that the snow stops. Savas says because of the new moon tonight the weather

should be clear, and we may have a slight crust to travel on tomorrow. Would we be

able to make Chomrong tomorrow? Hope so. Had a dream about avalanches last night.

Was a bit afraid as we were walking along the river valley today, under the invisible

mountains above us. But we are here now. Will the snowfall increase avalanche

potential?

February 3, 1991. Manchhapuchhre Base Camp to Chomrong.

Up early this a.m. to see if we could get into the sanctuary--but too much snow

had fallen (above our kneest). Saw Annapurna lit up gloriously with the morning

sun though. The cloudy sky from yesterday disappeared (snowed out), and was clear

and blue. We had a quick breakfast and decided to head down right away, in order to
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1) get past the avalanche danger points before the sun got too high in the sky, and 2)

to get out of the hills before the sky clouded over again, and more snow fell. We

started to head down the valley, but--how to find the trail? Well, the answer soon

appeared in the form of black ‘coocar” (dog), who led us unerringly through the

corridor. This dog had been staying at the Base Camp--had kept our feet warm while

we were playing cards at night, and had been fed our scraps. Apparently she had

followed some other tourists up, and now she was here to guide us down! She

accompanied us back to Chomrong, finding the way through the deep snow, stopping

and looking back once in a while to make sure we were following. We thought

perhaps she could smell the trail through the snow.

Funny how this whole scene parallels what I’ve just read in Matthiesons ]ji&

Snow Leopard. Matthieson, in the end, did not see the leopard he had long tracked and

waited for. He realized that the time was not right for him to perceive the leopard.

His trip really, he found out, was about going home. On our trek, we couldn’t see the

sanctuary, although we had come so far, and had sweated that much. But we had a

miracle nevertheless--in the form of a black dog that led us down from the

sanctuary. This miracle that looked over her shoulder to see that we were following,

taking care of us, being a servant.

What a beautiful day in terms of scenery. From snow to bamboo forest to

jungle, and out the farmland of Chomrong. Stayed together with Christine, Tony,

Richie, etc., at the Chomrong Lodge, and enjoyed pizza, lasagna, beers, and chocolate

pudding! Tried to listen to the news about the war, but too much static.

Next: Chomrong to Tolka; Tolka to Pokhara, where we found Jen and Terasita

waiting, and where, at long last, we could do a bit of laundry.
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TURKEY
John McCarter

August 21-Octoberl, 1992

Travelling through rural Turkey is not really a wilderness experience but the

culture, people and exotic nature of Turkish village life made for plenty of

adventure. We went for several day hikes, usually walks in the hills between

villages, and there is ample opportunity for much longer multi-day treks, and some

excellent mountaineering, particularly in the Kackar and Toros regions. Our main

method of transportation was by bus or dolmus (‘minibus’), which shuttle between

the smallest of Turkish towns or villages on a semi.regular basis. The Turkish bus

system is amazingly cheap (a couple of dollars for trips of several hundred km) and

quite pleasant, though since everyone immediately lights up the first of several

cigarettes upon boarding a Turkish bus, you might consider taking up smoking as

well. Typically, Turkish driving habits tend to the fast and psychopathic. Other

drivers, and certainly pedestrians, are vermin. But one feels a certain thrill as a

dolmus changes drivers at 80 km/h on the highway between Erzurum and Tortum.

The country itself is very diverse, ranging from modern fishing and tourist

towns on the Aegean coast to small and friendly villages in the mountains of the east

to the cultural richness and faded glory of Istanbul. The Turkish people we

encountered are some of the most genuinely friendly and open in my experience. We

experienced many instances of ‘Turkish hospitality’, the habitual befriending and

kindness to strangers. The impact of tourism has been much less severe in most of

Turkey than in Greece, for example, and the aftermath of the Gulf war and the

Yugoslavian conflict further slashed the numbers of of travellers (reportedly down

by 70%) while we were there. The activities of the PKK (Kurdish Workers’ Party)

guerillas in the southeast have also received some attention, particularly the

kidnapping (and eventual release) of a total of a dozen or so foreign tourists during

our time there. The PKI< is engaged in an armed struggle against the Turkish
government for an independent Kurdistan and though the conflict might be described

by some CIA analyst as ‘low intensity, the military presence in the east is very
apparent. We journeyed to Malatya and Bingol with no troubles, and met many

people who had visited Mardin and Diyarbakir, but backcountry travel in the

extreme southeast (near the Iraqi border) should be approached with, or, prudence.
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Some highlights from our taste of this truly fascinating country of wonderful

and diverse peoples....

Sept 1-2:

We took a doimus to Dalyan, a beautiful riverside fishing town situated on a lush

and almost tropical delta. In fact, the malaria-carrying Ariopheles mosquito was only

eradicated here in the 1940s. The river is really a tidal estuary between the town

and the site of some ancient Lycian ruins, so we wandered down the riverbank until

we found a boy who cheerfully took us across for 1000 Turkish lira (about $0.25 a

piece) by row boat. We passed through a very rustic Turkish village as we followed

a tractor track to the ruins. This is no Acropolis: no tourists and everywhere half-

buried Roman-era buildings poking out of the hillsides. A well-preserved

amphitheatre. We hiked up a hillside of open pine forest as the crickets buzzed,

finally emerging overlooking a rocky 300’ cliff above that oh-so-blue Aegean sea.

Goat trails were so numerous that we lost our intended path to the nearby village of

Ekincik, so we returned the way we’d come. At the ruins again, we met a man and his

dancing bear (I). He beat his tambourine and the bear would hop ponderously about

and assume various poses. But the bear surely didn’t enjoy the steel chain through

his nose. In Dalyan that afternoon, we saw a group of boys about ten years old

dancing near the pier among a group of men (their fathers) who were playing flutes

and drums. The boys were wearing red pillbox caps and red sashes enscribed

Maasallah’ (‘Wonder of God’) and were off to their sunnet, or circumscision

ceremony.

4 Sept:

Fethiye, Aegean Coast. Started our hike at 7:00 a.m. to beat the heat of the day

and walked past an old Crusader castle into the hills beyond via an old cobblestone

road, or kaldirim. Stopped for tea, the ubiquitous cay, in Kaya, a very sleepy village

with goats wandering the dirt street and village girls pulling water from flat stone

wells. Above Kaya is Makri, the ruins of a Greek town of 20 000 abandoned in the

1920s under the resettlement conditions imposed after the creation of the new

Turkish state. We are told the local people will not live there because they believe

the Greeks cursed the place before they left. The path winds over the saddle above

Gemile Island, through an open and very hot forest above the sea and finally emerges

at Olu denize beach. Suddenly there is white sand, many tourists. Oh, well.
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6 Sept:

It is in Konya where the Mevlana, or whirling dervish order originated. It is a
devout and conservative town: many women are clad eyeball to ankle in black chadors.

Altaire wore a headscarf and I put on long pants, so that I vaguely resembled most
Turks in their sweaters, vests and wool trousers. The bazaar is amazing: no tourists

here, just blacksmiths’ shops, carpenters, fruit vendors, sellers of clothes and

shoes, and crowds of people buying, haggling and playing backgammon. People are
very curious and friendly. Many men, like in other Mediterranean countries,
holding hands in the street. We talked to a group of boys which quickly grew to a
dozen or so shyly trying out fragments of English. Then it is midday and the shops
closed as the ezan from the mosques called everyone to prayer.

8-9 Sept:

The Cappadocia region in central Turkey is a strange land of bizzare hoodoo-like
rock formations of soft volcanic tuff. What is bizzare is that these big-as-house

structures have been carved into houses, and indeed, entire cities, centuries ago.
They have been variously inhabited by early Christians fleeing persecution, grape-
growing monks and modern Turks as late as the 1950s when the government declared
the troglodyte dwellings unsafe because of earthquake-induced collapses. Uchisar
castle, an entire mountain honeycombed with tunnels, loomed over the Pidgeon Valley
like something out of The Lord of the Rings. Further south, the entirely underground

cities of Kaymakli and Derinkuyu stretch downward for tens of metres and eight
levels of passageways, smoke-blackened rooms, graineries and stables with mangers.
Some of the tunnels are unlit and with trusty headlamp, we ventured down, past
several huge circular stone doors carved (presumably for defence) at intervals from
the rock. After 50 m or so, the tunnel narrowed to a crawispace but still spiraled
downward. Who knows how far it went? We turned off our light and amused/scared
ourselves with Shitl-l-dropped-the-light.-Do-you-know-how-to-get-out-of

here? jokes.

Sept. 12-14:

Arriving by bus in Malatya, a town in eastern Turkey, we passed by several
army observation posts along the road and then through a police/army roadblock. A

plainclothes officer got on and checked the ID of all Turkish males. Women and

foreigners, it seems, are not suspect. We are within the nebulous borders of

Kurdistan, land claimed by Kurdish nationalists, and the Turkish army presence is
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quite visible. Despite this, Malatya is a very friendly town with quite a few foreign

tourists because of its proximity to Nemrut Dagi, an awesome and somewhat haunting

mountaintop ruin of giant statues. Altaire and I got talking to Levant, who invited us

to visit his English school where we talked and drank cay with some local students.

Two of their teachers, All and Melissa, a Turkish-American guy and his Canadian-

born wife, stopped by and invited us to their home for dinner that night. It was a

great time of story-swapping over Turkish meatballs, fried potatoes and salad.

Sept. 15-16:

Erzurum, eastern Turkey. We really felt the foreigness here: many women

wear the veil or are even in purdah (a burlap cloth covering the entire body --- not

even eye-holes). We met a man named Nun, who showed us all around the town and

took us out for dinner to a small restaurant. He adamantly refused to allow us to pay

our share. Admittedly, he did own a carpet shop, but he knew since we’d met we were

not buying and he really was just a gregarious guy, showing us pictures and letters

from his foreign friends with real fondness and pride. A love of life flows so near the

surface in the people here, not buried under layers of reserve as in the West.

27 Sept:

You cannot go to Turkey without experiencing a Turkish bath, or hamam. It is a

real social event in male-dominated Turkish culture, kind of like going to the pub to

watch the hockey game. Theoretically, they are always strictly segregated by sex,

with men and women going on different hours or days. However, in western Turkey

(particularly if it is not busy), it is possible for men and women to bathe together.

Everyone, of course, is clad at all times in a small towel, or pestamal. The bath

itself consists of an initial steaming sauna session, after which you wash yourself,

then more leisurely basting. At this point, you may partake of the services of the

masseur, who will scrub you with a rough mitt, removing an astonishing quantity of

dead skin, then proceed to mould your muscles into strange and new forms. After our

bath in Selchuk that evening, we flowed back to our pension, defining new levels of
relaxation.

Participants: Allaire Butler

John McCarter
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A Review 01 Some American Climbing Areas
- Eric Clemson

The following is a reviesw of some famous and not-so-famous climbing areas in

the Western States. It is by no means complete and only reprsents a small selection

of the various possibilities in the region. Since teh acceptance of sport climbing

(clip and go routes with abundant fixed protection), many new crags have sprouted

up in the U.S. and some ols ones have been rejuvenated. There is likely more than

double the mumber of climbing areas in the U. S. thabn there were five years ago.

With the infix of participants intothe sport, route development has risen

dramatically, creating an even larger assortment of climbing destinations. With

their own crags covered in snow, many Canadians make the migration down to these

American ‘hotspots” during the winter months. Although the following areas are not

all definitive winter crags, they do offer great and diverse climbing when the scene

at home is less than ideal.

Washington

Index

Closest to Vancouver this granite crag is famous for its steep, unrelenting crack

routes. Although not a great beginners area, there are many excellent routes ranging

from single pitch climbs to full day wells. As with mast American climbing areas,

sport climbing has caught on here with reportedly many five routes. The climate

however is pretty much the same as Squamish which makes it more of a good summer

alternative.

Leavenworth

Many V.O.C.ers are familiar with this area judging by the hordes who lock there

during Thanksgiving weekend. My feeling about Leavenworth climbing is that its

sort of weird. This is likely due to the spread-out nature of the climbs which tend to

reduce the “scen& that some areas suffer from. Climbing ranges from very easy to

moderately difficult, yet with few high end routes. Although sport climbing has

found its way into Icicle Canyon, many of these climbs tend to be lower angle and not

the steep tare that’s currently in vogue. Although Icicle Canyon routes are mostly
less than vertical on granite domes, steeper face climbing can be found in the
Tumwater Canyon with Castle Rock being the most popular. Routes here tend to be of

very high quality and offer good to excellent face and crack climbing at all levels.
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There are pretty well no sport routes here, however, yet there is abundant natural

pro.

Peshastin Pinnacles, located slightly east, is Levenworth’s answer to sandstone

climbing. Routes here are mostly lower angle slabish climbs with most of their

holds greased off. Although definitely not he best climbing in Leavenworth, Peshastin

does have the best and sunniest weather for winter climbing.

Tietan RIver Gorge

This relatively new climbing area has just began to be known by travelling

Canadians. Located 20 miles west of Yakima, the climbing consists of basalt pillars

separated by cracks of varrying widths. Although predominantly a high quality crack

climbing area, many well protected, excellent face climbs have been put up on the

well featured faces and aretes of these columns. One thing notable about the area is

the abundance of easy and moderate routes in close proximity to each other, thus

making it a good destination for the beginning leader. High quality routes extend into

the low 5.12’s. a good year round climbing area, but watch out for rattlers in the

summer.

Frenchman’s Coulee

This area is quite funky, to say the least. Located between the micro-towns of

Vantage and George of the i-90 in the Washington desert, you are not likely to see

many crowds here. Climbing here ranges from quite pleasant face climbing up giant

basalt pillars (watch out for rotten rack on topt) to basalt column crack climbing.

Although not having done much in the way of the crack routes here, they look

absolutely incredible, some of them with very interesting wave-like wiggles all the

way up. Although some of the climbs here are not quite so easy to find, a new

guidebook was published in ‘91 which should help. Definitely not a summer area.

Oregon

Smith Rocks

famous as being probably the first major sport-cragging area in the U.S., “The

Park” offers tons of well protected face routes for all levels. Although often quite

crowded on weekends (especially when 60 V.O.C.ers are there I), Smith continues to

be one of my favorite places largely due to its beautiful location just east of the

Cascades. Although predominantly face climbing with many high end routes, there

are also some fine moderate multi-pitch crack routes to enjoy after the pockets have

gotten the best of your fingers. Smith, by the way, is also home to “Toxic, one of the
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mosi famous climbs of its kind in the world. Best in the spring and fall, but can be
quite good in winter as well.

Crooked River Gorge

Although only about 2 miles from Smith Rocks, this area deserves a review of its

own due to its completely different nature than The Park. Another columnar basalt

area, the gorge is different in that it is almost completely protected by closely spaced

bolts. The cracks that join the columns are generally too thin and discontinuous to

allow reasonable protection otherwise. The columns are quite smooth in texture yet

with quite good friction. Climbing here requires a good variety of skills from

smearing and edging to off-balance side pulls and stems as the routes tend to be more

technical than powerful. An excellent diversion from pocket pulling at Smith with

basically the same weather.

California

Yosemite Valley

Yes, it’s true. This famous valley does have some e fine climbing, indeed.
Although known around the world for its incredible big walls, Yosemite offers climbs
of all types for climbers of all types -and lots of them too. (both climbs and
climbersl) Besides the walls and thousands of short one pitch routes scattered about

the valley (many also of excellent quality), Yosemite contains perhaps some of the
best long free climbs in the world, although routes like Astra... and Crucifix may be
the ones that came to mind, there are many more moderate routes that most moderate

climbers can cruise up in a day, even after a year of sitting on one’s butt at school.

The E.face and D.N.B. of Middle Cathedral and N.E.B. and Braille Book on Higher
Cathedral are standouts which rarely exceed 5.9. For the beginning climber, routes
such as Royal Arches, Snake Dike, and S.Face of N. Dome are also quite popular, the
later two being exceptional climbs (but with long approaches and descents). The best
times to visit Yosemite are spring and fall as these seasons “usually” offer the best
weather. A stay of less than a week is not enough., If you try and spend more than 3
weeks there, you’ll probably tire of the scene and lose motivation 91 did!) A little
not of warning: Yosemite, being a valley accessible by only one end tends to act as a
trap for wandering, homeless climbers (vagrants). If you thought “hippies” were a
thing of the past, think again. Yosemite has more broken down VW vans than any
other climbing area. don’t end up in one of them I

Joshua Tree
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Although similar in scene to Yosemite, J.T. does get a little bit more flow

through, thanks in part to its 2 week stay limit, which seems to be well enforced.

The climbing is different a swell in that rarely does a route exceed 3 pitches, (1

pitch is the norm) and that the rock tends to be much more abrasive on the skin.

Tape up for cracksi Joshua Tree’s setting can best be described as neat. Located on a

high desert plateau in the Mojave, Josh contains thousands of granitic mounds, hills,

and cliffs which offer quite good, clean climbing. Although the place can be a bit

crowded at popular times like weekends, these crowds tend to hang out only at certain

popular crags. Venture off a ways past the parking lot and you’ll likely have the

place to yourselves (even the classicsl) There is also excellent bouldering at Josh,

although I found that it tended to just destroy my fingertips. Fortunately, I did most

of this on my last day there. the best time to visit Joshua Tree is from October

through to March, although snow can fall (although very unlikely) in the midst of

winter.

Nevada

Red Rocks

This place is greati Although probably the furthest drive form Vancouver than

all the other areas mentioned, Red Rocks contains some very outstanding climbing.

Everything from short, hard sport routes to wall climbing exists here. Although I

was only able to taste a bit of it while I was there, Red rocks contains some

outstanding long free climbs, routes such as Levitation 29 and Dream of Wild

Turkeys are just a couple of the popular long, free classics.

The sport climbs which tend to be concentrated in the south-facing Colico Hills

are some of the most enjoyable that I’ve been on. Generally vertical to overhanging,

these routes contain numerous positive holds that offer good solid pulls on otherwise

severe terrain. Routes ten do be quite close together and the rock texture fairly

unabrasive, so one could get lots of routes done in a day if the desire and energy is

there. Bouldering at Kraft Rocks is excellent as well.

One of the more unique and convenient qualities of Red Rocks is that it is located

within 20 minutes of downtown Las Vegas. Home to many climber-infested cheap

all-you-can-possible-stuff-down-your-throat restaurants, Vegas also provides the

climber with a wide array of evening entertainment: watching the performers at

Circus Circus, losing money on the nickel slots, watching high-rolers (minimum

$5000 bet) lose their money at the craps tables, watching your friends get drunk on

the free booze (assuming you’re the D.D. or merely just want to climb the next day),
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or calculating the odds of winning that B.M.W. 850 with the slot machines below it.

You can get sick of the place, though. The best times to visit Red Rocks are from fall

Ill spring, although most of the long routes are too cool in mid-winter. According to

one Active local, October and November are the best months.

So there it is; an incomplete list of some of America’s best crags. Start planning

your next trip nowl Enjoy.
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